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Korkma, sönmez bu şafaklarda yüzen al sancak;                    
Sönmeden yurdumun üstünde tüten en son ocak.  
O benim milletimin yıldızıdır, parlayacak;  
O benimdir, o benim milletimindir ancak. 

Çatma, kurban olayım, çehreni ey nazlı hilâl! 
Kahraman ırkıma bir gül! Ne bu şiddet, bu celâl? 
Sana olmaz dökülen kanlarımız sonra helâl. 
Hakkıdır Hakk’a tapan milletimin istiklâl. 

Ben ezelden beridir hür yaşadım, hür yaşarım. 
Hangi çılgın bana zincir vuracakmış? Şaşarım! 
Kükremiş sel gibiyim, bendimi çiğner, aşarım. 
Yırtarım dağları, enginlere sığmam, taşarım. 

Garbın âfâkını sarmışsa çelik zırhlı duvar,  
Benim iman dolu göğsüm gibi serhaddim var. 
Ulusun, korkma! Nasıl böyle bir imanı boğar, 
Medeniyyet dediğin tek dişi kalmış canavar? 

Arkadaş, yurduma alçakları uğratma sakın; 
Siper et gövdeni, dursun bu hayâsızca akın. 
Doğacaktır sana va’dettiği günler Hakk’ın; 
Kim bilir, belki yarın, belki yarından da yakın

Bastığın yerleri toprak diyerek geçme, tanı:  
Düşün altındaki binlerce kefensiz yatanı. 
Sen şehit oğlusun, incitme, yazıktır, atanı: 
Verme, dünyaları alsan da bu cennet vatanı. 

Kim bu cennet vatanın uğruna olmaz ki feda? 
Şüheda fışkıracak toprağı sıksan, şüheda! 
Cânı, cânânı, bütün varımı alsın da Huda, 
Etmesin tek vatanımdan beni dünyada cüda. 

Ruhumun senden İlâhî, şudur ancak emeli: 
Değmesin mabedimin göğsüne nâmahrem eli. 
Bu ezanlar -ki şehadetleri dinin temeli-  
Ebedî yurdumun üstünde benim inlemeli. 

O zaman vecd ile bin secde eder -varsa- taşım, 
Her cerîhamdan İlâhî, boşanıp kanlı yaşım, 
Fışkırır ruh-ı mücerret gibi yerden na’şım; 
O zaman yükselerek arşa değer belki başım. 

Dalgalan sen de şafaklar gibi ey şanlı hilâl! 
Olsun artık dökülen kanlarımın hepsi helâl. 
Ebediyyen sana yok, ırkıma yok izmihlâl; 
Hakkıdır hür yaşamış bayrağımın hürriyyet;  
Hakkıdır Hakk’a tapan milletimin istiklâl! 
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GENÇLİĞE HİTABE

  Ey Türk gençliği! Birinci vazifen, Türk istiklâlini, Türk Cumhuriyetini, ilelebet 
muhafaza ve müdafaa etmektir. 

 Mevcudiyetinin ve istikbalinin yegâne temeli budur. Bu temel, senin en 
kıymetli hazinendir. İstikbalde dahi, seni bu hazineden mahrum etmek isteyecek 
dâhilî ve hâricî bedhahların olacaktır. Bir gün, istiklâl ve cumhuriyeti müdafaa 
mecburiyetine düşersen, vazifeye atılmak için, içinde bulunacağın vaziyetin 
imkân ve şeraitini düşünmeyeceksin! Bu imkân ve şerait, çok namüsait bir 
mahiyette tezahür edebilir. İstiklâl ve cumhuriyetine kastedecek düşmanlar, 
bütün dünyada emsali görülmemiş bir galibiyetin mümessili olabilirler. Cebren 
ve hile ile aziz vatanın bütün kaleleri zapt edilmiş, bütün tersanelerine girilmiş, 
bütün orduları dağıtılmış ve memleketin her köşesi bilfiil işgal edilmiş olabilir. 
Bütün bu şeraitten daha elîm ve daha vahim olmak üzere, memleketin dâhilinde 
iktidara sahip olanlar gaflet ve dalâlet ve hattâ hıyanet içinde bulunabilirler. 
Hattâ bu iktidar sahipleri şahsî menfaatlerini, müstevlîlerin siyasî emelleriyle 
tevhit edebilirler. Millet, fakr u zaruret içinde harap ve bîtap düşmüş olabilir.

 Ey Türk istikbalinin evlâdı! İşte, bu ahval ve şerait içinde dahi 
vazifen, Türk istiklâl ve cumhuriyetini kurtarmaktır. Muhtaç olduğun kudret, 
damarlarındaki asil kanda mevcuttur.

Mustafa Kemal Atatürk
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Lead In
a. Where are the people in the photos? What are they doing?
b. Do you know your neighbors? How do you make friends with your neighbors?

A. READING

Anthony: Are you new around here?
Beatrice: I’ve just moved here.
Anthony: Nice to meet you. Let me introduce myself. I’m Anthony. I’m originally 
from Toronto. I’ve moved to this neighborhood because of my education. 
I’m a student at Oxford University, I study Medicine. I’m 22 years old, but as 
you can see, I look much older. My friends call me ‘Social Network’ because 
I’m very interested in meeting new people, especially in my neighborhood.
Beatrice: I’m happy to meet you too, Anthony. Firstly, I must say that, you look 
younger than you are. I’m Beatrice. You can call me Bea. I’m from London. I’m 
here because of my work. I live on the third floor. You?
Anthony: I live on the first floor with my dog, Bitty. What do you do, Beatrice?
Beatrice: I work as a sales representative in TNY Company. It’s a very tiring 
job. I don’t have much off, except for Sundays. And on those days, I do my 
favorite sport.
Beatrice: Do you know who lives on the 4th floor? Whenever they play music, 
I can hear it coming through the walls.
Anthony: You are talking about housemates: George and Thomas. They 
make music together at HFT Café at the end of this street. For that reason, 
they sometimes work at home. You can mention it to them. They are very understanding.
Beatrice: I will. And there is a middle- aged woman. She has shoulder length 
hair. Do you know her? Who is she? She is very kind and warm-hearted. I 
loved her.
Anthony: She is Bruno, a retired nurse. She lives on the second floor. You are 
right and she is also helpful. Last year, she looked after my dog during my 
holidays.
Beatrice: Gosh, I’m late for my tennis match. See you, Anthony.
Anthony: Good bye, Beatrice. Don’t forget to come to the meeting party on 
15th November.
Beatrice: I hope so. Nice to meet you Anthony. Bye!

1. Read the dialogue and write the information about the people.
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Names: Name:

Floor: Floor:

2. Read the text again and answer the questions.

1. What is the compliment made by Beatrice? ................................................................ .

2. What is Beatrice disturbed by in her apartment? ...................................................... .

3. Does Beatrice work on Sundays? .................................................................................... .

4. Where is Beatrice going now? What is the day today? ........................................... .

5. What kind of a person is Anthony do you think? ........................................................ .

3. Read the text again and match the words in the text with their definitions.

1. .............................. : (noun) Someone whose job is to sell a company’s products, 

                        often by travelling to different places.

2. .............................. : (adjective) Sympathetic and caring.

3. .............................. : (noun) The area of a town that surrounds someone’s home, or 

                       the people who live in this area.

4. .............................. : (noun) Someone you live with in a house but are not related to.

5. .............................. : (verb) To take care of or be in charge of something.

6. .............................. : (adjective) Someone who has stopped working permanently, 

                           usually because of age.

Name: Name:

Floor: Floor:
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GRAMMAR
4. Match the appropriate question word with the definition.

WH QUESTION WORDS

1. ...................... - use to ask 
  about people, things  
  and animals.

2. ...................... - use to ask  
   about time.

3. ...................... - use to ask 
   about reason.

4. ...................... - use to ask  
   about people and 
   things where there’s a  
   choice to make.

5. ...................... - use to ask   
   about people.

6. ...................... - use to ask 
   about place.

7. ...................... - use to ask 
  about who the possessor  
  of something is.

8. ...................... - use to ask  
  about condition, quality    
  or the way things are    
  done.

WHAT-WHO 
WHICH-WHOSE 

HOW-WHEN-WHY 
WHERE

5. Match the questions 1-8 with their answers A-H 

1. Excuse me, where is the staff room?     

I want to speak to Miss Chu.                                          

2. How do you go to school?                                                                                                         

3. What do you do in your spare time?                             

4. Whose test paper is it? There’s no name on it.   

5. Why is Miss Cheung so happy today?                     

6. Who is your favorite teacher?                               

7. When is our English lesson?                                     

8. Which one is your mother?

On Monday.

Miss Cheung. I think she’s very patient and understanding.

The woman, wearing a blue skirt.

It must be Frank’s. We’ve got ours already.

On foot but sometimes my father drives me.

It’s on the second floor, next to the kitchen.

I generally watch movies and do puzzles.

Her class did very well in the examination.

A

E

C

G

B

F

D

H
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B. LISTENING
Lead In
a. Look at the photos below. Where are the man and the woman in the photos? 

What are they doing?
b. Who do you think they are talking to?

A B

7. Listen again and answer the questions.

1. Is the amount of the rent important for Mr. Walker? Why?

2. What are the general characteristics of Walkers?

8. Listen again and circle the correct ones.

1. Edgar wants to hire/ buy the house.

2. Edgar and his family saw all/ some parts of the house they want to rent.

3. Edgar found the house from an ad/ a web site.

4. Mr. Pearson is a satisfied/ stubborn person.

5. Mrs. Walker is a doctor/ teacher.

6. The house costs  8000/ 800 dollars a month.

6. Listen to the conversation and tick the correct photo.
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Rising Intonation Falling Intonation

• Are you a teacher?

• Is she Mrs. Parker?

• Is Mary over there?

• Where are you from?

• Who is your father?

• When is your birthday?

PRONUNCIATION
Intonation describes how the voice rises and falls in speech. The three 

main patterns of intonation in English are:
 

     falling intonation                                  rising intonation

         

                 and fall-rise intonation 

Are you warm enough?      Do you live in here?      Is she a student?

INTONATION IN ‘WH’ QUESTIONS

Where are you from?    Who are you talking to?    Why is she sad?

9. Listen and repeat the sentences.

10. Listen and show rising and falling intonations.

1. Are you new near here?  5. Do you live in a cottage? 

2. Is your father energetic?          6. Where did you go?

3. Which one is yours?   7. What time is it now?

4. What nationality are you?  8. Are your roommates friendly?

If we do not know the answer, we normally use rising intonation in ‘yes-no’ 
questions.

The intonation of wh-questions is normally falling. The falling intonation is 
on the most important syllable:

INTONATION IN ‘YES/NO’ QUESTIONS
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VOCABULARY

13. Describe the other people in the photo. The last question is for you.

1. What does Beatriz look like? ........................................................................................................................ .

2. What does Francisco look like? ............................................................................................................... . 

3. What does Luis look like? .............................................................................................................................. .

4. What does Esther look like? ........................................................................................................................ .

5. What do you look like? ................................................................................................................................... .

11. Look at the vocabulary chart and fill in the missing parts with appropriate words.   

Hello! I’m tall and thin. I have got short, 
straight, red hair, big eyes, a little nose 
and a small mouth. I’m wearing a red 
t-shirt and I have a yellow bag.

Name: .........................................................

12. Read the description and write the name. Who is she/ he?   

Francisco Esther

Jack

Beatriz

Luis

AGE
(am/is/are)

HEIGHT
(am/is/are)

BUILDING/WEIGHT
(am/is/are)

Baby
Child/children
Kids=kidos
Boy
Young=teens=teenagers
Adult
Old=elderly
*about 13
*around 16

Short *
Medium-height
Average-height
Tall **
*fairly
*quite
**pretty
*very

Thin=skinny
Slim=slender
Chubby=plump
Fat
Heavy
Overweight

HAIR COLOR
(have/has)

HAIR STYLE
(have/has)

HAIR LENGTH
(have/has)

Block
Brown
Blond/blonde
Fair
Red
Grey
*light
*dark

Staright
Wavy
Curly
Spiky
Teased
Bald

Short
Long
Shoulder-length
Medium-length

SKIN COMPLEXION EYES SPECIAL FEATURES

(am/is/are) (have/has) (have/has) (am/is/are) (have/has)

White
Black
Brunette

Fa i r / pa l e 
skin
Dark skin
Brown skin
Light-brown
Tannes skim

Black
Grey
Bllue
Green
Brown
Dark
Big
Small

Pretty
Handsome
Good-looking
Attractive

A mustache
A beard
A mole
Freckles
Dimples

CLOTHES (wear/wearing)

Shirt 
T-shirt
Blouse
Skirt
Dress
Shorts
Pants
Slacks
Socks
Stockings

Sweater
Tie
Vest
Suit
Sandals
Shoes (high-heels)
Tennis shoes
Boots

Cap
Hat
Glasses
Earrings
Necklace
Watch
Bracelet
Ring

PHYSICAL APPEARANCE CATEGORIES
(*variation)

Age

Height Looks

 

Build

Hair

Face

Short    .............  Medium-height

Good-looking
Beautiful
Pretty

Attractive ...........................

Plump  .................   

Straight        ................... Wavy Bald ................Long      Shoulder-length    

................... Well-built Dark         ...................       Fair        Blonde     ...................

........................Baby Child Teenager Middle-aged 

....................................  
Beard

Hair Color
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USEFUL LANGUAGE
Where were you born? I was born in…..When were you born? I was born on ..(on 6th August 2007)Have you got any siblings? I have a brother and two sisters.What’s your father’s job? He is a/an …….  What does your  mother do? She is a/an ……
What’ s your phone number? It’s ...............What’s your address? It’s  313 Jackson Street, Miles City, Florida.
What is your favorite film/singer/ food/……........?Do you like listening to jazz/ watching thrillers/ ...................?What do you like doing in your spare time? I like/love/enjoy/prefer helping animals.

C.  SPEAKING
Lead In
a. Do you know your friends’ favorite sports? Do you think your friends 

know you well?
b. Look at the photo below. How do you think they introduce themselves?

14. Work in pairs, ask and answer and get information about your friend.

Selin: Where were you born, Mert?

Mert: I was born in Ankara. And you?

Selin: Bodrum in Muğla. Have you got 

 any siblings?

Mert: Yes, I have a sister at the age 

 of eight. She is tall and slim with 

 blonde hair like you. She likes 

 watching horror films.

  Do you like them?

Selin: No. I like thrillers. What about 

 your favorite singer?

Mert: He is Bruno Mars. He is also a 

        song writer. What about yours?

Selin: I love Norah Jones. I enjoy listening 

        to jazz.

15. Think that there will be a student council election next week. And you  
     are one of the candidates. Introduce yourself to your friends.

You can start your speech:
Today, I am asking for your vote for 
VP of the student council. If you elect 
me, I will listen to your concerns and 
work hard for you. Let me introduce 
myself to you. I ………. 
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D.  WRITING
Lead In
a. Does your school have a newspaper?
b. Would you like to be on one of the pages of a newspaper?

16. This is one of the pages of the KTN School’s monthly newspaper. Each month, 
one of the students introduces himself/herself. This month’s student is Dorothy, 
this is her page.         
Read each paragraph and fill in the missing parts.

Hello my friends. I’m Dorothy. I don’t really 
have a nickname, but I like the others call me 
Dora. I was born in Dublin, Ireland in 2005.
                

                 
I’m 158 cm tall. I’m rather thin. I’ve got long, 

straight, blonde hair. My eyes are blue and I’ve 
a round and freckled face.

               

I like scuba diving and cycling. I hate winter 
sports. I love animals and nature. I’m the member 
of the community called ‘Nature Lovers’. We 
organize wonderful events together.

             

Let me give you some information about my 
family. My mother, Selene is a lawyer. And my fa-
ther, Tim is a policeman. I’ve got two brothers. 
They are 8 years old twins. I love them, but 
sometimes they drive me crazy. We have a pet,  
Bonny. It barks a lot at nights, but all of our 
neighbors love him.

Gr_ _ting, na_ _, c_ u_try, date of bi_ _ _ 

P_ _sical app_ _ _ _ _ce

L_ _ _s and d_ _likes

Introducing f_ _ily me_ _ _rs
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17. Introduce yourself on your page.
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Interviewer: Hello, Emre. Welcome to our radio program.  
Emre: Hi.
Interviewer: Can you tell me about a typical day in your life?
Emre: Yeah, sure.
Interviewer: So, what time do you get up?
Emre: Oh, I get up early. Everyday, I get up at 7 o’clock and get ready for my work. I teach English 
        at a primary school from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Interviewer: Wow good! You are a teacher? Right?
Emre: Yeah. I am an English teacher and also a philatelist.
Interviewer: Philatelist? What does it mean?
Emre: Firstly, let me talk about philately. The other name for stamp collecting is philately (fill-lat-tell-lee).
        That’s why, a stamp collector is also called a philatelist (fill-lat-tell-list).
Interviewer: As I understood, it is your hobby. What else does a philatelist do?
Emre: A philatelist can travel around the world without leaving his/ her seat. You can meet important 
        people, learn exotic plants and animals, learn different languages and explore a lot more.
Interviewer: Ohh really, that sounds interesting. How possible is this?
Emre: All these can be yours in stamp collecting. You can learn everything while collecting other 
        countries’ stamps. And you discover the colorful world of postage stamp collecting.
Interviewer: So cool. As you are a philatelist, you collect only stamps?
Emre: Of course not, you can also collect post cards and envelopes, which is called postal stationery.                       
Interviewer: Is there any federation or society about philately?   
Emre: Yes, of course. We have a national federation called Turkish Philatelic Federation. Also in our city, 
        we have a philately society “Konak Philatelists Association”.
Interviewer: It is so interesting. 
Emre: Yeah, exactly. In our society, we arrange a stamp auction every month. Besides, our philately 
        fedaration and Postal Telephone Telegraph (PTT) arrange National Stamp Exhibitions. For example, 
        our last exhibition took place in Ankara. We show our collections in these exhibitions, also we compete 
        with our collections. 
Interviewer: Really? Have you won any prizes or medals?
Emre: Yeah, certainly. I have 3 medals. Two of them are Silver medal, one of them is large silver.
Interviewer: Congratulations. Thank you so much Emre for joining our program and also giving 
                 information about philately. 
Emre: My pleasure. 

Lead In
a. Look at the photos. What do you see in the photos? 
b. Guess which hobby in these photos are about?

A. READING
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1. Read the text and answer the questions.

1. What does Emre do in a typical day? ……………………………………………

2. What does a philatelist do? …………………………………………………………

3. What is postal stationary? ……………………………………………………………

4. What activities does the philatelist society arrange?

   ………………………………………………………………………………………………

5. What type of medals has Emre won? …………………………………………………

2. Read the text again and match the bold words in the text with their  
    definitions.

1. .............................. : (noun) A flat paper container with a sealable flap, used to  
                           enclose a letter or document.

2. .............................. : (noun) Someone who collects and studies of postage stamps.

3. .............................. : (verb) To take part in a race or competition.

4. .............................. : (noun) A public sale in which goods or property are sold 
                           to the highest bidder.

5. .............................. : (noun) A small piece of paper that you buy and stick onto  
                           an envelope or package before posting it.

6. .............................. : (noun) That is given to someone who has won a competition.

GRAMMAR
 Talking About Daily Routines

Positive and negative statements
I/ You/ We/ They

He/ She/ It

 go
                   

 goes

to school on foot.

to school by school bus.

I/ You/ We/ They

He/ She/ It 

don’t get on

doesn’t play

school bus.

football.

Questions and short answers

Do you wake up early? Yes, I do.

Does your brother go to school on foot? No, he doesn’t.
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Always

Usually/....

Occasionally/....

 Rarely/....

Never

The Pyramids of Frequency Adverbs

4. Ask your partner the questions below and put a tick. 

3. Look the Pyramid of Frequency Adverbs and complete the missing parts.

Questions always usually sometimes rarely never

1.  How often do you read a book?

2.  How often do you play computer games?

3.  How often do you get up early at the weekends?

4.  How often do you help your mother?

5.  How often do you practice your English 
online?

6.  How often do you do your homework on the 
computer?

7.  How often do you brush your teeth?

E.g. Mark: How often do you read a book?
      Eric: I usually read a book.

5. Put the words into correct order to make meaningful statements.

1. always/ the/ gym/ go/ in/ I/ to/ mornings/ the/ .

   ..............................................................................................................................................................................................................
2. you/ early/ Do/ up/ on/ weekdays/ get/ ? 

   .............................................................................................................................................................................................................
3. book/ I/ in/ spare/ a/ my/ usually/ read/ time/ . 

   ..............................................................................................................................................................................................................
4. like/ collecting/ you/ Do/ stamps/ ?  

   ..............................................................................................................................................................................................................
5. kitten/ like/ My/ the/ on/ running/ doesn’t/ street/ the/ .  

   ..............................................................................................................................................................................................................
6. computer/ His/ on/ does/ sister/ homework/ usually/ her/ the/ .  

   .............................................................................................................................................................................................................

%100

%0
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B. LISTENING

Lead In 
a. What is he doing in this picture?     

b. Do you plan your day or week?

6. Listen to the text and tick the photos related to the text.

7. Listen to the text again and then complete the time schedule according  
   to the Mike’s daily routine. 

TIME 6.30

ACTION
have
breakfast
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PRONUNCIATION

9. Listen and repeat the verbs.

10. Listen to the verbs and write them into the correct column. 

9. Listen and repeat the verbs. 

8. Listen to the pronunciation tips.

Pronunciation Tips
1. Third person singular verbs are pronounced /z/ after the sounds /b/, /d/, /g/, 

    /l/, /m/, /n/, /ŋ/, /r/, /v/, /w/, /ð/.

2. Third person singular verbs are pronounced [s] after the sounds /f/, /k/, /t/, /p/, 
   /θ/. 

3. Third person singular verbs are pronounced [ız] after the sounds /z/, /s/, /tS/, 

   /S/, /dZ/, /Z/.

/s/ sound /z/ sound /ız/ sound

3rd Person Singular (he/ she/ it): Pronunciation

Tips Sounds Verbs

1 /z/ lives, swims, pulls

2 /s/ gets, stops, cooks

3 /ız/ judges, changes, misses
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VOCABULARY

11. Match the words with their pictures.

a. stamp 
collecting

b. sailing 

g. drawing

c. playing table 
tennis

f. going to the 
cinema

h. playing the 
piano

d. taking photos 

i. horse riding

e. dancing

j. gardening

12. Match the pictures with their definitions.

It is an exciting opportunity to go out on a boat and get in touch 
with your inner hunter-gatherer.

Like bird watching, it is a relaxing, educational hobby that anyone 
can do easily.

It has been called ‘ the hobby of kings and the king of hobbies’. It is 
collecting the small pieces of paper being used for postage.

a. Stamp Collecting b. Fishing c. Butterfly Watching

1.

2.

3.

1.

6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

2. 3. 4. 5.
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C.  SPEAKING
Lead In
a. What kind of sports do you know?
b. Talk about what common hobbies you have with your parents?

13. Work with your partner. Read the dialogue between Alex and Julia. Then  
      act out similar dialogues.

Julia: What do you do at weekends?                         
Alex: I go to a course to learn curling.
Julia: What is curling? 
Alex: It’s a sport. 
Julia: What kind of sport? 
Alex: It’s a winter sport. It is played on ice. 
Julia: I see.

14. Talk about the routines of your family members at weekends.

MY FAMILY 
MEMBERS 

AT 
WEEKENDS
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D.  WRITING

Lead In
a. Do you keep a planner?
b. What do you write in your planner? 

15. Think about your daily life and complete the chart below. 

ACTIVITIES

do homework

TIME

5.00 pm
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16. Prepare a digital poster about your daily life as in the example,  
     and then share with your friends in the class. 

I always get up early. 

I wash my face and 

hands, then brush 
my teeth.

I have bre
akfast with 

my family. B
reakfast is 

very i
mportant for 

me.

I do my homework at 
5 o’clock. My favorite lesson is English.

My sc
hool

 sta
rts 

at 

9 ev
eryd

ay a
nd w

e 

have
 a g

reat
 tim

e 

at s
choo

l.

After I finish my 
homework, I usually 

hang out with my 

friends. I go to bed at 10 
o’clock. Before I sleep, I always read 

a book.

DAILY ROUTINES
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A. READING
Lead In
a. What is your favorite animal?
b. Do you have a pet? What is it? What is its name?

Read the dialogue between Liza and her mother. Did Liza adopt an 
animal?

Liza: Mom, I have finished my homework. Can I go out, please?

Mother: Sure! But try to be back before dinner.

Liza: Ok, thanks a lot mommy. 

       (30 minutes later.)

Liza: Mom, mom, mom. Look how cute this little cat is. Please mom, may I adopt it?

Mother: Oh, I’m sorry, but that’s not possible. You know your daddy is allergic to  

            cats.

Liza: Can I look after it in the garden, then?

Mother: Yes, that’s no problem. Let’s find a basket, a bowl, and some milk for it.

Liza: Would it be okay if I fed it with some meat?

Mother: I’m afraid, but you can’t. It’s too small. I think milk is enough.

Liza: Yeah, I see. Is it okay if I call it Bonnie?

Mother: It’s a wonderful name for this cute small cat. Well Bonnie, we will have to 

            find a vet for you tomorrow. Come on, honey, it’s time for dinner now.
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1. Read the statements below and order them as they happened in 
the story.

........................ Liza finds a cat on the street.

........................ Liza names the cat as Bonnie.

...........I........... Liza finishes her homework.

........................ Liza has dinner.

........................ Liza’s mother finds a basket and a bowl for the cat.

........................ Liza wants to go out.

2. Read the dialogue again and match the words from the text to 
    the definitions.
1. ........................ : (noun) A light container made of thin wood strips.

2. ........................ : (noun) A person who takes care of the health of animals.

3. ........................ : (adjective) Having an allergy ‘a condition which makes people sick’.

4. ........................ : (adjective) Small in size or amount.

5. ........................ : (adjective) Pleasant and attractive, especially something or someone  

  small or young.

6. ........................ : (verb) To take care of someone and to bring up someone as your own.

GRAMMAR

Asking for and giving permission

CAN

(very informal)

Can I go out?
Please, can I use 
your computer?

Sure.

No problem.

Sure, go ahead.

Please feel free. 

Yes, please.

I’m sorry, but that’s 
not possible.

No, please don’t.

I’m afraid, but you 
can’t.

COULD/ DO YOU 

MIND IF I…

(more polite)

Could I ask a 
question, please?
Do you mind if I 
sit here?

MAY

(really formal)

May I introduce 
myself?
May I open the 
window, please?
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3. Put the words in the correct order to ask for permission.

a. cookie/ I/ mind/ you/ eat/ do/ if/ that

   ...............................................................................................................................................

b. I/ use/ can/ please/ pen/ your

   ...............................................................................................................................................

c. come/ may/ I/ in

   ...............................................................................................................................................

d. turn/ the/ can/ you/ TV/ down

   ...............................................................................................................................................

e. leave/ could/ early/ I/ tomorrow

   ................................................................................................................................................

4. You are new at a school in a different city. Ask your friends or 
teachers using may/ can/ could.

a. Get to the canteen.

b. Leave the game in the sports lesson.

c. Open the window.

d. Borrow a dictionary.

e. Summarize the homework for next week.

B. LISTENING
Lead In
a. Are there any street animals in your town?

b. What can you do to help street/ stray animals?
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5. Listen to Edward talking about his experience as he was 13 years old. 
Choose the correct phrases.

a. Edward is a veterinary/ teacher.

b. Edward loves to help street animals/ pets.

c. Edward started to help stray dogs at the age of 41/ 13.

d. Edward asked his mother/ father why the dogs are on the street.

e. Edward and his family help/ don’t help animals.

6. Listen again and write the person who says the sentence.

a. “Let’s go home.”      ........................

b. “Can I give these dogs some water?”  ........................

c. “It’s not our business.”     ........................

d. “May I help them?”    ........................

e. “Go and finish your homework.”   ........................

PRONUNCIATION
7. Listen to the sounds and repeat. 
 

8. Listen and choose the correct  
      words. 

/l/ (short i) /i:/ (long i)

Chick

Ship

Chip 

Hit 

Cheek 

Sheep 

Cheap

Heat

a. still – steel

b. thin – teen

c. fist – feast

d. slip – sleep

e. grin – green
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VOCABULARY
9. Look at the picture of baby animals below. Match the words with 

the pictures.

10. Look at the pictures and read the descriptions. Find the baby animals.
and write its name next to the description.

a. “I have black dots and I love barking.”   ........................

b. “I have big clumsy feet and I love quacking.” ........................

c. “I’m curly and I love bleating.”     ........................

d. “I don’t have a fur and I love meowing.”   ........................

e. “I have big ears, small horns, and I love bleating.”  ........................

f.  “I have horns, a pink nose, and I love mooing.”  ........................

C.  SPEAKING

Lead In
a. What is an animal shelter?

b. Do you visit animal shelters? Why/ Why not? 

11. On the right, you can see a photo of an  
     animal shelter. Work with a partner. What 
     is the woman doing there? What can you  
     do in an animal shelter?

E.g. I can/ may/ could play with the animals.

foal

chick

bunny

kitten

lamb

calf

puppy
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USEFUL LANGUAGE

Can I …/ Is it okay if I …/ 

Do you mind if I …
I wonder if I could …/ 

Could I …/ May I …
Sure./ Go ahead./ Yes, 

you can.No problem./ Please feel 

free./ I don’t mind.

12. Work in pairs. Student A is the head at the animal shelter and 
 student B is a visitor who wants to adopt one of the animals. 
 Use the clues in the box below.

13. Brainstorm about the things you need to know to attend a festival. 
Fill in the mind map. 

E.g. Mrs. Gormanns: Hello, Mr. Johnson. I wonder if 
      I could talk to you about that black Rottweiler.

      Mr. Johnson: Hi, Mrs. Gormanns…

D.  WRITING

Lead In
a. Do you like festivals? 
b. How many different festivals did you attend?
c. What is an animal festival?

Accommodation
...............................................

...............................................

Food and Drinks
 ...............................................

...............................................

...............................................

...............................................

...............................................

...............................................

Attending 
a festival.
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14. Read the e-mail below and write a similar e-mail to your new friend 
in Scotland.
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CONSOLIDATION 1
A. Read the street interview below. Complete the blanks with correct forms of ‘be’. 

GETTING TO KNOW EACH OTHER

Justin: Hey! How 1............ you?

Loma: Fine, thanks.

Justin: What 2 ............ your name?

Loma: My name 3 ............ Loma. I’m Cuban originally,

         but I live in London.

Justin: How old 4 ............ you?

Loma: Let’s say middle-aged.

Justin: Ok. But you look like a teenager.

Loma: Kind of you. Thanks.

Justin: What do you do in your free time, Loma?

Loma: I 5 ............ good at oil painting. It is my favorite hobby. I started it 3 years 

 ago. Creating different figures on the canvas and playing with colors 

 6 ............ very nice.

Justin: That 7 ............ a good hobby. 8 ......... you married?

Loma: No. I 9 ............ still single.

Justin: What 10 ............ your favorite band?

Loma: I love Led Zeppelin. I’m fond of rock music. I don’t like listening slow, romantic 

         music.

Justin: Thank you, Loma. Glad to meet you. Good bye.

Loma: Bye!

B. Complete the statements with ‘have got, has got or correct form of be’.

1. She ........................ short, curly, black hair.

2. Alex ........................ small, black eyes.

3. Jack ........................ slim and tall with wavy hair.

4. I ........................ wearing red shoes.

5. My mother ........................ dark skin.

6. Thomas ........................ overweight with big, green eyes and he ........................

   dark, brown moustache.
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C. Put the verbs in the brackets into the correct form of simple present tense.

1. Julie usually ........................ (drink) coffee for breakfast.

2. What time ........................ the banks ........................ (close) here?

3. I’ve got a tablet, but I .................................. (not/spend) so much time on it.

4. My parents .................................... (live) in a small flat.

5. The Olympic Games .......................................... (take) place every four years.

6. He .................................... (love) playing basketball, but he .................................... (not/love) 

   playing football. 

D. Circle the correct word.

1. Would I/ May I leave early on Friday?

2. Sandra, you are nearest to the door. Could you/ Could I open it, please?

3. Would you mind taking/ Do you mind if I take that book to the library for me? 

4. Is it okay if we look/ looked up words from the dictionary?

5. Would you mind if I ask/ asked you something?

E. Match the questions with their answers.

1. Can I get you a cup of coffee?     a. I’m using it right now, but you can use  

2. May I come in?           that pencil.

3. Do you think I could use your pen?     b. Sorry, but I’m quite busy at the moment.

4. Can I talk to you for a minute?     c. Sure. How many sheets do you need?

5. May I see your ID card, madam?     d. Yes, please. Black and without sugar.

6. Can I have some paper?              e. Please feel free.

7. Can I pay via credit card?      f. Here you are.

          g. I’m sorry, but that’s not possible at the 

             moment. We are in power blackout.
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A. READING
Lead In
a. What do you see in the photos? 
b. Which country are these photos about?

1. Look at the whole passage quickly and decide what this text is mainly about. 

1. Newbie means experienced.                          True  -   False
2. Decrease means become smaller in size amount.          True  -   False
3. Vlogger is a person who regularly posts short videos in a video blog.        True  -   False
4. Hemisphere means a half of the Earth that is below or above the equator.       True  -   False

1. Is Aylin an experienced vlogger? ........................................................................................................................................................
2. Are Aylin and her friends snowboarding in July? .....................................................................................................................
3. If it is summer in New Zealand, what season is it in Turkey? ............................................................................................

4. What is special about birds in New Zealand? .........................................................................................................................

5. Is the number of kiwi birds going up or down? .........................................................................................................................

2. Read the text and answer the questions.

3. Read the sentences and circle True or False. 

4. Discuss with a partner. Do you think it is a good idea to go to the north or 
the south hemisphere to experience a long summer or spring? 

Hello everyone! I am Aylin from İskenderun, Turkey. I am a newbie vlogger. 
I shoot videos of my trips around the world and share them on the net. This 
is my second video.

Right now I am in Queenstown, New Zealand. I am travelling around the 
country. Want to know some of the coolest facts about New Zealand? 
Well, you’ve come to the right place. New Zealand is a really remote country. 

It is the very first country to see the sun every day! The capital city Wellington is the southernmost 
capital in the world. 

If you want to visit this beautiful country you should know an important fact. Although it is July, it 
is winter in New Zealand. I know some of you are swimming, sunbathing, burning and sweating in the 
Northern Hemisphere. In the Southern Hemisphere we are skiing, snowboarding and having fun at the 
moment.

New Zealand has some really cool and unusual wildlife that you won’t find anywhere else in the 
world. Unbelievably nearly all the land mammals are birds and most of them can’t fly anymore. There 
are 75,000 kiwi birds that are living in the wild. This may sound like a lot, but it really isn’t. The number 
of some animals is decreasing day by day. But there’s good news too; some species are increasing 
like the kakapo, kokako, kiwi and tuatara.

For such a small and remote country, there is so much about New Zealand that is both entertaining 
and interesting at the same time! That’s all for today. See you in the next video!
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Ann: Does Aylin live in New Zealand?
Ben: Aylin lives in İskenderun, but she is travelling across New Zealand this week.
Ann: Is she also working there?             1 ………. 
Ben: No, she isn’t.
Ann: What are Aylin and her friends doing now?
Ben: They are shooting a video now.
  2 ……….

6. Match the underlined sentences with the correct function.

5. Fill in the missing parts of the rules. 

GRAMMAR

A

B

Function

7. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the given verbs. 

1. I ………………………. (not swim) in New Zealand right now.

2. Today they ………………………. (shoot) a video for a travel vlog.

3. Look! Jason ………………………. (feed) the Kiwi birds.

4. Who…………Jessica …………………… (talk) to on the phone right now?

5. Aylin and I ………………………. (lie) on the beach at the moment.

8. Guessing Game 
Tell a month and then secretly choose the Northern Hemisphere or the Southern 
Hemisphere. Describe what the people in that part of the world are doing now. Let 
your friends guess the hemisphere and the season.                                   

E.g. Erdem: It is December, some people are 
          wearing swimsuit and swimming.  

      Toprak: Southern Hemisphere! Summer!
      Erdem: Correct!

Temporary 
Actions 

I am working 
in New York 
this week. 

“Summer in Northern Hemisphere. Winter in Southern Hemisphere.”
“Winter in Northern Hemisphere. Summer in Southern Hemisphere.”

EARTH SEASONS

is not

Happening Now
It is raining.
I’m eating lunch 
now.
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B. LISTENING
Lead In
a. Guess where the boy is and what he is doing?
b. What are the lion and the duck doing?

9. You are going to listen to some sounds. Guess what is making that 
sound and number the photos.

10. Listen and choose the correct verbs.
1. This is my dog’s sound. It is barking/ singing.
2. The babies are carrying/ crying because they are sleepy.
3. The doorbell is ringing/ reading. Can you open it?
4. The helicopter is old, but it is flying/ frying.
5. Potatoes are flying/ frying in the pan.
6. The children are swinging/ singing in the garden and Mark is with them.
7. Amy is skiing/ swimming in the new pool with her friend.

11. Act out some of the actions in activity10 and let your friends guess  
     what you are doing.

12. a. Listen and match the words with their phonetic transcriptions.  
     b. Listen again and repeat.

PRONUNCIATION

A B C

1

E F G

D
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1. ......................................... is a relaxing hobby. I love using colors and brushes when I feel down.  

2. Michael Jackson was a very famous ......................................... and a ......................................... .

3. ......................................... in the bathroom is something traditional for Jack. He knows a lot of songs.

4. Budhia is the World’s Youngest Marathon ......................................................................................... .

5. ......................................... and music are good for you because they help you cope with the stress 

   of life.

VOCABULARY

WORD FORMATION
13. Look at the picture above and try to find similar words and fill in the  
     word chart below.

14. Use the words in the chart which has –er or –ing suffix to fill in the blanks.

VERB NOUN NOUN
-er -ing

to swim swimmer …………………

to ………………… runner running

to sing ………………… …………………

to ………………… ………………… painting

to …………………                            dancer …………………

Swimming is an indoor and outdoor sport.
Beytullah Eroğlu is a Turkish Paralympic swimmer.

Painting is a relaxing activity.
Claude Monet is a French painter.

15. Write 5 more statements as in the example.

E.g. Reading makes me happy. 

1. .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

4. .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

5. .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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16. Tell us what you think the kids in your neighborhood or the people in 
your family are doing right now. Use your imagination to think of funny, 
interesting or crazy answers.

E.g. I think my grandma and my grandpa  
      are dancing in a show right now. 

E.g. Jason is getting ready for the  
      Robotics Competition.

C.  SPEAKING

Lead In
a. Look at the photo and tell 
    your friend what you see.
b. Is there anything wrong with
    the photo?

E.g. The children are playing 
frisbee with pizza.

17. Talk to your partner. Ask and answer questions about books, TV shows,   
      famous people, or any subject that you are interesed in these days.

E.g. Betty: Are you reading any interesting books these days?
     Jason: Yes, I am.
      Betty: Which book are you reading?
     Jason: I am reading a book about birds that live in 

          New Zealand. 
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18. This is the diary of a student. 
      Read it and find out how she 

1. starts the diary.
2. develops the diary.
3. closes the diary.

Lead In

a. What is the girl doing in the photo?
b. Do you keep a diary? What do you  
    write in your diary? 

D.  WRITING

Dear Diary, (opening)
Today I noticed that everything is changing so 
fast and I’m very happy. (introduction)

April 20, 2018 (date)

Last year I was lazy because I was very ill and 
tired. I’m getting better day by day. This year I 
am much more hardworking and energetic. I’m 
improving my Maths grades in every exam.
I have got new friends. We laugh and have fun 
all the time. Now they are waiting for me in the 
garden. We are going to the cinema. 
I am so happy with my new life and with my 
new friends. (conclusion)
Bye for now (closing)

(b
od

y)
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18. Please write the things that are changing in your life on this diary page.  
     You can also design your own diary page with colorful pencils. 
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A. READING
Lead In
a. What’s your favorite sport?
b. Do you like indoor or outdoor sports?

   B .....................................................................
     Soccer and volleyball are different sports, 
but the balls they use look alike. They are both 
round. Both balls are made of leather. Both 
are bigger than softballs but smaller than 
basketballs. Like softballs and basketballs, the 
surfaces of soccer balls and volleyballs have 
panels. However, these two balls differ in size 
and weight. A volleyball is a bit smaller and 
lighter than a soccer ball. Soccer balls are 
harder than volleyballs. You could hurt your 
hand playing volleyball with the wrong one!

   A ........................................................................
     Ping pong and air hockey are different sports 
with some similarities. Both have a table and two 
players are needed for playing. However, the table 
for air hockey has a smoother surface than the 
table for ping pong. Because there is a flat disc in 
air hockey, but a tiny ball in ping pong. The players 
use pushers to strike the flat disk in air hockey but 
they use rackets in ping pong. In both games, you 
need to be faster than your opponent to win!

1. Read the texts below and match the titles for the texts. There is one extra title.

1. ROUND BUT DIFFERENT 2. SPORTS WITH TABLE

3. A GOOD SPORT FOR INDOOR

TITLES
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2. Read the texts again and correct the statements below.

3. Read the texts again and complete the statements. 

1. The table used for ping pong is smoother than the one for table tennis.
    .................................................................................................................................................................................... .
2. The players strike a square disc in air hockey.
    .................................................................................................................................................................................... .
3. If you want to win, you need to be slower in both sports.
    .................................................................................................................................................................................... .
4. Soccer and volleyball have the same balls.
    .................................................................................................................................................................................... .
5. Softballs are bigger than soccer ball and volleyballs.
    .................................................................................................................................................................................... .
6. Volleyballs are harder than soccer balls.
    .................................................................................................................................................................................... .

GRAMMAR
Making Comparisons

We use comparative to compare two things, people, etc.
Eg. A volleyball is smaller than a soccer ball.

Basic Rule
• Add “-er” to the end of the adjective.

Small         smaller
Hard         harder

Adjectives ending “–e”
• Add “-r”

Large        larger
Nice          nicer

Adjectives ending with “–y”
• Change “–y” to “–i” and add “–er”

Funny         funnier
Crazy        crazier

Adjectives with the spelling pattern vowel, consonant. 
• Double the last letter and add “-er”.

Big         bigger
Hot         hotter

Long adjectives
• Add “more” before the adjective 

Beautiful           more beautiful
Expensive          more expensive

Irregular Adjectives 
• They change

Good     better
Bad       worse
Far        farther/ further
Much/ many       more
Little      less

In text A, two things: air hockey and ........................................... .
In text A, adjectives with “-er” are smoother, .......................................... .
In text B, two things:  ........................................... and .......................................... .
In text B, adjectives with “-er” are ..........................................., ...........................................,
............................................................., ............................................................ .
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4. Write the comparative form of the adjectives below.

5. Listen to the text and find out what sports the students learn in new PE class.

6. Listen to the text again and choose the correct word.

1. Dry  .....................................................................
2. Dark .....................................................................
3. Bad .....................................................................
4. Lazy ....................................................................
5. Difficult ..............................................................
6. Cheap ..............................................................

7. Easy ....................................................................
8. Different ............................................................
9. Good .................................................................
10. Fat ....................................................................
11. Many ..............................................................
12. Big ....................................................................

B. LISTENING

Lead In
a. What activities do you usually have in your Physical Education (PE) classes?
b. What activities/ sports do you want to try in PE classes?

SPORTS IN NEW PE CLASS

.............................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................

1. Students are trying to learn different/ interesting kinds of sports at school.

2. Skateboarding is more/ less enjoyable than playing basketball.

3. The students are more bored/ excited and willing to attend the classes.

4. When students have less/ more PE time, they spend their time on sitting.

5. School principle thinks that the students are crazier/ happier than before.
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7. Listen and repeat.

PRONUNCIATION

Adjectives ending ng /ŋ/ Irregular Adjectives

long /lɒŋ/ - longer /lɒŋgə(r)/ 
strong /strɒŋ/ - stronger /strɒŋgə(r)/
young /jʌŋ/ - younger /jʌŋgə(r)/

good /ɡʊd/ - better /ˈbet.ər/
bad /bæd/ - worse /wɜːs/ 
little /ˈlɪt.əl/ - less /les/
far /fɑːr/ - farther /ˈfɑː.ðər/ 
              further /ˈfɜː.ðər/ 

much /mʌtʃ/ - more /mɔːr/
many /ˈmen.i/ - more /mɔːr/

VOCABULARY
INDIVIDUAL SPORTS

Sports you play/

do individually.

Eg. Skateboarding

TEAM SPORTS

Sports you play/

do as a team.

Eg. Basketball

INDOOR SPORTS

Sports you play/ 

do in the gym or stadium.

Eg. Bowling

OUTDOOR SPORTS

Sports you play/

do in open-air.

Eg. Tracking

8. Think about the sports and complete the 
   chart with examples.

SAFETY GEARS
Equipments for  
protection.

            Helmet              
 

            Pads             

            Gloves

Sport
Eg. Skating               Individual Sport         

.......................................
.......................................
.......................................
.......................................
.......................................
....................................

Safety GearsEg. Helmet, 
knee pads                  
.....................................
.....................................
.....................................
.....................................
....................................
................................
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9. Complete the statements with an appropriate vocabulary. 

10. Work in pairs and exchange ideas about the sports and sport stars. 
Use the boxes.

1. If you need some fresh air, you should prefer an ....................................................................... .

2. You should put on a/an .......................................... to protect your head.

3. There are two types of volleyball. One is .......................................... because you 

play it in the stadium. The other one, beach volleyball is ................................................... . 

4. Running is an ....................................................................... . You win the race yourself.

5. It is too dangerous to do any sport without ....................................................................... .

6. We are better at .......................................................... . As friends, we always win together.

C.  SPEAKING

Lead In
a. What kind of sports do you prefer? Individual or team sport? Why?
b. What kind of sports are more enjoyable?

Eg. Alison: I think cycling is more dangerous than motorcycling.  

               What do you think?

     Bora: I don’t agree with you. I think motorcycling is more  

             dangerous than cycling.

cycling & motorcycling

sailing & swimming

Usain Bolt & Lionel Messi

dangerous         

 strong

enjoyable        

fast

successful   

short  

USEFUL LANGUAGE
I think…

I guess…
Yes, definitely.Yes, I agree with you.
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12. Think of two people or things for your compare and contrast paragraph 
and find your ideas.

11. Look at the boxes about the sport stars and compare them by using 
the facts given below.

Name: Michael Phelps

Birthday: 30th June, 1985

Weight: 88 kg

Height: 1.93 m

Name: Neymar

Birthday: 5th February, 1992

Weight: 68 kg

Height: 1. 75

Similarities:

....................................................

....................................................

....................................................

Differences:

....................................................

....................................................

....................................................

Person 1/ Thing 1        Person 2/ Thing 2

..........................................            .............................................

D.  WRITING

Lead In
a. Why do we use a paragraph?
b. How do we build a paragraph?

WRITING SKILL

  With the help of paragraphs,
• we can build and 

develop ideas.
• we can make our 

writing clear and 
easy to understand.
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13. Write your compare and contrast paragraph. 

............................................................................

............................................... is similar to ...............................................................

Both ................................................................................................................................ 

Also ........................................................................................................................too,

..............................................................................................................................................

However, .......................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................

WRITING SKILLFor similarities,• both, too, also, as well.For differences,• On the other hand, but, 
    however.
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Oct. 18, 2016 By  Charles Duhigg

1- When do you wake up? What do you do first? Do you have a shower, check your email? Salad or hamburger for lunch? When do you get 
home, do you put on your sneakers and go for a run, or eat dinner in front of the television?
 Most of the choices we make each day may feel like the products of well-considered decision making, but they’re not. They’re habits. For example, 
It’s 9 a.m. now and my mother Samantha is exercising in the garden, though she is eighty years old and I’m working on this article. I mean,  
though each habit means relatively little on its own, over time, the meals we eat, how we spend our evenings, and how often we exercise have 
impacts. The patterns you are establishing now will impact your health, productivity, financial security and happiness for decades. How much 
money you make, how much time you spend with your friends and family, how well your body functions years from now - all of these, in many 
ways, are products of the habits you are building today. 
2- And in the last decade, our understanding of the neurology of habit formation has been transformed. We’ve learned how habits form - and 
why they are so hard to break. We now know how to create good habits and change bad ones like never before. At the core of every habit is a 
neurological loop with three parts: A cue, a routine and a reward. To understand how to create habits - such as exercise habits - you must learn 
to establish the right cues and rewards as my mother did years ago.

3- If you want to start running each morning, it’s essential that you choose a simple cue (like always lacing up your sneakers before breakfast or 
always going for a run at the same time of day) and a clear reward (like a sense of accomplishment from recording your miles, or the endorphin 
rush you get from a jog). But countless studies have shown that, at first, the rewards inherent in exercise aren’t enough. So, to teach your brain 
to associate exercise with a reward, you need to give yourself something you really enjoy - like a small piece of chocolate - after your workout.
The goal here is not to loose weight, but to train your brain to associate a certain cue (“It’s 5 o’clock”) with a routine (“Three miles down!”) and 
a reward (“Chocolate!”). 
Eventually, your brain will start expecting the reward inherent in exercise (“It’s 5 o’clock. Three miles down! Endorphin rush!”), and you won’t 
need the chocolate anymore. In fact, you won’t even want it. But until your neurology learns to enjoy those endorphins and the other rewards 
inherent in exercise, you need to jump-start the process. And then, over time, it will become automatic to lace up your jogging shoes each morning. 
You won’t want the chocolate anymore. 

A. READING
Lead In
a. What are some of your habits? Do you think you 

have any unhealthy habits?
b. Do you think it is difficult to change one’s habit?
Read the article Pedro shared for you and answer the question.
1. Suppose that you want to change some of your habits. Do you think this article can help  
    you to achieve your goal?

I’m Pedro. I’m from France, but I’m living with my cousin in London this year. I have 
some routines in a day. I wake up at 11:30 a.m., drink coffee, eat breakfast, check 
email and then work on my most important things as I’m doing now. But I want to 
change my routines these days.

First of all, I want to change my wake-up time. I am used to staying up late. But I am 
gradually changing that to wake up early. I love the idea of having a solid morning 
routine and waking up into a clear-minded, active, and productive day.

If your habits aren’t working, make gradual, consistent and beneficial change starting 
tomorrow morning after reading this article by Charles Duhigg. I believe it will work.
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2. Answer the questions.

3. In which part of the article Charles Duhigg explains…

4. Complete the statements using information from the article.

5. Match the sentences with their functions.

6. Look at the statements in activity 5 and write the numbers.

7. Review the sentences in activity 5 and 6 then fill in the blanks with 
   function usage.

1. Does Pedro live in London? ..................................................................................................................

2. What is he doing now? ............................................................................................................

3. Do you think Pedro is determined to change his habits?  

.......................................................................................................................................................................................

a. the scientific formulation of changing habits. ........................................................................

b. how habits can be formed. ...................................................................................................................

c. what ‘habit’ means and how it affects our lives. ...................................................................

1. Pedro wants to change ...........................................................................................................................

2. In each habit there is ..........................................................................................

3. A simple cue and clear reward ..........................................................................................................

4. The reward should be ................................................................................................................................

5. You will never want a reward ...............................................................................................................

GRAMMAR

1. I go to the gym twice a week.        ...........   a. General truths.

2. The Earth moves around the Sun.       ...........   b. Actions happening now.

3. It rains a lot in winter here.        ...........   c. Scientific facts.

4. What time are you meeting Jack tomorrow?  ..........   d. Actions happening around now.

5. Look! Susan is coming here.        ..........    e. Talking about routines/ hobbies.

6. Car prices are getting higher these days.   ...........    f. Making future arrangements. 

1. Statements ................................................................................... are about temporary actions.

2. Statements ................................................................................... are about permanent actions.

        Present Continuous Tense              Simple Present Tense
1. Use the ............................................................................. for the facts, permanent situations 

and actions that happen in general.

2. Use the ............................................................................. at the moment or current/temporary 
projects.
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8. Complete the sentences using correct forms of the verbs.

9. Listen to a record of three people Adolfo, Sophia and Mert talking  
   about their habits, and match the photos with their names.

10. Listen to the record again and write True or False.

1. My son ................................ (watch) cartoons almost every day. 

2. I ................................ (not have) a fixed routine really. Sometimes I ......................... (go) for a walk 

before I ......................... (go) to bed. It’s also quite usual for me just to sit and read a book 

for an hour or so.                  

3. Jack ................................ (work) on a project for the time being.

4. Normally I ............................... (watch) television in the evening when I ........................ (get) home 

from work till late at night. But these days I ................................ (try) to change it.

5. Look! My father .......................... (wash) the car. He always ........................ (wash) it on Saturday  

    morning.

6. Mary’s father usually ........................ (drive) her to school, but this week she ............................. (take) 

    the bus.

7. Doctors ................................ (study) for many years. 

B. LISTENING
Lead In
a. Do you think your eating habits affect your mood?
b. Do you have some certain study habits? What are they?

1. ............................................. 2. ............................................. 3. .............................................

1. Adolfo eats what he wants within limits.      .......................

2. Adolfo’s eating habit doesn’t change his mood.     .......................

3. Sophia is buying shoes right now.      .......................

4. Sophia finds sales assistants’ behavior reasonable.     .......................

5. One of Mert’s studying habit is to take some short breaks while studying. .......................
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12. Which person’s habits are similar with yours? Give examples.

13. Listen and repeat the statements.

14. Practice the statements with your partner and show rising 
and falling intonations. 

11. Listen to the record again and write what kind of habits they are 
talking about. 

1. Adolfo .....................................................................................................................................................................
2. Sophia ....................................................................................................................................................................
3. Mert ..........................................................................................................................................................................

PRONUNCIATION
Rising And Falling Intonation In ‘Making Lists’

Intonation describes how the voice rises and falls in speech.
                                               

- I like shopping for clothes, foods and books.

                                                        
- Jack is working hard, sleeping less and getting tired these days.

• For the things we started to list, we normally use rising intonation.
• For the last thing we add to the list, we normally use falling intonation.

1. In the mornings, I usually get up early, have breakfast, read news and drink 

my coffee.

2. When I go shopping, I always buy chocolate, milk and yoghurt.

3. I’m cycling, running and hiking these days.

1. I do sports, eat healthy food and sleep early for my health.

2. On Sundays, Susan reads advertisements, watches tv and goes shopping.

3. I want to visit Amsterdam, Berlin and Brussels.

4. I will have the chocolate, vanilla and strawberry ice cream please.

5. My puppy is cute, smart and healthy.

.......................................................................................................................................................................................
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VOCABULARY

15. Match the phrases with the photos.

16. Write the bad habits under the appropriate column below and 
add two more. 

1. Biting your nails           5. Eating junk food 

2. Littering            6. Cracking knuckles

3. Being late           7. Grinding teeth     

4. Swearing           8. Tapping your foot         

b.

c.
d.

e.

f. h.

a.

g.

Annoying
(It bothers people)

Unhealthy
(It’s bad for your 
health)

Irresponsible
(You don’t show 
a proper sense 
of responsibility)

Rude
(It’s not polite to do it)

- Being late

BADHABITS
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17. Write statements. Use the bad habits and adjectives given in 
activities 15 and 16.

I don’t like it
I hate it
I can’t stand it

when people …….…. because it is ………….

I don’t like it when people swear because it is rude.

1. ............................................................................................................................................

2. ............................................................................................................................................

3. ............................................................................................................................................

4. ............................................................................................................................................

5. ............................................................................................................................................

C.  SPEAKING
Lead In
a. What are the habits of people in the photos?
b. What’s your worst habit people can’t stand?

c. Brainstorm about your habits and take notes.
My annoying habits    My unhealthy habits
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18. Work in pairs. Ask and answer about one of your annoying or unhealthy 
habits and exchange information.

19. Prepare posters of your good and bad habits. Share it with the class. 

Example:

Useful Language
Questions

Adjectives

Agreeing/ Disagreeing

• What are your unhealthy/
annoying habits?     

• How often do you tell lies?
• How do you feel when you 
tell a lie?

• How the others feel when 
they learn your lie?

• Do you want to get rid of/ 
quit/ stop telling lies?

• good: energetic, satisfied, wonderful, cheerful, fulfilled, peaceful, relieved, 
           fine, excellent, pleasant
• bad: awful, mean, terrible, unpleasant, dreadful, naughty
• sad: depressed, upset, unhappy, tearful, miserable

• Agreeing: Exactly, Absolutely, That’s for sure, That’s exactly What I think,  
                I think so
• Disagreeing: I don’t think so 
                    Not necessarily, I’m not sure about it,
                    I don’t agree, Absolutely not

Sally: You are tapping your foot. It is annoying.

Nil: I’m so sorry. When I’m stressed, I do it.

Sally: Do you have other habits like this?

Nil: Yes. Using cell phone at the dinner table.

Sally: How often do you use cellphone at the dinner table?

Nil: Often.

Sally: How do you feel when you do that?

Nil: I feel relaxed, happy and satisfied.
Sally: How do others feel?

Nil: I think they can’t stand seeing me like that. They feel upset. They have warned 

     me many times before. They are trying to stop my habit, but I argue with them 

     all the time.

Sally: Are you doing something to change your habit?

Nil: Sometimes I’m trying not to get my phone to the table but at that time I’m leaving 

     the table early to get my phone as soon as possible.

Sally: Do you think you need help?

Nil: I think so.
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D.  WRITING
Lead In
a. Do you shop on the internet? What do you think about 
    online shopping?
b. Have you ever needed help to get rid of a habit? 

20. Every month Jessica publishes a letter coming from readers and give advice 
to her readers on her page in ‘Parents Magazine’. Read the sample letter from a 
reader who has an on-line shopping habit and complete the blanks.

Ask Jessica.
Dear JJ
I’m working as a secretary in Texas. I’m having trouble with my
 shopping habit these days. I’m a compulsive shopper now and 
writing you to get advise to kick my habit. 
1 ________________________________________________
I was first introduced to the world of online shopping by a friend who told me to
take a look at a sale going on at pnt.com. 
Little did she or I know that her recommendation would take on a whole
 life of its own. Being able to shop solo, without a stroller or sippy cup sounds good at 
first. But then…. 
2. ________________________________________________ 
Now my daily routine includes three things-making myself a cup of coffee, scrolling through 
social media and checking my favourite online stores for deals. Every morning without fail, I’m 
checking my best online stores. In addition to shopping for family essentials, I often click on 
promotions from about 50 different stores I love. My main splurge is clothes. Gifts too. I some-
times buy things I don’t need, just because they are cheap. When I see discount, I can’t stop 
myself. My apartment came with three closets—two in the master bath, and one in the hallway. 
I easily filled them all. The problem is that, I buy new clothes without much consideration. For 
instance, I owned five winter coats, and I live in Texas. 
3. ________________________________________________
I shop online for the same reasons so many others do: It’s easy—and not having to run out to 
the mall saves me tons of time. It provides the product with better prices. We can get more 
varieties of product. It gives us an opportunity to shop 24/7. And there is no crowd while 
online shopping, we are free to purchase it any time. It also have disadvantages. Sometimes I 
have potential problems with the seller when I buy online. They sometimes describe a product 
wrongly, or in a way that is misleading, as they have almost total control over how a product 
is portrayed. They may also be more difficult to communicate with than our local store. But I 
don’t care much.
I know I'm also shopping for the fun of it and the impulse-buying can easily get out of control. 
And I think I’m getting out of control. Please help me I want to stop my shopping habit.   
         Best wishes for you!
          Tim

a. Explain the good and bad sides of your 

habit and ask for help.
b. Introduce yourself and explain why 

you are writing your letter.
c. Give explanation about your habit and 

your daily routine.d. When and how did you start that habit?

Greeting

Letter body

Closing
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21. Write a letter to Jessica about one of your habits you want to change. Follow 
the steps in activity 20.
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CONSOLIDATION 2
A. Put the words in the right order.
1. friend/ Spain/ My/ is/ brother/ staying/ in/ a/ with/ .

   ...........................................................................................................................................................

2. in/ camping/ this/ weather/ you/ Are/ cold/ ? 

   ...........................................................................................................................................................

3. right/ shopping/ am/ I/ now/ .

   ...........................................................................................................................................................

4.  today/ raining/ isn’t/ It/ .

   ...........................................................................................................................................................

5. after/ driving/ am/ home/ work/ I/ not/ .

   ...........................................................................................................................................................

B. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verbs in the parentheses. 
1. My mother is in my room. She ............................................................................................................ (clean)

2. Look! Helen ............................................................................................................ (drink) cold water! She is ill.

3. Listen! The teacher and the children ............................................................................................................ (sing)

4. Özlem ................................................. (mop) the floor now. She ........................................................ (not / talk) on the 

phone.

5. The boys ............................................................................................................ (help) with the chores at the moment.

C. Correct the mistakes in these statements.
1. Look! The dogs running in the class.

    ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. Ali is no working in his room now. 

   ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. Do you watching that movie at the moment?

   ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

4. Listen! Kuzey are shouting.

   ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

5. Be careful! The car is comes.

   ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

D. Complete the statements with the correct form of the adjective in the parentheses.
1. The United States is very large, but Canada is ........................................................................................... (large)

2. I wasn’t feeling well yesterday, but I feel a bit ............................................................................... today. (good)

3. Do you think individual sports are ................................................................ than team sports nowadays?  

(popular)

4. I prefer team sports to individual ones. They are .................................................................... . (enjoyable)
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5. He is not a good player. I am .................................................................... than him. (good)

6. Geckos and lizards are both reptiles and they look alike. However, geckos are  

     ....................................................................  than lizards. (small)

7. That was  ............................................................................................................ than last year’s playoff game. James 

shot only 30.8 percentages. (bad) 

8. When you put on safety gears, you look  ....................................................................  also. (cool)

9. The weather is better today. Yesterday it was  .................................................................... (cold)

10. We can’t play football because we need  ....................................................................  people to 

 build teams. (many)

E. Complete the statements with the correct forms of the verbs.
1. I  ............................................................ (work) from home today because my daughter ...................... (be) sick.

2. Her mother ............................................................ (misplace) her keys these days.

3. Her father ............................................................ (work) in Rome this month.

4. Samuel ............................................................ (bite) his nails when he ............................................... (be) on the stage.

5. I always ............................................................ (move) my feet even when I ............................................................ (sit).

6. I ............................................................ (take) public transport when I travel around Colombia. It’s cheaper.

7. They ............................................................ (wait) for their dad to take them to school right now. 

8. She as a rule ......................................................... (wear) smart hats. But today she ....................................... (wear) 

a funny looking one.

9. You usually ............................................................ (not drink) coffee at this time. What is that you      

   ............................................................ (drink) now?

10. She ............................................................ (not understand) what the teacher ............................................................

(explain) now.

F. Read the statements and write an adjective from the box below that describes the 
   type of the behavior.

1. Because of my going on project, I’m sleeping only four hours these days. .........................................

2. When we have a group work, I don’t want to work with John because he doesn’t do  

   anything. .........................................

3. Susan is shaking her legs, so I can’t concentrate on my paper. .........................................

4. My mother is consuming junk food these days. I think she has a problem. .........................................

5. I don’t like people swearing in public. .........................................

a. Annoying        b. Rude        c. Unhealthy       d. Irresponsible       e. Healthy       f. Polite
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A. READING
Lead In
a. Do you like celebrating your birthday? Why? Why not?
b. Have you ever joined a birthday party? How was it?

Read the dialogue and answer the questions below. 

1. Read the summary below and fill in the missing information from the dialogue above.

2. Match the highlighted words in the dialogue 
    with their synonyms given below.  

3. Look at the dialogue again and find 
   the referred words or phrases.

1 Martha: Hello, Paula. I’m so glad that you arrived early. Come in, please.
  Paula: Thanks. These are for you.

Martha: Oh, flowers. Thank you. They are beautiful. Come, please. I’m just  
finishing something in the kitchen and I need some help. Would you mind  
5 helping me with the final touches?
Paula: No problem. How can I help you?
Martha: At first, can you put these flowers in some water?
Paula: Sure. 
Martha: The table needs laying, could you take these plates 

10 out for me, please?
Paula: Of course. But it’s very sunny outside. Would you mind if I  moved the sunshade a little?
Martha: Certainly not. Feel free, please. By the way, can I get you something to drink? Some  
lemonade or orange juice? I made some fresh lemonade this morning.
Paula: A cold lemonade sounds great, thanks? What about the glasses and drinks? Do you 
15 want me to take them to the table?
Martha: Yeah, thanks.
Paula: I love your garden. It’s perfect for parties. Wow, It will be a nice birthday party for Jill today.
Martha: Thank you, yes, I’m really pleased. 
Paula: So, who else is coming?
20 Martha: A total of fifteen people are on the list but only eleven people are coming. The other four 
can’t make it.
Paula: What about John and Sam?
Martha: John is sick, but Sam will join us. Pamela is abroad, Jerry has to look after her nephew, and Sarah 
is in Germany, visiting her parents.
25 Paula: So, we’ll be 13 people, right? Pass me the napkins, please. I’ll fold them.
Martha: Sure here you are. Could you possibly fold 14 napkins, please? There can be a surprise.

Paula is going to throw a/an a. ........................... for b. ........................... today. She hasn’t finished her 
preparations yet. c. ........................... is going to help her. Paula prepared some cakes and some 
fresh d. ........................... . They are celebrating in the garden and around e. ........................... people 
are coming. 

a. wonderful   1. ........................................              a. “These” in line 2 refers to ........................................
b. probably  2. ........................................             b. “them” in line 15 refers to ......................................  
c. shiny  3. ........................................              c. “It” in line 17 refers to .................................................
d. original  4. ........................................              d. “The other four” in line 20 refers to ................. 
e. excellent  5. ........................................          .......................................................................................................
          e. “them” in line 25 refers to ........................................
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4. Read the requests and responds below. Fill in the missing verbs using 
the correct forms.

5. Match the phrases to make meaningful requests.

6. Read the answers in the dialogues below. Complete the dialogues with 
requests as in activity 5.

GRAMMAR

Making and Responding to Requests

Making requests Responding to requests

Can you ......................... me some lemonade? 
(informal) (+) Sure./ Yes, please./ Certainly./ 

    Of course.
(-) I’m afraid, I can’t./ I’m sorry.Could you ......................... me some lemonade, 

please? (polite)

Would you mind ................................... me some 
lemonade? (formal)

(.........) No, not at all./ No, I don’t mind./  
       No, certainly not.
(.........) Yes./ I’m sorry, but…

Would you mind if I ......................... some 
lemonade? (formal)

1. Would you mind      ................ a. lend me your car, please?

2. Can I                    ................ b. to ask you something in private?

3. Could you possibly  ................ c. opening the window?

4. Would you mind if I  ................ d. came a few minutes late?

5. I’d like                   ................ e. have a cup of coffee, please?

a. Patrick: ................................................................................................................................................................................ ?

    Mary: No, I would be happy to make the cake.

b. Pamela: .............................................................................................................................................................................. ?

   Jessica: I’m afraid, I can’t. I have to finish my thesis.

c. Jamie: ................................................................................................................................................................................... ?

   Chris: Sure, how much do you need?

d. Mother: .............................................................................................................................................................................. ?    

    Son: Yes, of course. I’ll clean my room.

e. Nadine: .............................................................................................................................................................................. ?

   Tom: Certainly. I’ll get some on my way.
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B. LISTENING
Lead In
a. Are you good at organizing events? Do you ask for  
    help or advice?
b. Have you ever organized a (thematic) party?

7. Listen to Paul getting information from an organization office. Tick the  
    correct boxes.

9. Listen and decide if it is a rising           or a falling            tone.  
   Then listen again and repeat.

8. Listen again and put the steps in order.

TRUE FALSE NO INFORMATION

a. Sandra is Paul’s advisor.

b. Paul is going to organize a birthday party.

c. Paul is going to prepare the food himself.

d. Paul wants a cake for his party.

e. Paul has decided on the details.

......................... Decide on a budget. 

......................... Send out invitations. 

......................... Choose a date.

......................... Create a guest list.

......................... Select a time.

INTONATION IN POLITE REQUESTS

Intonation consists in using a rising tone             or a falling tone       

that is marked on the last word of all kinds of sentences.

When we make polite requets, we use a rising tone. 

PRONUNCIATION

a. Will you answer the phone, please? x
b. May I ask you a question?
c. Do you live in Canada?
d. Don’t say that again.
e. Where do you live?
f. Can you mail me your address?
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a. A celebration of the anniversary of the birth of a person.         ............................................

b. A party that you give when you move into a new house.        ...........................................

c. An organization where people wear special clothes to make them look like a     

   character, animal or object.         ...........................................

d. An occasion when people meet in the afternoon to drink tea and eat small  

   amount of food.       ...........................................

e. A form of entertainment originally from Japan, in which recordings of the music  

   but not the words are played.         ...........................................

10. Look at the photos below. Match the words in the box with the photos.  
   There is one extra word.

11. Read the statements. What type of parties are they?

VOCABULARY

Karaoke 
Party

Office 
Party

Dance 
Party

Dinner
Party

BBQ 
Party

Tea 
Party

Costume 
Party

Housewarming 
Party

Sleepover 
Party

1. 2. 3. 4.

5. 6. 7. 8.
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C.  SPEAKING
Lead In
a. Have you ever done someone a favor? 
b. How often do you beg your friends for help?
c. Which request do you use the most?

12. Read the different situations below and make suitable requests for each situation.

13. Work in groups. Guess the request and the respond.  

a. You want to share your friends project work in class. You say:

   ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

b.  Your colleague is going out for lunch, but you have to finish your current work. You are very  

     hungry. So, you say:

   ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

c.  You are the boss. Your company got a big order and you want your employees to work on   

    Saturday this week to produce the ware on time. You say:

    ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

d.  You are a customer in a furniture shop. You bought a lot and want a big discount. You say:

     ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Group A draws pictures of requests and Group B writes some responding statements. Group A raises 

its picture and Group B tries to guess the request and decides how to respond to the request. Then 

raises its card but without showing it. Group A tries to guess the responding statement.

E.g. 
I’m 

afraid. I 
can’t

Group B: Will you close the door, please?

USEFUL LANGUAGE
REQUESTS ACCEPTING REQUESTS REFUSING REQUESTS

*Would you mind…, please?
*Can/ Could you…?
*Will/ Would you…?
*Please…

*Sure, I’d be glad/ happy to…
*Of course./ Certainly.
*No problem.
*Yes./ No.

*I’d love to, but…
*It sounds great, but…
*I’m sorry but…
*Sorry to say that…
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Lead In
a. Are you good at planning events?
b. How do you organize your birthday party?
c. Sometimes we need to get permission for throwing a party? Why?

14. Brainstorm about what you should include in your request letter for permission.

15. Read the request letter for permission of holding a dance party below and  
      write a similar one.

D.  WRITING

............................................

............................................
personal information

type of party

............................................

............................................

............................................

............................................

Permission to hold a dance party at ... (name of lawns)

Dear Sir or Madam
We are students from ... college. We are going to host a dance 
party for our graduation.

We would like to hold the party on …(date) from …(time)
to …(time). We seek your permission to host the party at your 
lawns. Would you mind using your lawns?

We would like to inform you that since it is a dance party there 
will be loud music but the party will be cleverly constructed. We 
won’t leave the place messy. We will clean everything and throw 
away the litter.
Could you please inform us about the cost? 

We hope you will give us the permission requested.

Thanking you in anticipation.
Best regards.
…(Name and sign)

SUBJECT

SALUTATION

CLOSING

SIGNATURE BLOCK

BODY TEXT

WRITING TIP Don’t pressure someone with 
“This is extremely important”.
Don’t forget to write your 
address and phone number 
on the envelope.
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A. READING

Lead In
a. What do you know about Anıtkabir? 
    Where is it located?
b. Do you know our national festivals?

                                       Atatürk’s Life
Mustafa Kemal Atatürk (1881–1938) was the founder and the first President 

of the Republic of Turkey. Mustafa Kemal was born in 1881 in Salonika (Selanik). 
His father’s name was Ali Rıza Efendi. His father was a customs officer.

His mother’s name was Zübeyde Hanım. For his primary education, he went 
to the school of Şemsi Efendi in Salonika. But Mustafa lost his father at an early 
age, he had to leave school. Mustafa and his mother went to live with his uncle 
in the countryside. His mother brought him up. Life continued like this for a time. 
Mustafa worked on the farm but his mother began to worry about his lack of 
education. It was finally decided that he should live with his aunt in Salonika.

He entered the Military Middle School in Salonika. In 1895, after finishing 
the Military Middle School, Mustafa Kemal entered the Military High School in 
Manastir. After successfully completing his studies at the Manastir Military School, 
Mustafa Kemal went to Istanbul and on the 13th of March 1899, he entered the 
infantry class of the Military Academy (Harbiye Harp Okulu). After finishing the 
Military Academy, Mustafa Kemal continued his education in the General Staff 
College in 1902. He graduated from the Academy with the rank of captain on 
the 11th of January, 1905.

In 1906, he was sent to Damascus (Şam). Mustafa Kemal and his friends 
founded a society which they called “Vatan ve Hürriyet” (Fatherland and 
Freedom) in Damascus. On his own initiative, he went to Tripoli during the war 
with Italy in 1911 and took part in the defense of Derne and Tobruk. While he 
was still in Libya, the Balkan War broke out. He served in the Balkan War as a 
successful Commander (1912-1914). At the end of the Balkan War, Mustafa 
Kemal was appointed military attache in Sofia.

When Mustafa Kemal was in Sofia, the First World War broke out. He was made 
Commander of the Anafartalar Group on 8th of August, 1915. In the First World War, 
he was in the command of the Turkish forces at Anafartalar at a critical moment. 
This was when the Allied landings in the Dardanelles took place and he personally 
saved the situation in Gallipoli.

When the foreign armies occupied Istanbul, Mustafa Kemal opened the Turkish 
Grand National Assembly on 23rd of April 1920 and hence established a provisional 
new government, the center of which was to be Ankara. On the same day Mustafa 
Kemal was elected President of the Grand National Assembly. At 9.05 am on the 10th 

of November 1938, Atatürk died, but he attained immortality in the eyes of his people.
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1. Read the text and answer the questions.

2. Read the text again and match the bold words with their definitions. 

3. Complete the statements using information from the text.

1. Who is Atatürk?

2. Where did Atatürk live with his mother’s sister?

3. When did Mustafa Kemal enter the Military High School?

4. What was the name of society did Mustafa Kemal and his friends found?

5. When did Mustafa Kemal open the Turkish Grand National Assembly?

1. …………………………………: (noun) The title given to the person who  

   has the highest political position in a country that is a republic.

2. …………………………………: (noun) Land that is outside cities and towns.

3. …………………………………: (noun) A person who works in an embassy  

   and has a particular area of responsibility in which they have special 

   knowledge.

4. …………………………………: (noun) Someone who establishes a business 

   or an organization..

5. …………………………………: (noun) A national college where people are 

   trained to be officers in the military forces.

1. Mustafa Kemal Atatürk was the founder ...................................................................................

    ....................................................................................................................................................................................

2. For his primary education, he .............................................................................................................

   ......................................................................................................................................................................................

3. Mustafa Kemal entered ...........................................................................................................................

   .............................................................. after finishing the Military Middle School.

4. He was made ...................................................................................................................................................

   ...................................................................................................................................................................................... 

5. On 23rd of April 1920 Mustafa Kemal ......................................................................................

   ......................................................................................................................................................................................
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6. Complete the text with the suitable form of the verbs.

Albert Einstein was born in Germany on March 14, 1879. His father ............................... (be) 

Hermann Einstein and his mother ............................... (be) Pauline Einstein. He ...............................

(begin) his training in a Catholic school in Munich. Later, they ............................... (move) 

to Italy and Albert ............................... (continue) his education in Aarau, Switzerland and 

in 1896 he ............................... (enter) the Swiss Federal Polytechnic School in Zurich to be 

trained as a teacher in physics and mathematics. After he............................... (graduate) 

from university in 1900, he ............................... (want) to be an assistant at the university. 

But he ............................... (not success). After an uphill struggle, he ............................... (become) 

a professor at Zurich University in 1909. He ............................... (return) to Germany in 

1914 and has ............................... (serve) as a professor at Humbity in Berlin. In the 1920′s, 

Einstein ............................... (embark) on the construction of unified field theories although 

he continued to work on the probabilistic interpretation of quantum theory, and he 

............................... (persevere) with this work in America.  In 1921, he ............................... (win) the 

Nobel Prize in Physics. He ............................... (die) on April 8, 1955 in New Jersey in the USA. 

5. Make the statements using ‘was, wasn’t, were, weren’t’.

4. Look at the grammar chart and complete the missing parts.

GRAMMAR

Talking About Past Actions

Using Was/ Were/ Wasn’t/ Weren’t
Affirmative Negative Question

I ........ a student fifteen years ago. I ............... born in Izmir. ............ Mark ill yesterday?

Ahmet ................ so angry yestarday. The weather ........................... sunny 
yesterday.

......... her mother doctor in Ege 
University?

Mert and Ali ................ close friends 
when they....................... in first grade.

Our players  .................. succesful 
last olympic games.

..................... they penfriends last 
summer?

1. You/ not/ at home/ yesterday

   ...................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

2. He/ ill/ last morning

  ........................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

3. Mike/ afraid of/ the scorpions/ when/ he/ child

  ........................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

4. Demir/ and/ Toprak/ good at/ playing/ football/ last year.

   ...................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

5. The film/ not/ interesting/ last night

   ...................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
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B. LISTENING
Lead In
a. How do you and your family celebrate festivals?
b. What do elderly people in your family talk about festivals in their childhood?

9. Listen to the text again and write what you have heard about the given  
    words / phrases below.

8. Listen to the text again and fill in the gaps.
1. Handan has ............................................................. grandchildren.

2. Face-to-face relationship weakened because of ................................................ .

3. Elderly people were ....................................... by younger people in old Eve day.

4. Preparations like desserts and candies were made on......................................... .

5. Children were given .............................................. in handkerchiefs.

1. Technology: Everything is made through the internet.

2. Festivals: ...................................................................................................................................................................

3. Eve day: ................................................................................................................................................................... 

4. Peace: .........................................................................................................................................................................

5. Short messages: ................................................................................................................................................

7. Listen to Handan talking about old festivals and circle the photos which 
   are mentioned in the text.

a.

e. f. g. h.

b. c. d.
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10. Listen to the pronunciation tips. 

12. Listen to the past forms of the verbs given below and complete the chart.

11. Listen and repeat the verbs.

PRONUNCIATION

Pronunciation Tips

There are three ways to pronounce the final –ed of regular verbs in the simple past. 

This pronunciation is determined by the final sound of the verb in the base form. 

1. After voiced sounds such as /b/, /g/, /v/, /z/, /Z/, /dZ/, /m/, /n/, /ŋ/, /l/, /T/, 

    and /r/ the final –ed sound is pronounced /d/.

2. After unvoiced sounds such as /p/, /f/, /s/, /k/, /S/, and /tS/ the final –ed is  

   pronounced like /t/.  

3. For verbs ending in /d/ and /t/ the final –ed is pronounced /ıd/.

Base Forms
laugh, hug, object, found, fix, look, taste,  please, fish, decide, study, start, stay, 
peel, snow.

/d/ sound /t/ sound /ıd/ sound

 Three Ways to Pronounce the Final –ed of Regular Verbs
 in the Simple Past

Tips Sounds Verbs

1 /d/
grab          grabbed
save           saved
sign            signed

2 /t/
help           helped
stuff            stuffed
miss            missed

3 /ıd/
add           added
grade         graded
exit             exited
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13.  Match the National Festivals with their dates.

14. Complete the crossword puzzle.

VOCABULARY

1. National Sovereignty and Children’s Day

2. Republic Day

3. Victory Day

4. The Commemoration of Atatürk Youth and Sports Day

a. 19th May

b. 23rd April

c. 29th October

d. 30th August

• immortality           

• commander    

• provisional  

• struggle 

• founder

• establish   

• election

• assembly

• theory  

• assistant

• federal

• nobel 

• freedom

Across

2. One of the prizes given each year to 
people who have done important work in 
various types of activity

5. A person who commands, especially a 
commanding officer

6. Likely or able to be changed in the future
8. Someone who helps someone else in their 

work, especially by doing the less impor-
tant jobs

10. Relating to the central government of 
a country such as the US, rather than 
the government of one of its states

13. To set up

Down

1. The official leader of a country that does not 
have a king or queen

3. The state of living forever or being remembered 
forever

4. The right to do what you want without being 
controlled or restricted by anyone

7. A group of people who are elected to make 
decisions or laws for a particular country, area, 
or organization

9. When people vote to choose someone for an 
official position

11. To try extremely hard to achieve something, 
even though it is very difficult

12. An idea or set of ideas that is intended to 
explain something about life or the world.

10. Listen to the pronunciation tips. 

12. Listen to the past forms of the verbs given below and complete the chart.

11. Listen and repeat the verbs.
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15. Ask these questions to your friends and complete your questionaire.

16. Prepare a picture story about your last semester holiday and share your  
     story with your friends.

C.  SPEAKING
Lead In
a. What did you do last semester holiday?
b. Where did these children go in their semester holiday? 

QUESTIONS NAMES

1. Who went to Antalya last holiday?

2. Who played tennis during last holiday?

3. Who visited museums last week?

4. Who went to abroad last holiday?

5. Who met with new friends during last holiday?

6. Who spoke English with foreign tourists during last holiday?

7. Who helped his/her mother while setting the dinner last night?

8. Who talked a lot during last Maths lesson?

9. Who didn’t do his/ her last English homework?

10. Who helped an elderly person while crossing across? When?

11. Who visited his/ her grandparents at the weekend?
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D.  WRITING

17. Brainstorm about your journal entry and answer the questions.

18. Read the journal entry below, and then write a similar journal entry 
     about someone’s life.

JOURNAL 
ENRTY

First Day Of My 6th Grade

 

Yesterday was the first day of my sixth grade in new school. So, these 

sentences are my footprints experienced at a new school. I was very 

excited because I didn’t know anyone in my new class. I came to school 

early to meet with new friends and to explore the school.

When I entered the classroom there was nobody except one student. 

I asked him ‘Can I sit here?’. He welcomed me and we sat together and we 

introduced ourselves. A few minutes later other students came in. Then we 

took the classes. At lunchtime, I met an old friend from my previous school. 

We talked about our new school and new friends. While we were having 

lunch, my new friend came and joined us. I introduced my old friend to new 

one. We all had a great time.

After school, I came home. I was tired, but also I was happy to make 

a new friend on my first day. All my anxieties were gone and I am looking 

forward to go to school tomorrow.

Which type of journal?

.............................................................

Where?

..........................................................

What happened?

.....................................................

When?

.....................................................

Headline

Introduction

Body

Conclusion

TYPES OF JOURNALS
1. Travel journal
2. Specific time frame journal
3. Dream journal
4. Planning journal

TIPS
1. Choose your kind of journal.
2. Tell the truth.
3. Write down the details.
4. Write down what you felt.

15. Ask these questions to your friends and complete your questionaire.
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..........................................................................................

  .................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

 ...................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

 ...................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................
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A. READING
Lead In
a. Do you like music? What type of music do you enjoy most? 
b. Can you name some successful musicians? 

1. Read the text quickly and choose the best title for it. 

2. Read the text again and match the tips with the correct paragraphs.

a. Talented and creative
b. Success is a piece of cake

c. Follow your passion 
d. Success is within your control

........................................................................................................................................................
If you are like most people who want a music career as a professional 

musician, the first question you ask is probably, “What do I have to do?”  
And it seems obvious that you must actually do things in order to move 
forward and build your own outstanding music career.  

Successful people are successful not because they are intelligent or 
talented, nor do they succeed simply because they ‘do the right things’.  

When you become ‘success-minded’, you will have the power to achieve 
success in anything you want to do. Whether you are just starting out, or already have some 
experience in the music business, there are some important steps you must take to develop a 
music career. Here are some of the tips to become a successful musician:

1…………………………………………………..
Building a strong relationship with your fans is crucial to your success as a musician. You don’t have 

to play live in venues and locations all the time. To sustain and grow your fan base you must connect 
with your listeners both online and in person. Not only should you regularly post interesting, exciting or 
even funny content to your Facebook, Twitter and Instagram profiles, but also reply to and interact with 
anyone who mentions you in their tweets and post. If someone compliments your track – thank them!

2…………………………………………………..
Know your strengths and focus on them. It’s all well and good being able to 

write a great song and release it online, but there are plenty of other ways to 
boost your music career. If you've got a creative mind you can make your own 
musical instruments and if you know your way around a camera and editing software, 
why not focus on making original music videos? If they’re awesome enough, they 
could go viral! However you mustn’t use other people’s ideas. Be careful about the 

copyright rules.

3……………………………………………………
No one is going to knock on your door with a golden ticket, 

and no one is going to do the hard work for you. Many musicians who sign to a major 
record label never actually end up releasing music. Nowadays, major labels hardly ever sign an artist 
without a successful independent career behind them, so concentrate on doing your own thing. 

4……………………………………………………
This might sound controversial, but you don’t have to have a Plan B. Having a Plan B can distract 

you from your Plan A, and if you start doubting that your plan is going to work, then it probably won’t!  
Successful people take risks. Don’t give up on your dream! Keep focused and follow your passion.

A. Stop waiting for a record label

B. Connect with fans    

C. Work hard & stay focused    

D. Play to your strengths

Tips For Success
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3. Read the text and answer the questions below.

4. Modal verbs express obligation, necessity and lack of necessity. Read and  
match the definitions and the example statements. Fill in the blanks with the 
correct modals.

1. Which word or phrase written in bold means “spread rapidly”?  
2. How can musicians connect with their listeners?
3. In your opinion which tip is the best one for a musician? Explain why you  
   chose it.
4. Does the writer encourage or discourage people about success? 

GOLDEN TICKET: A qualification or set of 
circumstances that gives 

someone a significant opportunity. Popularized 
by the novel Charlie and 

the Chocolate Factory.

GRAMMAR

MODAL VERBS DEFINITIONS EXAMPLES

1. I think he mustn’t/ must start his own company.

2. What do you have to/ must do to become a successful musician? 

3. She has to/ must be over eighteen to sign a contract.

4. You mustn’t/ must drive if you are under seventeen.

5. You mustn’t/ needn’t be the most talented musician in the world.

MUST

MUSTN’T

HAVE TO 
HAS TO

DON’T HAVE TO
DOESN’T HAVE TO

NEEDN’T

We use it if we think something is 
necessary. 

We use it to say that people are 
not obliged to do something.

We use it to say that something is 
against the rules, or against the law.

We use it if others say that something 
is necessary, or talk about official 
rules or general regulations

Sabrina............................................ get up early 
tomorrow because it is holiday.

I ...................must..................... be home by ten 
o’clock otherwise my mom gets crazy.

You.......................................................... park your 
car on the pavement.

Çınar and Defne....................................... wear 
a uniform at school.

5. Circle the correct modals.

6. Make statements with the use of modals.
1. Something that you are not allowed to do at home.

    I mustn’t play with knives. 

2. An official rule or a regulation in your school.

    .........................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. What is necessary to be successful at school?

    .........................................................................................................................................................................................................

4. Something that is not necessary for you to do or to be.

    .........................................................................................................................................................................................................
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B. LISTENING
Lead In
a. Is there a library in your school? How often do you visit it?
b. How do you use the school library? Do you obey the library rules?

7. Listen to the people talking in a library and number the photos related  
    to the dialogues.

B

A
C

1. Ali is talking to …………………………………………………………….  .
2. Ali doesn’t have enough ……………………………. to pay the late fee.
3. Matilda reads a ………………………………………by Shel Silverstein.
4. Kim tells a funny joke about a ……………………………………………. .
5. Librarian tells them to be quiet because ……………………………….  .

8. Listen and fill in the missing information.

9. Listen again. Tick the true statements. Correct the false ones.

1. Fee for returning books late is 25 pounds.

2. Ali doesn’t have to pay the fee today. 

3. People may say, “You can’t do this and that.” However if you want, you 

can achieve anything you dream of. Believe in yourself.

4. Kim doesn’t like the poem.

5. The young man in Kim’s joke borrows a short story book from the library.

Fee: payment to
 

(someone) in r
eturn 

for services.

Plot: main story of a 

literary or dramatic 

work, as a play, 
novel, or short story.
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 /æ/ and /ʌ/ are the two closest vowel sounds in English. There are many 
words that vary only by this sound.

10. Listen and repeat.

12. Guess the meaning of the words and phrases below. Match them with  
the photos.

13. Use the words or phrases in activity 12 to fill in the blanks. 

11. Circle the word you hear.

PRONUNCIATION

 /æ/    /ʌ/
calf   cough
bass   bus
mast   must
cam   come
hat   hut

        /æ/        /ʌ/
1.     lack       luck
2.     bad             bud
3.     fan               fun
4.    stamp           stump
5.     flash             flush

a. stamper  b. periodical     c. reference desk   d. due date    e. check out

1. The librarian needs to see your student ID card if you want to  ………………… 

    books.

2. If you want to avoid the late fee, bring the books before the ………………

3. A ………………………. is anything that comes out with regular issues like a  

   daily newspaper, a weekly news magazine or a monthly journal. 

4. Library users go to the ………………………. to get assistance.

5. The librarian uses a …………………. to stamp the last date on the card.

14. Write statements using the words or phrases in activity12. 
     Use modals expressing obligation, necessity or lack of necessity.

E.g. I must finish reading the novel today. Tomorrow is the due date and I  
      have to return it to the library.

VOCABULARY

return the books 

to the library
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C.  SPEAKING

Lead In
a. Which rules do you usually follow? Which rules do you usually break?
b. Do you think setting and following rules are important? 

15. Here are some important statements about using mobile phones.  
Please try to find 5 more statements about any subject and tell them  
to your classmates.

16. Read the conversation below. Prepare a similar situation. Act out with  
      you partner. 

E.g. We mustn’t use mobile phones while riding a motorbike, bike or car.
      We have to be careful when we use phone on a rainy day.
      We don’t have to use mobile phones when we visit elder members of  

the family.

Daniel: Valerie, I’m so hungry. Would you  
like to eat hamburger with me?

Valerie: Sounds great but I’m on a diet. I must  
be careful about the things I eat.

Daniel: Oh, I hate diets! Do you have to eat  
salad all the time?

Valerie: I don’t have to eat salad or vegetables  
all the time. I can eat anything as long as  
it is  healthy. 

USEFUL LANGUAGE
Make Offers

Would you like to drink….?

How about going…?Refuse Offers

Sounds great but I have to ….

I’m sorry but I can’t. I must….
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Lead In
a. Do you have lots of tasks to do? 
b. What happens if you forget to complete the tasks?

17. Think about the things you have to do. Before  making a  
      checklist brainstorm ideas and write the things on the mind map.

D.  WRITING

To Do List

...........................

...........................

...........................

...........................

...........................

...........................

...........................

finish Maths project

...........................

...........................
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18. Complete the checklist by using the mind map in activity 17. Write 
the things you are obliged to do this week.

Things t
o do at

 ........
...

Things to do at home I have to tidy my room. I must find my red shirt in the wardrobe.

CHECKLIST for THIS WEEK

Things to do at school.

I have to finish the Maths 

project till Friday.
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Summer Safety Checklist

• Drink plenty of water while playing 
outdoors.

• Play only in safe places, away from 
streets.

• Follow all playground rules.

• Use bug spray to prevent insect 

bites.

• .......................................................................................

• .......................................................................................

A. READING

Lead In
a. How do you spend your summer?
b. Do you pay attention to your safety in summer activities? 

FOR A GREAT SUMMER

 Summer is just around the corner. It is a time when many kids swim and 
play outdoors. What’s your plan for summer? If you don’t have one, follow these 
suggestions and tips to stay safe and have fun this summer.

How About Being Water-Wise?
     Pools, lakes, and seas are great 
places to beat the summer heat. While 
you swim and play, make sure to follow 
water-safety rules. So;
• Be sure an adult is watching you 

while you swim.
• You should never be alone. 

Why  not swim with a buddy? 
That would be great too!

Why Not Act Wheel-Smart?

     In-line skating, biking, and riding 
a scooter are good ways to stay fit. 
However, it is important to follow road 
rules and be wheel-safe. So; 
• You should wear a helmet when you 

ride and skate.
• Don’t forget to use other safety 
gear; wrist guards, knee pads, 
and elbow pads.

What About Staying Sun-Safe?
     Being outside in warm, fresh air is 

fun during the summer. Although the sun 
feels nice, it can be harmful. Sun can 
burn your skin even in a short time. So, 
sunscreens and hats are great ideas. 
•  You should use sunscreen. Remember 

to rub it in evenly.
• You can wear a hat 
or sunglasses to protect 
your eyes.

1. The suggestions for being outside during daytime .............

2. The suggestions for some sports .............

3. The suggestions for swimming .............

4. General suggestions and tips for summer ............. 

1. Read the text quickly above and match the statements with the subheadings.

a. How About Being Water-Wise?

b. What About Staying Sun Safe?

c. Why Not Act Wheel-Safe?

d. Summer Safety Checklist
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2. Read the text again and match the words in bold to their definitions.

3. Now, your turn. Read the summer safety checklist again and add two more  
   general tips for a great summer holiday. 

1. Tips ....................

2. beat the heat ....................

3. buddy ....................

4. harmful ....................

5. sunscreen ....................

6. rub ....................

7. wheel-safe ....................

8. insect bite ....................

a. apply cream onto skin
b. painful wound caused by ants, flies or bees
c. finding ways of staying cool in hot sunny days 
d. a good friend
e. helpful hints, warnings or information
f. injurious and causing harm
g. finding ways to protect yourself in skateboarding, 
line-skating
h. cream or lotion used to protect your skin from 
the ultraviolet rays of the sun

GRAMMAR

Making a suggestion Responding to a suggestion

How about
What about

spending summer in   
a science camp? 

Accepting a
suggestion 

Refusing a 
suggestion

That sounds 

good/ great!

Great idea!

What a great idea!

Sure, why not?

Yes, I’d love/ like to.

It might work.

That might be worth 

trying.

I’d rather not … 

Let’s … instead.

That’s a good idea, but …

It sounds good, but …

I don’t feel like it.

I’m not really sure about 

that.

Do you feel like
spending summer in 
a science camp? 

Why not
Why don’t you/ we

spend summer in a 
science camp? 

Shall I/ we… spend summer in a 
science camp? 

Let’s 
Let’s not 

spend summer in a 
science camp. 

4. Read the suggestions below. Put a tick     if it is a good idea. Put a cross     if it  
    is a bad idea, and then tell why.
1. Let’s not play outside a lot in summer. 

2. Why not do some reading in summer?       

3. Do you feel like doing math exercises in summer?    

4. Why don’t you watch less TV? Instead, spend more time with family in summer. 

5. How about going for a walk?    
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SUMMERSCHOOLS?

5. Read the explanations below, and then complete the following statements.

6. Listen to the text and answer the questions below.

7. Listen to the text again and complete the statements.

1. Sometimes we use questions for making suggestions like:
................................................................................................................................................... ?
................................................................................................................................................... ?
................................................................................................................................................... ?
2. Sometimes we use statements for making suggestions like:
................................................................................................................................................... .
................................................................................................................................................... .
3. If we like the suggestion, we use some expression like:
................................................................................................................................................... .
................................................................................................................................................... . 
4. If we don’t like the suggestion, we use some expression like:
................................................................................................................................................... .
................................................................................................................................................... . 

B. LISTENING
Lead In
a. Have you ever spent your summer away from home? If not, would you like to do it?
b. What type of vacation do you prefer for summer? Would you like to spend your  
   summer in a school?

1. What is the text about?
2. How many suggestions does it mention?
3. What kind of schools are they? 

1. Exploring London is a good idea because London has .................................. , stellar shopping  

    and busy ................................................ .

2. If you think visiting a crowded city is ........................................... , dirty classroom is just for you. In  

    dirty classroom, there is ...................................... , nature and ................................ .

3. If you say that I don’t feel like spending my summer in a forest, circus school would be a  

    ............................................. idea for you. Because circus is great for your ..................................... , great  

    for your ................................ and a great way to meet ...................................................... .  
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PRONUNCIATION
8. Listen and repeat the examples.

9. Listen and spot the sound that disappears from the pronunciation.

10. Match the words with the pictures

Elision
Some sounds disappear from the pronunciation. You can see them but you can’t hear them. 
This is done to make the language easier to say and faster.
Examples

Schwa /@/ /t/ and /d/ sounds /h/ sound

int(e)rest Jus(t) one Tell (h)im

diff(e)rence You an(d) me You shouldn’t (h)ave

1. Libr(a)ry 

2. Must be

3. Worst job

4. Camera

VOCABULARY

a. Catch some rays   f. Bathing suits
b. Put on sunscreen   g. Boardshorts
c. Cool off with a cold drink  h. Flip flops
d. Beat the heat   i. Take a vacation 
e. Sandals

4
5

8

2

3

9

5. Interesting

6. Facts 

7. Tonight

8. Mashed potatoes

9.  He passed his exam

10. Next week

6

1

7
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IDEAS FOR HANGING OUT

Meet at library
Go for a bike ride

Go for skateboarding

Go to park and have a picnic

Play board games
Watch a Disney movie

Do karaoke at home

11. Now, work in pairs and use the vocabulary in exercise 10 in statements.  
      You can make suggestions.

12. Work in pairs and make suggestions for hanging out  
     after school. You can use the ideas in the box.

13. Imagine that you will organize a school trip. Walk  around the class  and  
      make suggestions for a school trip, and then put tick     for accepts and
      cross     for refuses. Don’t forget to count down your ticks. 

Eg. You have studied a lot this year. Why don’t we take a vacation?

.............................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................

C.  SPEAKING
Lead In
a. What do you usually do with your friends after school?
b. How do you invite them to hang out after school?

Eg. Defne: Rupi, Let’s meet at the library after school.  

               What do you say?

     Rupi: Well…why not? But I need to ask my mom.

My Suggestions for a school trip

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

My Friends’ responses

     Accepts          Refuses
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14. Think about the things you would like to do, the places you would like to  
      see this summer, and complete the chart below.

15. Make a list of suggestions for summer, ask for your parents, and then note  
     down their responses.

D.  WRITING

Lead In
a. What would you like to do this summer? 
b. Do you have any suggestions for summer?

The things I would 

like to do

...............
...............

...............
.

...............
...............

...............
.

...............
...............

...............
.

...............
...............

...............

The places I would 
like to see......................................................

......................................................
......................................................
.................................................
.............................................

ThısThıs
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CONSOLIDATION 3
A. Choose the best answer.

1. “………………. I use your phone, please?”
     a. Must                            b. May                          c. Should

2. “………………. you help me with the dishes, please?”
     a. Will                              b. Shall                          c. Would you mind

3. “………………. you lend me £80 till Monday?”
     a. Could                          b. Must                          c. Shall

4. “………………. cooked the dinner tonight?”
     a. Would you mind             b. Will                            c. Would you mind if I

5.  “………………. watching the scary movie on TV?”
     a. Would                          b. Would you mind           c. Would you mind if I

B. Match the requests with their answers.

…… 1. Could you lend me your computer?       a. Sorry, I can’t find it.

…… 2. May I see your driving license, please? b. No, I don’t mind. Cold or warm?

…… 3. Would you mind giving me a lift to the town?     c. I would love to but it’s out of order.

…… 4. Do you mind getting me a glass of water?   d. Of course. Just a minute, please.

…… 5. Can I talk to you for a minute?       e. No problem.

C. Read the situations below and make requests.

1. You’re in a café for lunch and your table is dirty. Talk to the waiter.

    ……………………………………………………………………………… .

2. You can’t understand the exercise. Talk to your teacher.

    ……………………………………………………………………………… .

3. You want to watch the news but your roommate is talking on the phone very loudly. 

    ……………………………………………………………………………… .

4. You are having dinner with your family. You want to add some salt but it’s a bit far.   

    Talk to your brother.

    ……………………………………………………………………………… .

5. You are waiting in the queue in a supermarket. You don’t have much time and you

    only want to buy some milk and bread. Talk to the people waiting in front of you.

    ……………………………………………………………………………… .
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D. Read what Dolores says about a typical working day, and then write what   
   Dolores did or didn’t do yesterday.

Yesterday was a typical day for Dolores. What did/ didn’t Dolores do yesterday?

1. She got up at 7 o’clock.                                                                                                                                
2. She ………………………………………………… a big breakfast.
3. She ………………………………………………………… to work.
4. It ………………………………………………… to get to work.
5. …………………………………………………………. at 8.45.
6. ……………………………………………………………….. have lunch.
7. ……………………………………………………………….. at 5 o’clock.
8. …………………………………………… when ………………………… home.
9. ………………………………………………… meal yesterday evening.
10. ………………………………………………… out yesterday evening.
11. ………………………………………………………………….. at 11 o’clock.
12. …………………………………………………………….. well last night.

E. Fill in the blanks with must, mustn’t, needn’t, don’t have to, doesn’t have to,  
   have to or has to 
1. In England, you ………………….. drive on the left.
2. You ………….…………. to call me Mr Dextor. We are friends.
3. If your friends share secrets with you, you …………………….. tell them to anyone.
4. If you get cold, you ………………………… see a doctor.
5. He …………………………. join the army after graduation.

F. Choose the correct option.
1. You ………………. change your socks, because they are dirty.
    a. must     b. mustn’t  c. have to     d. don’t have to
2. Every weekend I …………… take my daughter to drama course.
    a. must     b. mustn’t  c. have to     d. don’t have to
3. I ………………. mow the lawn. My brother did it yesterday.
    a. must     b. mustn’t  c. have to     d. don’t have to
4. She …………………. see this movie. It is about her homework.
    a. must     b. mustn’t  c. have to     d. needn’t
5. She ………………… go to work. She can’t come with us. 
    a. must     b. mustn’t  c. has to       d. doesn’t have to 

I usually get up at 7 o’clock and have a big 
breakfast. I walk to work and it takes about half an hour. 
I start work at 8.45. I never have lunch. I finish work at 5 
o’clock. I’m always tired when I get home. I usually cook 

meal in the evening. I don’t usually go 
  out. I go to bed at about 11 o’clock, and I always    

      sleep well.
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G. Rewrite the following statements.
1. You are not allowed to shout in class. 
   ……………………………………………………………………………………
2. Don’t drive without seatbelt. It is forbidden. 
   ……………………………………………………………………………………
3. If you want to lose weight, you should exercise.
   ……………………………………………………………………………………
4. It isn’t necessary to go to the cinema today.
   ……………………………………………………………………………………
5. Don’t use mobile phone in class. It is forbidden.
   ……………………………………………………………………………………

H. Choose the correct one to make a suggestion.
1. How about/ Why not going to cinema on Saturday?

2. Let’s/ What about playing a board game instead?

3. Shall we/ Let’s stay at home and watch a film.

4. Why don’t we/ What about read comics?

5. Shall we/ How about taking a vacation?

I. Match the suggestions with their responses.

___  1. Why not meet after school? 

___  2. Shall we have some drinks to cool off? 

___  3. Let’s not wait for him at home. 

___  4. How about watching an animation? 

___  5. Why don’t you choose a larger one?                                                                                                           

a. No, I’m not in that mood. I’ve a headache. 

b. Great idea! We can meet at café.

c. You’re right. This one is too small for me.

d. You may, but I’ll have an ice-cream.

e. Sorry, we can’t leave home. He’ll be here in a few minutes.



UNIT 1
UNIT 2

UNIT 3

UNIT 4UNIT 5

UNIT 6 UNIT 7UNIT 8

UNIT 9
UNIT 10
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1. (Bye/ Hello/ See you) my friends. I’m Betty. 
I’m from 2. (Canadian/ France/ American). I 
don’t have any special 3. (bikes/ nicknames/ 
surnames). I was born on 4. (13th February/ 
2007/ spring). I’m 160 cm 5. (weight/ long /
tall). I’m rather thin. I 6. (have got/ has got/ 
am) long, dark hair and blue eyes.

I like scuba diving and 7. (cycle/ run/ tennis). 
I hate winter sports. I love 8. (wild animals/ insects/
pets). For that reason, I have two dogs and a 
cat at home. My dog, Boby 9. (meows/ bleads/ 
barks) a lot at nights. But everybody loves him in 
our neighborhood.

My 10. (mother/ father/ dog) Selena is a shop 
assistant and my 11. (father/ mother/ cats) is 
a policeman. I have got two brothers. They are 
8 now. I mean they are 12. (twins/namesakes 
/roommates). I love them but sometimes they 
make me crazy.

1. Betty is giving information about herself for the school magazine page.  
   Circle the correct words in the brackets.

2. Write the phrases that have the same meaning under the right column.

UNIT 
1. WORKBOOK

How are you doing?          I’m really into ……          How's everything? 

It’s a pleasure to meet you.        How's it going?              I like ……                            

What's going on?                     How do you do?            What's new?             

I enjoy ……                       How’s life?                     It’s lovely to meet you                                       

What’s up?

How are you? I’m interested in…. Glad to meet you.

BTC NEWS
TÜRKİYE

GCSE 
RESULTS:
Why we are’re the best

NEW TO SCHOOL?

BETTY’S
PAGE:

TURNER:
‘My big plans’
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3. Put the words in correct order and make questions. Then answer the questions.

4. Read the descriptions of people and write their names.

1. What/ you/ music/ of/ do/ sort/ like?  2. nickname/ is/ your/ What?

......................................................................................      ......................................................................................

 ......................................................................................      ......................................................................................

3. is/ your/ What/ address?    4. day/ is/ favorite/ What/ your?

......................................................................................      ......................................................................................

......................................................................................      ......................................................................................

5. your/ is/ When/ birthday?    6. your/ band/ What/ is/favorite?

 ......................................................................................      ......................................................................................

 ......................................................................................      ......................................................................................

1. He is of medium-height and thin. He has got short, straight, reddish hair. He is wearing  

glasses, pants and a t-shirt. He is a handsome boy. ........................................ .

2. She is tall and slim. She has shoulder length, straight, black hair. She is white and  wearing  

a yellow skirt. ........................................ .

3. He is tall and well built. He has got short, brown hair. He is black and wearing pants  

and orange shoes. ................................................................ .

4. She is of medium- height and weight. She has got big, round, hazel eyes and long,  

straight, blonde hair. She is wearing a blue t-shirt. ........................................ .

Matias Natalia Santiago

Luciana

Carlos

Ignacio

Mert
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UNIT 
2. WORKBOOK

1. Look at the photos and answer the questions.

2. Read the text above, decide if it is TRUE or FALSE. Correct the false ones.

a. What do you see in the photos?  b. Where are they?

Interviewer: Hello, John.
John: Hi.
Interviewer: Can you tell me about a typical day in your life for the school magazine?
John: Yeah, sure.
Interviewer: So, what time do you get up?
John: Oh, I get up very early. Every day, I get up at 5 o’clock and go to the pool. I  
        swim from 6 o’clock to 8 o’clock.
Interviewer: You get up at 5 o’clock? Wow, that’s very early!
John: Yeah. Then at 8 o’clock I have a shower, I get dressed and have breakfast. I have 
        a big breakfast: cereals, toast and eggs and orange juice.
Interviewer: What do you do after breakfast?
John: At 11 o’clock I go to university. I study sports science and have classes from 11 
        o’clock to 4 o’clock.
Interviewer: When do you have lunch?
John: I have lunch at about  2 o’clock at the university cafeteria.
Interviewer: What do you do after classes?
John: Sometimes I go to the gym, sometimes I meet my friends at a café.
Interviewer: What time do you have dinner?
John: I have dinner at 7 o’clock, then I watch TV or go online and I usually go to bed  
         at 10 o’ clock.
Interviewer: Thanks, John. That’s a busy day!

STATEMENTS TRUE FALSE

1. This interview is about TV magazine.

   .....................................................................................................................

2. John starts his day very early.

   .....................................................................................................................

3. He prefers a small breakfast.

   .....................................................................................................................

4. John has lunch at home at 1 o’clock.

   .....................................................................................................................

5. He goes swimming after classes.

   .....................................................................................................................

6. John watches TV or goes on the internet before bed.

   .....................................................................................................................
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3. Match the antonyms.
1. modern        ____               a. selfish

2. early           ____              b. finish   

3. together      ____      c. old

4. older           ____     d. alone

5. helpful         ____     e. late

6. start            ____     f. younger

4. Rewrite the sentences into negative and question form.

1. He reads a book after dinner.  ...................................................................................................................................... 

     ...................................................................................................................................... ?

2. They watch TV in the evening. ...................................................................................................................................... 

     ...................................................................................................................................... ?

3. Alonso and his sister brush their teeth before sleep. ............................................................................................................ 

                        ............................................................................................................ ?

4. Martines does her homework at half past eight. ...........................................................................................................

           ........................................................................................................... ?

5. Alonso is a Spanish boy. ........................................................................................................................................................... 

          ............................................................................................................................................................ ?

5. Make them meaningful sentences.

1. at/ the morning/ she/ eight o’clock / in/ gets up  .................................................................................................... .

2. book/ Mert/ often/ the evening/ read/ in        .................................................................................................... .

3.  never/ early/ Merve/ the weekends/ at/ wakes up  .............................................................................................. .

4. does/ What/ your/ do/ spare time/ in/ you       .................................................................................................. ?

5. like/ you/ playing/ or/ Do/ swimming/ dancing     .................................................................................................. ?

6. Fill in the blanks with the verbs in the brackets.

 This is Enzo. He .......... (be) 11 years old. He ................................ ( have got) short wavy dark 

hair and green eyes. Enzo ................... (live) in Atlanta with his parents. His mother and father 

.................. (be) lawyers. Enzo ...................... ( not have) any sister or brother. He .................. (love) playing 

basketball but he .................... (not love) playing tennis. He ..................... (want) to be a lawyer in the 

future like his parents. He ........................ (go) to school on foot at 8 o’clock everyday. His school 

........................ (finish) at five, then he ........................... (play) with his friends in the park.
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7. Match the sports with their picture.
1.                                                                                                         

1 2 3 4 5

4. 

  a.    b.      c.    d.    e.  

 5.  

3.

 2. 

volleyball tennis cycling riding baseball
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UNIT 
3. WORKBOOK

1. Read the dialogues below and fill in the gaps with the words or phrases 
    from the box.

2. What do you say in these situations? Use the words in brackets (…).

No problem               Can you do                      Sorry, you aren’t permitted                  
I can’t                      Do you mind if I turn            go ahead      
Could you go            Is it okay if I do                         

Alice: Paul, ............................................................... down the TV? 
         I’m trying to do my homework.
Paul: ................................................................... . I’m watching my 
       favourite TV serie. ........................................................... in
       your room, please?
Alice: Okay. ................................................................... .
Paul: Thanks.

Mary: ................................................................... the ironing,       
         please?
Pamela: I’m sorry, mum. ................................................................... .
            I have to finish my project. 
            ................................................................... it later?
Mary: Sure, .................................................................. . 

(close)

.....................

.....................

(open)

(give)

(pass)....................
....................

....................

....................

.....................

.....................
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3. Read the dialogue between Pam and her housemate Melissa then fill in 
   the chart with only one word.
Melissa: Hello. 

Pam: Hi, Melissa. It’s Pam. I’m still in the office.

Melissa: Yeah? I thought you got off work at 4:00. 

Pam: Actually, yes. But I have to finish my report. Listen. I’m running late. Could you 

       do me a favor?  

Melissa: Sure. Anything. What do you need? 

Pam: I’m having guests for dinner tonight. Could you thaw out some meat for me? 

Melissa: I’ll do that right now. Anything else? 

Pam: Nope. That’s it. Oh. By the way, I’ll visit the market on the way home. Do you 

       need anything?

Melissa: Yeah. Actually, I do. We’re out of bread. Would you mind getting some 

            from the bakery? 

Pam: No problem. I should be home in an hour. See you soon.  

Melissa: Well, I’ll probably be gone by the time you get here. I’m meeting some  

            friends for coffee. 

Pam: Ok then. See you later tonight. Have fun!

1. Who is coming tonight?

2. Why are they coming?

3. What does Melissa want?

4. Where will Pam visit on the way home?

5. Where can Pam get Melissa’s need?

6. Where is Melissa going tonight?
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4. Look at the pictures, write the names of the animals, and find them in the  
   puzzle. There are also extra animals hidden in the puzzle.

.............................

.............................

..........................

.............................
.............................

.............................

.............................

.............................

.............................

.............................

.............................

.............................

..........................

..........................
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UNIT 
4. WORKBOOK

1.a. Look at these photos. Do you think they are real photos?
   b. What do you think these lights are?

2. Read the phone conversation between 
   Kim and Jackie and answer the questions.

Kim: Hello Jackie. How is it going? Where are you? 

Jackie: Hi Kim! I’m with Aeron in Tromso, Norway. 

Kim: The northernmost city in the world! What are you doing there?

Jackie: Now we are sitting around a campfire and waiting to see something magical.

Kim: I think I know what you are waiting for! You are talking about the Northern lights!

Jackie: Yes, you are totally right. 

Kim: How is the weather?

Jackie: It is really cold. We are freezing but we won’t leave until we see the lights. At the 

           moment we are eating traditional Sami foods.

Kim: You had better drink some hot Sami coffee, too. 

Jackie: Ohh, the magnificent northern lights show is beginning. It is amazing Kim!

Kim: Do the Northern Lights appear only in March?

Jackie: The guide said they can appear any time, but you’re most likely to see them 

           between March and April, and September and October in the far north.

Kim: What colors can you see now? 

Jackie: Right now, I can see green and purple lights. But people say it is possible to see 

           red or blue lights too.

Kim: Wow! It must be the nature’s most dazzling display.

Jackie: The green aurora is dancing brightly above us. You should see it Kim. Make a 

           plan and visit this city as soon as possible. This must be a dream! Oh my God!

Kim: Do me a favor and take some photos, please.

   1. What month is it? 

   2. Where is Jackie? 

   3. What is he doing there? 

   4. Why does Kim recommend them to drink Sami  

      coffee? 

   5. What other word can we use to describe the Northern lights? 

   6. How does Jackie feel about the moment? 
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4. b. Write words or phrases from exercise 3 in the diagrams to make collocations  
       with “Do” or “Make”.

3. Read the phone conversation again and fill in the blanks.

4. a. What are these people doing? Match the statements to the photos.

1. Tromso is the ……………..……………………….. of the world.

2. It is very cold so they are sitting by …………………………………. .

3. Northern lights are ………………………….……… brightly in the sky.

4. ……………………………… Sami foods has been served to them.

5. The………………………….. informed them about the best time to see the auroras.

_____ 1. Kim makes wonderful bead necklaces. 
_____ 2. Idil is doing her homework.
_____ 3. Sarah is making a pottery with her grandparents.
_____ 4. Our maths teacher made a speech about his success in Teachers’ Conference.
_____ 5. Kuzey is doing the washing up with his dad. 
_____ 6. My son and his friends can make their own pizza. 
_____ 7. She is doing the bridge exercise.
_____ 8. Megan is doing the shopping and I am cleaning the house.

A

E F G H

B DC

DO MAKE
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5. Umut is in Spain with her friends. She is text messaging with her sister about  
   the things that are happening now. Write a similar text message to your  
   friend about the things that are happening now.

Gizem

Gizem

Hello Gizem 
The weather is very bad. It 
is raining heavily and the 
wind is blowing hard.

Hi! So you are still in Majorca.  
Where are you staying now?

Are you waiting at the airport?  
What about Deniz? He must be 
very tired.

We are staying in a hotel.

We are all very tired. Deniz is 
sleeping.  
We are flying tomorrow.

This trip has turned into an adventure :))
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UNIT 
5. WORKBOOK

1. Read the text below and answer the questions.

Facts about Ostriches

 Ostriches are large, flightless birds that have 
long legs and a long neck that protrudes from a 
round body. They are bigger than any other bird in 
the world. They can grow up to 9 feet (2.7 meters) 
tall and can weigh up to 320 lbs. (145 kilograms), 
according to the African Wildlife Foundation. 

 Wild ostriches live in the dry, hot savannas and 
woodlands of Africa. However, ostriches can be found in captivity all over the 
world. You can see them in farms or zoos. 

 Ostriches are omnivores, which means they eat both vegetation and 
meat. Although they prefer plants — especially roots, seeds and leaves — they 
also eat locusts, lizards, snakes and rodents. Ostriches don't need to drink 
water; they get all the water they need from the plants they eat. However, they 
drink water if they come across a watering hole.

 There is also a sport called Ostrich Racing, where people race each other 
on the backs of ostriches. You can also ride on an ostrich as similarly as horses. 
However, it is said to be harder to manage than horses. Ostrich Racing is common 
in South Africa and in the United States. The person who rides the ostrich is called 
jockey. Jockeys only wear helmets as their protective gear.

Questions

1. What kind of animal is an ostrich?
 ........................................................................................................................................
2. Where do otriches live?
 ........................................................................................................................................
3. What do ostriches eat?
 ........................................................................................................................................
4. Do they drink water?
 ........................................................................................................................................
5. Where is the ostrich racing common?
 ........................................................................................................................................
6. What do ostrich jokeys wear as a safety gear?
 ........................................................................................................................................
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2. Read the text again and find the appropriate vocabulary to complete    
   each statement below.

3. Look at the chart about the facts of other animals and compare them.

4. Classify the words, then add two more words.

1. If a bird can’t fly, it is ............................................................ bird.
2. If an animal isn’t wild, it lives in ............................................. . They are usually in farms.
3. When an animal eats both vegetation and meat, it is .....................................................
4. If you want to ride an ostrich in the race, you need to be a ....................................

Weight Height Lifespan Good at
Kangaroos 90 kg 1 to 1.6 meters 27 years Hopping

Squirrels 50-150 grams 25-30 cm 6-10 years Planting trees

Asian Elephants 2,041 to 4,990 
kg

2 to 3 m 48 years Smelling water 
up to 3 miles 
away

Giraffes 1,360 kg 4.3 - 5.5 m 25 years Living without 
sleep and 
water. 

Helmet     Safe

sport    skateboard    

successful     big     principal        

ball    small  race    hard  

 little   

 cycling   pads   smooth  

team    good    height        

tall     jockey     

fat    teacher

easy   fast 

Adjectives Nouns

Eg. Kangaroos live longer than squirrels and they are good at hopping.
................................................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................................................
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5. Think about comparative rules, complete the chart, and then add two 
    more adjectives.

6. Match the dialogues.

Adjective Comparative
Adjective + “-er” small

Adjective  y + “-ier” Ugly

More + adjective extraordinary

Irregular Adjectives good

Which one is faster? An os-
trich or a horse?

Are bears more dangerous 
than wolves?

I think the mountains in Europe 
are higher than the ones in 
Asia.

Which one is more playful? A 
hamster or a puppy?

I don’t know. But both are wild 
animals.

I don’t know. Let’s search for it 
on the net.

   I think, both are playful.

I’m not sure but an ostrich 
can run faster than a horse.

Yes, maybe. However, it is 
more difficult to manage an 
ostrich than a horse.

B

C

D

E 5

4

3

2

1
Do you think riding an ostrich 
is more enjoyable than riding 
a horse?

A
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UNIT 
6. WORKBOOK

1. Read the article. Complete the habits of successful people.

 2. Complete the statements with the correct forms of the verbs.

Four Distinctive Habits of Wealthy People
From studying the successful and unsuccessful people, Tom Corley says he’s isolated four 
daily habits that distinguish him from unsuccessful people. 

1. ...........................................................................................
Corley found that successful people wake 
up three hours before work, using that time 
to complete various tasks.

2. ...........................................................................................
Even if there are only a few items on that 
list, complete each task before the end of 
the day.

3. ...........................................................................................
Successful people exercise and watch what 
they eat.

4. ...........................................................................................
Successful people don’t waste a minute of 
their day. They’re always doing something to 
better themselves or to learn something.

1. Tim: What ......................................................................... (Bob/ do)?

   Sam: I ...................................... (think) he ...................................... (do) his homework in his bedroom.

2. “Don’t make noise! The baby ...................................... (sleep) at the moment.

3. I ...................................... (be) afraid I can’t go to the cinema this evening, 

   I ...................................... (revise) for tomorrow’s exam today.

4. Hurry up, children! The bus ...................................... (come).

5. Ata: ........................................................... (Allan/ like) pasta? 

   Mike: No, she ...................................... .

6. Paul sometimes ...................................... (watch) TV after dinner.

7. How often ............................................................................ (the children/ play) football?

8. Don’t go out! It ...................................... (rain) cats and dogs.

9. Mum ...................................... (water) the flowers right now.

10. My friend ............................................................ (prepare) his term homework these days. 

- Take care of your health. -Have a to-do list and stick to it. - Wake up early. -Manage your time.
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3. Match the sentences with the adjectives below.

4. Answer the questions.

1. Mary doesn’t come to our meetings on time. She is always late. ................................. 

2. My father runs 5 kilometers every morning. ...................................... .

3. My cousin grinds his teeth when he gets angry. ...................................... .

4. You can’t see her thanking someone. ..................................... .

5. I’m a compulsive coffee drinker. I drink four cups of coffee before going bed  

   at nights. ..................................... .

6. She always use ‘please’ when she asks for something. ..................................... .

1. What are some good habits you have?

    .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. What are the things you should do every day but don’t?

   ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. Write some habits for a successful life.

   ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

4. Which bad habit do you think would be the most difficult to get rid of? Why?

   ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

5. Are we born with our  bad habits? Or do we acquire them from the environment 

   surrounding us?

   ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

6. Is it easy or difficult to get rid of a bad habit?

   ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

a. Annoying    b. Rude    c. Unhealthy   d. Irresponsible   e. Healthy   f. Polite
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UNIT 
7. WORKBOOK

1. Underline the correct phrases.

2. Rewrite the statements with the words in brackets ( ) .

3. Read the situations and write questions.

a. Welcome to our shop. Would you mind/ May I help you?

b. We need to talk. Would you mind if we/ Would you mind talked after class?

c. Mrs. Clarks is leaving next week. Do you mind if we/ How about buying her a  

   present?

d. I’m busy at the moment. Do you think you could/ May I wait outside for a few  

   minutes?

e. I can’t do this on my own. Would you like/ Do you mind helping me?

a. Do you mind if I come an hour late? (all right)

   Is it all right if I come an hour late?

b. Can you share with Judith? (would you mind)

   .........................................................................................................................................

c. Could you explain that again, please? (do you mind)

   .........................................................................................................................................

d. I think I will read that again. (is it ok if)

   .........................................................................................................................................

e. Do I have your permission to leave early today? (may)

   .........................................................................................................................................

a. You want to borrow your friend’s camera. What do you say to him?

   .........................................................................................................................................................................................

b. Jane has come to see your new office. You offer her something to drink.

   .........................................................................................................................................................................................

c. A friend is interested in one of your books. You invite him/ her to borrow it by  

   saying:

   .........................................................................................................................................................................................

d. Your neighbor is playing very loud music. You want him/ her to turn it down. 

    .........................................................................................................................................................................................

e. You are on a bus and you see an elderly man is standing. You offer him your  

   seat.

   .........................................................................................................................................................................................
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4. Look at the pictures of different types of parties and do the puzzle. What’s the  
    hidden word.

1 2 3

54

6

7
8

9

1. Underline the correct phrases.

2. Rewrite the statements with the words in brackets ( ) .

3. Read the situations and write questions.
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UNIT 
8. WORKBOOK

1. Read the text and answer the questions.

                 Saturday, October 6, 2007

What a busy day today! I never had a moment’s rest. The day started with my 
alarm clock at 7am.  I had to be at the Jone’s house to baby-sit. I didn’t want to wake 
up so early on a Saturday.  But I’m saving money to buy a new computer and don’t 
care to do all-day babysitting job.

When I arrived at the Jone’s house, both kids were already awake. Mary was 
watching cartoons in living room and Jack was playing with his Legos in his bedroom. 
The kids were hungry so I made them some omelette and we all ate breakfast together. 

We had to leave right after breakfast for Jack’s swimming practice. Luckily, the 
Jones live a couple blocks from the swimming pool so we just walked there. It was a lot 
of fun watching Jack’s swimming training. He’s very talented. I was worried that Mary 
might be bored, but she stayed busy by playing her ipad while Jack practiced. 

When practice was over, we went back to the house to make lunch. It’s always a 
breeze to make lunch for the Jone kids because they love chicken nuggets and French 
fries. All I had to do was pull the food out of the freezer and bake it in the oven.   

After lunch, I planned a special surprise for the kids. I took them to see the new 
comic movie. The movie hall is a few miles away from their house so I had to call my 
mom to pick us up in her car and drive us there. The kids loved the movie; they couldn’t 
stop laughing.  I have to admit that I thought it was pretty funny too. The only bad part 
was that the movie hall had the air conditioning broke down and it was freezing cold!

My mom picked us up again after the movie and took us back to the Jone’s house. 
We came home only a few minutes before Mrs. Jone came back home. I didn’t expect 
her home so soon, but she was back early because she had lots of work. 

Whil Mrs. Jone was spending time with her kids  I remembered to go to the mall. I 
checked home needs. I called  my friend to take me.Lucy came and we went to shopping 
mall.   

While we were at the mall, we definitely shopped . After we finished buying Jones’ 
needs I bought a t-shirt, a sweater, a pair of jeans, and some flip flops. 

Finally after all that shopping, we came back Jone’s house. I placed what I bought 
and then I left Jone’s home. Today was a fun day, but I was exhausted. Now I can’t wait 
to sleep in tomorrow!

1. Why was she working as a baby-sitter? 

   ........................................................................................................................................................................................

2. Where did they go first of all? 

   ........................................................................................................................................................................................

3. What was Mark doing when a baby-sitter came home?

   ......................................................................................................................................................................................... 

4. Which sport training did Jack do? 

   .........................................................................................................................................................................................

5. Where did they go after lunch?

   .........................................................................................................................................................................................
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4. Rewrite the sentences with Simple Past Tense.

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart .............. an Austrian musician 

and composer. 

He .............. from 1756 to 1791. He  .............. composing 

at the age of five years old 

and .............. more than 600 pieces of music. He  .............. 

only 35 years old when he  .............. .

A.  yesterday/ She/ room/ tidy/ my/

1. (+) ............................................................................................................................................................................. .

2. (-)  ............................................................................................................................................................................ . 

3. (?) ............................................................................................................................................................................ ?

B. last/ I/ a/ car/ year/ buy/ new/

1. (+) ............................................................................................................................................................................. . 

2. (-) .............................................................................................................................................................................. .

3. (?) ............................................................................................................................................................................ ?

C.  We/ film/ day/ boring/ watch/ a/ last/

1. (+) ............................................................................................................................................................................. .

2. (-) .............................................................................................................................................................................. .

3. (?) ............................................................................................................................................................................ ?

3. Choose the correct verbs and fill in the blanks using correct form.

2. Rearrange the verbs which are given mixed. Then write their past forms.  

be x2/ live/ die/ write/ start/

1. aveh  ............................................  ...........................................

2. tarst  ............................................  ...........................................

3. brememre  ............................................  ...........................................

4. meco  ............................................  ...........................................

5. awek pu  ............................................  ...........................................
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1. Read the dialogue and answer the questions.

2. Complete the statements with one of the words below.

UNIT 
9. WORKBOOK

Frank: Excuse me. I am interested in 

         getting a public library card.

Librarian: Sure, you have to fill out an 

              application form.

Frank: OK, here it is.

Librarian: Let me take a look at this 

              for you. May have your  

              driver's license, please?

Frank: Here's my license and form.

Librarian: You seem to have filled the 

               form out all right. Are you familiar with our rules and fines?

Frank: Yes, I know what to do.

Librarian: The hours and limitations are printed on the card and this hand

               out. You mustn’t damage or lose the books.

Frank: OK, I see.

1. Where is Frank?
   ........................................................................................................................................................................................
2. Is he trying to get another identity card?
   ........................................................................................................................................................................................
3. How can he learn about the rules and regulations?
   ........................................................................................................................................................................................
4. Is the librarian polite?
   ........................................................................................................................................................................................

1. John Neruda was a very fruitful and .......................................... writer both of poetry  

   and of prose.

2. A .......................................... is the pass that allows the owner to get into Willy Wonka's  

   Chocolate Factory.

3. David Tennant who has acted as ‘Doctor Who’ is an .......................................... actor.  

4. Within hours the video .......................................... on the net.

5. She is economically .................................................................................... of her parents.

outstanding       talented        went viral        independent      golden ticket
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 1. A teacher must ..................................................................................................................................

 2. A teacher mustn’t .............................................................................................................................

3. An astronaut mustn’t ...............................................................................................................     

   4. An astronaut doesn’t have to .......................................................................................

     

5. A pirate needn’t ..........................................................................................................................

6. A pirate must ...................................................................................................................................
 

__ 1. Academic libraries    
__ 2. Public libraries          
__ 3. School libraries          
__ 4. Special libraries             

a. are part of a school system, and serve students between 1st and 12th grade.
b. can serve particular populations, such as the blind and physically handicapped 
c. serve the general public, communities of all sizes and types.  
d. serve colleges and universities, their students, staff and faculty.

3 Match the types of libraries with 
   their definitions.

4. Rewrite the following statements.

5. Complete the statements with your own words.

1. Using mobile phones is forbidden while watching a movie at 

   the cinema.

   You mustn’t talk on the phone while watching a movie at 

   the cinema        

2. It isn’t necessary to bring your books tomorrow. 

   ........................................................................................................................................

3. If you want to pass the exam, you should study.

   .....................................................................................................................................................................................

4. Don’t hunt deer! It is forbidden.

   .....................................................................................................................................................................................

5. It isn't necessary to call me Mrs Brown.

   .....................................................................................................................................................................................
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Hi, there. I’m Defne and I need your help. 
There are many clubs at my school such 
as dancing, science, English, reading, vol-
unteering. I would like to join one of them. 
What do you suggest?

UNIT 
10. WORKBOOK

1. What’s your suggestion for Bora

    ____________________________________________?

2. What do you suggest for Defne? 

    ____________________________________________?

3. What do you suggest for Supersis?

    ____________________________________________?

Hello, we’re SuperSis. We need to do a project 
about environment. We have decided to do 
something about recycling. But we are not 
sure what to do. So, what can we do? Can 
you help us? 

2. Read the suggestions in the chart. How would you respond them?

1. Read the expressions below and make suggestion for them.

Suggestion Your Response

1. Why don’t we have some drink to cool off?

2. Do you feel like playing a board game?

3. How about cooking couscous for dinner?

4. Shall we go outside and have some fresh air?

5. What about taking swimming course in summer?

6. How do you feel about watching an animation?

7. Why not eat Chinese food for dinner?

8. Let’s not watch an animation. Let’s do karaoke 
instead.

Hi, I’m Bora and next Saturday is mom’s 
birthday. I want to make her happy with 
a nice present. However, I’m not sure 
what to buy. Can you help me?
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3. Read the text below and complete the blanks with the phrases. 

4. Read the text again and circle the correct definition for each word in 
    bold.

BE SMART ABOUT SOCIAL MEDIA
Most of us use some form of social media and have a profile on a social networking site. We 
visit these sites every day. Although there are plenty of good things about social media, there 
are many risks and things too. Do you know how to avoid them? We don't always make good 
choices when we post something to a site, and this can lead to problems like cyberbullying. 
Therefore, it's important to use social media wisely.

What Can You Do?
To be safe it's important to:
1. _________________________. Mean behavior is not OK. Treat others with respect, and never 
post hurtful or embarrassing messages. And always inform your parents about any harassing 
or bullying messages that others post.
2. ________________________. Be aware that what you post can be used against you. For 
example, letting the world know that you're off on vacation or posting your home address gives 
robbers a chance to strike. Also be careful about posting specific locations of parties or 
events, as well as phone numbers.
3. _________________________. Don’t share anything on social media that you wouldn't want 
your teachers, parents, — and yes, grandma — to see. Keep “WWGS” rule in mind!
4. _________________________. Privacy settings are important. Go through them together with 
your parents. Also, you should never share your passwords with anyone, even a boyfriend, girl-
friend, or best friend.
5. _________________________. "If you don't know them, don't friend them." This is a plain, simple 
and safe rule!

Phrases:
A. Follow the "WWGS?" (What Would Grandma Say?) rule.  
B. Use privacy settings.  
C. Be nice.  
D. Don't "friend" strangers. 
E. Think twice before hitting "enter." 

1. Post means

a. Put something on the internet          b. send a letter               c. pay money

2. Cyberbullying means 

a. Sharing personal photos on the net. 

b. social networking  

c. using internet to harm and frighten other people

3. Wisely means 

a. Showing your ability      

b. showing experience, knowledge and good judgement 

c. acting like crazy

4. Embarrassing means 

a. Making someone ashamed or shy.

b. Putting someone into a good situation

c. Making someone happy

5. Plain means

a. Clear and understandable      b. unclear          c. Complicated
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5. Ask for your family members’ suggestions and complete the chart below.

6. Complete the dialogues with the phrases from the box.

To beat the heat Mom’s Suggestion:

.......................................... ’s Suggestion:

To cook for dinner .......................................... ’s Suggestion:

.......................................... ’s Suggestion:

To avoid cyberbullying .......................................... ’s Suggestion:

.......................................... ’s Suggestion:

Eymen: Hey Ahmet. You look bored.

Ahmet: Hi Eymen. Yeah, bored a lot ..................................................... ?

Eymen: Let’s play table tennis.

Ahmet: No, ...................................................... . Let’s do something else. 

Eymen: ...................................................... ? Ahmet.

Ahmet: Ok. ...................................................... idea!

A

B

PHRASESI’d rather not.A terrible idea.What shall we do?A very good
Why don’t you stay at 

home and relax?

Burcu: Do you feel like riding a bike, Patrick. 

Patrick: I think it’s ......................................................, Burcu. Because I don’t feel ok today.

Burcu: Sorry for that, Patrick ...................................................... ?

Patrick: I think so. I’ll go home and rest.
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z65e0lxl2c-1-57

[Unit 1, p. 7] Grigorjeva, Anna. happy little boy lying in the bed. Funny four month old baby in striped sleepsuit at home. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_66130304_happy-little-
boy-lying-in-the-bed-funny-four-month-old-baby-in-striped-sleepsuit-at-home-.html?fromid=YU00NmFNZDVXeGlJbVFOZ2pTNHUvUT09

[Unit 1, p. 7] Wavebreak Media Ltd. Cute disabled pupil smiling at camera in hall against black background. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/child.html?sti=lbj7vj-
8domaeboqgmf|&mediapopup=44082658

[Unit 1, p. 7] : Wang, Tom. Smiling college student in university classroom. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/teenager.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=child&sti=nr5wy-
6gbqcs5ymg7xo|&mediapopup=52000295

[Unit 1, p. 7] Salmon, Jason. Close up shot of a smart office worker in a suit jacket, wearing glasses with her arms folded, isolated on white. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%-
C4%9Fraf/middle_aged.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=teenager&sti=li9xcu07o651qec0x6|&mediapopup=53453656

[Unit 1, p. 7] xalanx. Old farmer woman carrying a fork, outdoor . [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/old.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=middle+aged&sti=ntoko7gsdjfd-
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4r0tcp|&mediapopup=9502241

[Unit 1, p. 7] dolgachov. group of men and women from side. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/tall_short.html?imgtype=1&oriSearch=tall+short&sti=nig69h6xt2d73wd-
rqy|&mediapopup=54658967

[Unit 1, p. 7] iimages. Illustration of the fat and skinny people on a white background [Vektör]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/22894377.html?imgtype=0&oriSear-
ch=20140547&sti=n73plc6ylto7m15epm|&mediapopup=22894377 

[Unit 1, p. 7] svetlanakazakova. Fat and slim man. Vector illustration. [Vektör]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_43694469_fat-and-slim-man-vector-illustration.html?term=thin%2Bfat&vti=m-
g7ymf5l5w6sl5g9bs-1-14

[Unit 1, p. 7] Ordatii, Alla. Sample of colorful hair on white background. [Fotograf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_74653202_sample-of-colorful-hair-on-white-background.html?term=hair%-
2Bcolor%2Bcatalog&vti=nqg971ujb5ol857dcv-1-15

[Unit 1, p. 7] Ordatii, Alla. Sample of colorful hair on white background. [Fotograf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_74658174_sample-of-colorful-hair-on-white-background.html?term=hair%-
2Bcolor%2Bcatalog&vti=nqg971ujb5ol857dcv-1-32

[Unit 1, p. 7] Ordatii, Alla. Sample of colorful hair on white background [Fotograf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_43694469_fat-and-slim-man-vector-illustration.html?term=thin%2Bfat&v-
ti=mg7ymf5l5w6sl5g9bs-1-14

[Unit 1, p. 7] belchonock. Hair Palette of different colors. Tints set. Isolated on a white background [Fotograf]. Retrieved from 

https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/72681701.html?imgtype=0&sti=lhzeoqkzg6j1ezcih6|&mediapopup=72681701

[Unit 1, p. 7] Utouka, Ales. Young handsome man in stylish black clothes looking through sunglasses. [Vektör]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_47803807_young-handsome-man-in-stylish-bla-
ck-clothes-looking-through-sunglasses-.html?term=handsome&vti=n1gci59m0c2o4toadi-1-24

[Unit 1, p. 7] Grinvalds, Kaspars. Happy and funny woman looking at her phone. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_66000663_happy-and-funny-woman-looking-at-her-phone.html?ter-
m=good%2Blooking%2Bwoman&vti=nilwf4lqblnie0ckl4-1-

[Unit 1, p. 7] Yeulet, Cathy. Three Female Friends Meeting In CafŽ. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_42308641_three-female-friends-meeting-in-caf.html?term=three%2Bwomen&v-
ti=n2u7dwgun2cztcla3s-1-20

[Unit 1, p. 7] Doroshenko, Oleg. Close up portrait of middle-aged man relaxing in nature. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_40822983_close-up-portrait-of-middle-aged-man-relaxing-in-
nature.html?term=bald%2Bman&vti=mdmux9s2epg4ixfp2x-1-55

[Unit 1, p. 7] Manuel Gelpi Diaz, Jose. Teenager girl with blue eyes smiling outdoor [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/45283605.html?imgtype=1&oriSearch=teenager+-
girl&sti=m211pu8xpa1vkb7c1j|&mediapopup=45283605

[Unit 1, p. 7] racorn. Curly young African-American woman smiling in the street. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_101530296_curly-young-african-american-woman-smiling-in-the-

street-parked-bicycles-blurred-in-background.html?term=curly%2Bhair%2Bgirl%2Bstreet&amp;vti=mvslni1k1pg11jhmn7-1-63

[Unit 1, p. 7] andersonrise. Portrait of a young beautiful woman in blue coat, Happy blonde model-against the yellow wall. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_74963182_portrait-of-

a-young-beautiful-woman-in-blue-coat-happy-blonde-model-against-the-yellow-wall.html?term=straight%2Bhair%2Bgirl%2Bstreet&amp;vti=mv09tl9iv12wj910w4-1-19

[Unit 1, p. 7] langstrup. Happy beautiful young adult woman with folded arms and confident-expression and long brown hair standing outside in the middle of street. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_62011545_happy-beautiful-young-adult-woman-with-folded-arms-and-confident-expression-and-long-brown-hair-stan.html?term=long%2Bhair%2Bgirl%2Bstreet&amp;vti=lr-
vp7nxkexgzorh7nr-1-14

[Unit 1, p. 7] ababaka. beautiful girl with short haircut. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_103294145_beautiful-girl-with-short-haircut.html?term=short%2Bhair%2Bgirl%2Bstreet&am-
p;vti=mc4dhx6kjan1zrzaeq-2-18

[Unit 1, p. 7] Cathy Yelulet. Portrait of smiling young mixed race businesswoman, vertical. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stokfoto%C4%9Fraf/71279266.html?imgtype=0&amp;sti=o8om-
375h70pdeaa7ev|&amp;

mediapopup=71279266[Unit 1, p. 7] pixelrobot. Dark Mens Mustache Isolated on White Background. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_38250736_dark-mens-mustache-isolated-on-w-
hite-background-.html?term=mustache&vti=n7c9jj1td3772xj5oj-1-10

[Unit 1, p. 7] tohey. A set of hand drawn of mens hairstyles, beards and mustaches, tools, barbera and the sign Barbershop. Gentlmen haircuts and shaves. Digital black vector illustration. [Vektör çizim]. 
Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_51250770_a-set-of-hand-drawn-of-mens-hairstyles-beards-and-mustaches-tools-barbera-and-the-sign-barbershop-ge.html?term=beard&vti=mrbtnobijzuvgh-
ku57-2-38

[Unit 1, p. 7] Cristo, Denis. Group of cute happy cartoon people on green park in the city []. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/16956073.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=72681701&s-
ti=nxf18q5966fmcijxgg|&mediapopup=16956073

[Unit 1, p. 7] Cristo, Denis. Group of fashion cartoon young people [Vektör çizim]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/16375221.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=72681701&sti=mo-
n4am9njkkr5j9cga|&mediapopup=16375221

[Unit 1, p. 7] Cristo, Denis. Group of eight happy cartoon children. [Vektör çizim]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/21812801.html?imgtype=1&oriSearch=grandmother+sunbat-
hing&sti=nuwmiwzsn4r1zovupr|&mediapopup=21812801

[Unit 1, p. 7] Cristo, Denis. Cartoon young people. Cool teenagers. [Vektör çizim]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/62012757.html?imgtype=1&oriSearch=21812801&sti=o8m-
7mha4uq7yy3dek7|&mediapopup=62012757

[Unit 1, p. 8] dolgachov. People, education, technology and school concept - happy students with laptop computer and books in library. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_50748258_pe-
ople-education-technology-and-school-concept-happy-students-with-laptop-computer-and-books-in-libr.html?term=two%2Bstudents%2Bsitting%2Btalking&vti=nqpmo115jr0q2zf0tl-1-1

[Unit 1, p. 8] Oliver, Graham. Female student making a speech. She is standing at a podium and smiling to the crowd. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_58331900_female-student-ma-
king-a-speech-she-is-standing-at-a-podium-and-smiling-to-the-crowd-.html?term=student%2Bmaking%2Ba%2Bspeech&vti=lv6wh44ebt2t0znung-1-9

[Unit 1, p. 9] Sholom, Alexey. Portrait of a young blonde girl in a blue dress. trees in flowers. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_70119761_portrait-of-a-young-blonde-girl-in-a-blue-
dress-trees-in-flowers-.html?term=blonde%2Bgirl%2Blong%2Bhair%2Bblue%2Beyes&vti=nqtm85kg7gffhjqamq-4-20
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[Unit 1, p. 9] badmanproduction. Embrace the twins isolated on white background. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_20503957_embrace-the-twins-isolated-on-white-background.
html?term=twins%2Bboys%2Beight%2Byears%2Bold&vti=mck713rwknk49upj9w-1-11

[Unit 1, p. 9] Pedersen, Roy. Underwater image of a female scuba diver hovering near the sand on a dive. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_38223230_underwater-image-of-a-fe-
male-scuba-diver-hovering-near-the-sand-on-a-dive.html?term=diving&vti=njzp4vnqlggven1smp-1-38

[Unit 1, p. 9] ammentorp. Image of young woman cycling on the country road. Fit female athlete riding down hill on bicycle. Woman doing cycling training. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.
com/photo_39445390_image-of-young-woman-cycling-on-the-country-road-fit-female-athlete-riding-down-hill-on-bicycle-woma.html?term=cycling&vti=ocldw33fed8jtdzo25-1-67

[Unit 1, p. 9] christingasner. A happy German Shepherd Mix breed dog is hanging is tounge out of his mouth with his ears blowing in the wind as he sticks his head out a moving and drving car win-
dow. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_43676908_a-happy-german-shepherd-mix-breed-dog-is-hanging-is-tounge-out-of-his-mouth-with-his-ears-blowing-in.html?term=dogs&v-
ti=od9682yhi6ig28o5y7-1-41

[Unit 1, p. 29] Guzhva, Vadim. A woman with a smile on her face answers the question. A man holds a microphone listening to an answer. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%-
C4%9Fraf/interviewer.html?imgtype=1&alttext=1&oriSearch=microphone%20interview%20camera&start=100&sti=nd4ig767kcz17q4un0|&mediapopup=89826601

[Unit 1, p. 92] Rodriguez, Marcelo. In the library - pretty female student with books working in a high school library. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_34433451_in-the-library-
pretty-female-student-with-books-working-in-a-high-school-library-.html?term=student%2Bgirl&vti=nbsqd9ha7g2502o2nj-1-33

[Unit 1, p. 7] Cristo, Denis. Group of cute happy cartoon people on green park in the city [vector]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/16956073.html?imgtype=0&oriSear-
ch=72681701&sti=nxf18q5966fmcijxgg|&mediapopup=16956073

[Unit 1, p. 7] Cristo, Denis. Group of fashion cartoon young people [vector]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/16375221.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=72681701&sti=mo-
n4am9njkkr5j9cga|&mediapopup=16375221

[Unit 1, p. 7] Cristo, Denis. Group of eight happy cartoon children. [Vektör çizim]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/21812801.html?imgtype=1&oriSearch=grandmother+sun-
bathing&sti=nuwmiwzsn4r1zovupr|&mediapopup=21812801

[Unit 1, p. 7] Cristo, Denis. Cartoon young people. Cool teenagers. [Vektör çizim]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/62012757.html?imgtype=1&oriSearch=21812801&s-
ti=o8m7mha4uq7yy3dek7|&mediapopup=62012757

[Unit 2, p. 12] Postovski, Alex. ARGENTINA - CIRCA 1963: a stamp printed in the Argentina shows portrait of Mustafa Kemal Ataturk, was an turkish army officer, revolutionary and founder of the 
Republic of Turkey, first President, circa 1963. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_86016662_argentina-circa-1963-a-stamp-printed-in-the-argentina-shows-portrait-of-mustafa-kemal-atat%C3%A3%C2%BCrk-was-a.html?term=86016662&vti=nv5t5ckxn-
8s1u81396-1-1

[Unit 2, p. 12] neftali 77. FRANCE - CIRCA 2000: A stamp printed in France shows Southern kiwi, circa 2000. [fotoğraf].Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_12207319_france-circa-2000-a-stamp-printed-in-france-shows-southern-kiwi-circa-2000.html?term=12207319&vti=lm4oe2pgfl1u1zzwyi-1-1

[Unit 2, p. 15] Popov, Andriy. Close-up Of Businessman With Calendar Writing Schedule In Diary. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_46637018_close-up-of-businessman-with-calendar-writing-schedule-in-diary.html?term=46637018&vti=mo92ewlgtgm3adtxkx-1-1

[Unit 2, p. 15] Yeulet, Cathy. Back View Of Group Of Men Using Running Machines In Gym

. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_42248928_back-view-of-group-of-men-using-running-machines-in-gym.html?term=42248928&vti=mjw9fcnfcodhzbqz8n-1-1

[Unit 2, p. 15] Brooks, Karel Joseph Noppe. Close up action shot of Teen boy swimming freestyle at swimming lesson. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_48644159_close-up-action-shot-of-teen-boy-swimming-freestyle-at-swimming-lesson-.html?term=48644159&vti=nv8uiaw2nvx65qk9h4-1-1

[Unit 2, p. 15] Zinkevych, Dmytro. Have a break. Joyful content smiling colleagues sitting at the table and having lunch while talking. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_61533467_have-a-break-joyful-content-smiling-colleagues-sitting-at-the-table-and-having-lunch-while-talking.html?term=61533467&vti=lsemepd6mdk7or2zo2-1-1

[Unit 2, p. 15] piksel. Happy family reading book together. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_40908279_happy-family-reading-book-together.html?term=40908279&vti=o03znvy5bem3el1qy4-1-1

[Unit 2, p. 15] NejroN. Young girl riding her brown horse outdoors. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_22385269_young-girl-riding-her-brown-horse-outdoors-.html?term=22385269&vti=mw2c9wr5hctyblmtze-1-1

[Unit 2, p. 17] blueringmedia. Border design with sailboat illustration. [vector]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_46508913_border-design-with-sailboat-illustration.html?term=46508913&vti=mszynqrkeak39ep2fy-1-1

[Unit 2, p. 17] iimages. Children playing musical instrument on stage illustration. [vector]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_44844140_children-playing-musical-instrument-on-stage-illustration.html?term=44844140&vti=nehhftcc82pzyb6vx7-1-1

[Unit 2, p. 17] LLC, Artisticco. A vector illustration of men playing table tennis in the competition for sport competition series. [vector]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_42168471_a-vector-illustration-of-men-playing-table-tennis-in-the-competition-for-sport-competition-series.html?term=42168471&vti=nu3xy9jlxobqidu00f-1-1

[Unit 2, p. 17] Mujiona, Teguh. Cartoon she is watering the plants. [vector]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_45091513_cartoon-she-is-watering-the-plants.html?term=45091513&vti=ng6qme3tgn1gu1mqwm-1-1

[Unit 2, p. 17] Pykhonin, Sergey. postage stamps. the historic architecture of the world. [vector]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_43385683_postage-stamps-the-historic-architecture-of-the-world-vector-illustration.html?term=43385683&vti=lcprjk1g2yw0sxd3aq-1-1
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[Unit 2, p. 17] kakigori. Beautiful happy smiling photographer woman taking photo using old retro analog camera. [vector]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_38983943_beautiful-happy-smiling-photographer-woman-taking-photo-using-old-retro-analog-camera.html?term=38983943&vti=o3j0qzijifaga4jygs-1-1

[Unit 2, p. 17] Mujiono, Teguh. Cartoon little boy drawing. [vector]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_37538174_cartoon-little-boy-drawing.html?term=37538174&vti=ntgbtxu8z5eozp102o-1-1

[Unit 2, p. 17] Sushchina, Mary. Boy jockey riding a horse. Horse. Pony club. Equestrian sport. [vector]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_72783456_boy-jockey-riding-a-horse-horse-pony-club-equestrian-sport-h.html?term=72783456&vti=llnxseti95ho6d69h9-1-1

[Unit 2, p. 17] jemastock. movie room silhouette people presentation film going to cinema icon. [vector]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_61125619_movie-room-silhouette-people-presentation-film-going-to-cinema-icon-colorfull-illustration-vector-gr.html?term=61125619&vti=n3thwmbpcdl6velwyd-1-1

[Unit 2, p. 17] Bolchakova, Ioulia. Young Caucasian couple dressed in late 1940s early 1950s fashion dancing lindy hop on a vinyl record no transparencies EPS 8. [vector]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_41305422_young-caucasian-couple-dressed-in-late-1940s-early-1950s-fashion-dancing-lindy-hop-on-a-vinyl-record.html?term=41305422&vti=lh4kn8ll4hoj9aitku-1-1

[Unit 2, p. 17] Kovernik, Pavlo. set of postage stamps on the theme of Japanese culture. Hieroglyph Japan Post, Sushi, Tea. [vector]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_54006654_set-of-postage-stamps-on-the-theme-of-japanese-culture-hieroglyph-japan-post-sushi-tea.html?term=54006654&vti=o6ppp27wwxxtvnt23p-1-1

[Unit 2, p. 17] Popov, Maxim. Man fishing on the boat. Lots of fish in the sea and seagulls in the sky. [vector]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_48124354_man-fishing-on-the-boat-lots-of-fish-in-the-sea-and-seagulls-in-the-sky-flat-vector-illustration-.html?term=48124354&vti=nw44z03zyxhey6dy5k-1-1 

[Unit 2, p. 17] almoond. Collection of colorful butterflies, flying in different directions.

. [vector]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_61902540_collection-of-colorful-butterflies-flying-in-different-directions-vector-.html?term=61902540&vti=nbeo7hqbwhd1jtgsnr-1-1

[Unit 2, p. 18] Zhokovsky, Leonard. (2018 February 10). Silver Medalist Martin Rios of Switzerland competes in the Mixed Doubles Round Robin curling match at the 2018 Winter Olympics. [fotoğraf]. 
Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_101947708_gangneung-south-korea-february-10-2018-silver-medalist-martin-rios-of-switzerland-competes-in-the-mi.html?term=101947708-&vti=nf4e7lhgm9uq3pajo5-1-1

[Unit 2, p. 19] Yuangkratoke, Nakhorn. Blank Calendar for planning template vector illustration. [vector]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_40282116_blank-calendar-for-planning-template-vector-illustration.html?term=40282116-&vti=mgxsv66qqdhkvs38sm-1-1

[Unit 2, p. 20] Iakobchuk, Viacheslav. Half asleep Charming teenage girl sitting on her bed and yawning sweetly while covering her mouth with her hand. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_94719414_half-asleep-charming-teenage-girl-sitting-on-her-bed-and-yawning-sweetly-while-covering-her-mouth-wi.html?term=get%2Bup%2Bteen&vti=m1tah4e12j7uod-
mf8b-1-63

[Unit 2, p. 20] Poznyakov, Gennadly. Parents prepare breakfast for child. Big family with two kids having breakfast in the white kitchen. Happy family and children. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_55020736_parents-prepare-breakfast-for-child-big-family-with-two-kids-having-breakfast-in-the-white-kitchen-h.html?term=family%2Bprepare%2Bfor%2Bbreakfast&vti=l-
n1kzmrxc9552vh29o-1-12

[Unit 2, p. 20] petro. Group of schoolchildren at classroom during a lesson raising hands.

 [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_14469137_group-of-schoolchildren-at-classroom-during-a-lesson-raising-hands.html?fromid=Zk5qbi80WVkxU0s4aENmdmdMVXlxZz09

[Unit 2, p. 20] Huzau, Ruslan. schoolgirl doing homework. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_85610511_schoolgirl-doing-homework.html?fromid=U05laEE2SFM3Qm55VWxKZFkzTUkzUT09

[Unit 2, p. 20] dolgachov. education, elementary school, drinks, children and people concept - group of school kids with smartphone and soda cans taking selfie in corridor. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_48221055_education-elementary-school-drinks-children-and-people-concept-group-of-school-kids-with-smartphone-.html?term=hang%2Bout%2Bchild&vti=nfg03lr6f23s-
hw1h4w-1-3

[Unit 2, p. 20] dolgachov. people, children, dreaming, rest and comfort concept - girl sleeping in bed over blue lights background [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_52194046_people-children-dreaming-rest-and-comfort-concept-girl-sleeping-in-bed-over-blue-lights-background.html?term=sleep%2Bteen&vti=mf95xjap9t6r2mjhol-1-16

[Unit 2, p. 20] ikuvshinov.Vector A4 mockup isolated on green background [vector]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_70914695_vector-a4-mockup-isolated-on-green-background.html?term=70914695&vti=nqvy8kpnalvcbq9szt-1-1

[Unit 2, p. 94] IURLOV, Andrii. Swimmer in waterpool swim one of swimming style [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_20275844_swimmer-in-waterpool-swim-one-of-swimming-style.html?term=20275844-&vti=n6gx4by9guszv0zaso-1-1

[Unit 2, p. 94] kasto. Conference and Presentation. Audience at the conference hall. Business and Entrepreneurship. Faculty lecture and workshop. Audience in the lecture hall. Academic education. 
Students making notesc[fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_42524431_conference-and-presentation-audience-at-the-conference-hall-business-and-entrepreneurship-faculty-le.html?term=42524431&vti=oaydpkt0rx7oxt2lzo-1-1

[Unit 2, p. 94] inueng. Interior of wooden table in food court shopping mall. Food center in department store [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from
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https://tr.123rf.com/photo_104414490_interior-of-wooden-table-in-food-court-shopping-mall-food-center-in-department-store-.html?term=104414490&vti=lmp77it8o9ifs4zcfy-1-1

[Unit 2, p. 96] Marjanovic, Jovo. practicing tennis [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_49253690_boy-practicing-tennis.html?term=tennis&vti=n6e5meex8a8hrcr2va-1-5

[Unit 2, p. 96] Predko, Beata. A young girl riding her pony during riding lesson, outside. Natural sun rays shining in dust during sunset [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_47850764_a-young-girl-riding-her-pony-during-riding-lesson-outside-natural-sun-rays-shining-in-dust-during-su.html?term=47850764&vti=nmj7lt21k0dl0afhv5-1-1

[Unit 2, p. 96] Krutakov, Evgeny. Cyclist overtaking a breeze. Triathlon [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_61443148_cyclist-overtaking-a-breeze-triathlon.html?term=61443148&vti=msfi3q4zeobra0wxn6-1-1

[Unit 2, p. 96] Onyshchenko, Ievgen. Professional volleyball players in action on the open air court [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_62481645_professional-volleyball-players-in-action-on-the-open-air-court.html?term=62481645&vti=ngwi6j2pb8xl2wrgzg-1-1

[Unit 2, p. 96] Onyshchenko, Ievgen. Professional baseball players on the grand arena [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_36880497_professional-baseball-players-on-the-grand-arena.html?term=36880497&vti=nwifpzkloyfn0sa4dj-1-1

[Unit 3, p. 22] Isselee, Eric. Golden Retriever. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/golden.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=dog&sti=linp57rz07chwe3zg4|&mediapo-
pup=42671458

[Unit 3, p. 22] vvvita. Happy little girl playing with dog and cat outdoors. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/street_ani%CC%87mals_children.html?imgtype=0&o-
riSearch=golden&sti=nt2p6myxsxf90hel65|&mediapopup=38694470

[Unit 3, p. 22] Cherednychenko, Ihor. Little boy stroking white and a red cat on a rural asphalt road. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/street_ani%CC%87mals_
children_boy_cat.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=street+ani%CC%87mals+children&sti=n9egsphsbtm69kxtff|&mediapopup=97548555

[Unit 3, p. 24]  Ilona, Nagy-Bagoly. Kids preparing a shelter for their new puppy dog - finishing and painting the doghouse. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/buil-
ding_a_doghouse.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=doghouse&sti=m205rbkz3m5rutqvne|&mediapopup=45865999

[Unit 3, p. 24] Gooluz. Portrait of microbiology scientist in office. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/biology_teacher.html?imgtype=0&alttext=1&start=100&sti=-
maojp4fz1k8r0r9g24|&mediapopup=62616000

[Unit 3, pg. 26] Irocha. Cute little baby chicken against white background. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/chick.html?imgtype=1&oriSearch=chick&sti=njkfn-
9l75p66k91dye|&mediapopup=5058823

[Unit 3, pg. 26] Ponapatimet, Anurak. Cute kitten lies on his back and plays on a white background isolated. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/kitten.html?imgty-
pe=1&oriSearch=chick&sti=nxebspzl9ikhxs510s|&mediapopup=44313566

[Unit 3, pg. 26] djem. Lamb sitting. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/lamb.html?imgtype=1&oriSearch=baby+animals+collection&sti=m1olosjgi3j01niixe|&medi-
apopup=35523479

[Unit 3, pg. 26]   Leelerdsakulvong, Pumidol. Baby Holland lop rabbit - Isolated on white. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/bunny.html?imgtype=0&sti=mlgaqxt-
m10bica3mfz|&mediapopup=42518873 

[Unit 3, pg. 26] Prudek, Daniel. Head of cow bos primigenius taurus with cowbell isolated on white background. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/inek.html?imgty-
pe=1&oriSearch=baby+cow&sti=o6qkt0prr519at2r48|&mediapopup=48134304

[Unit 3, pg. 26]  Zakharov, Evgeniy. Cute little husky puppy isolated on white background. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/puppy.html?imgtype=1&oriSearch=i-
nek&sti=nlhfylc82dmo5gmjto|&mediapopup=48089779

[Unit 3, pg. 26] Isselee, Eric. Foal facing isolated on white. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/foal.html?imgtype=1&oriSearch=puppy&sti=oevszv85ykce2zfb69|&-
mediapopup=65210298

[Unit 3, p. 26] dashikka. Elegant luxury Sphynx cat sitting. Vector illustration. [vektör çizim] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/elegant_luxury_sphynx_cat.html?imgty-
pe=0&oriSearch=elegant+luxury+cat&sti=m2ia92ahsffv9w27zw|&mediapopup=38427900

[Unit 3, p. 26] Boiko, Olena. Dalmatian. [vektör çizim] Retrieved from  https://tr.123rf.com/photo_61489482_dalmatian.html?term=dalmatian%2Bpuppy&vti=nda8tlmxqf0m5o5o9y-1-15

[Unit 3, p. 26] Makurin, Andrey. Calf on a white background illustration. [vektör çizim] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_39846647_calf-on-a-white-background-illustration.html?term=cal-
f&vti=nt9pqvhbs0uj7l92l5-1-33

[Unit 3, p. 26]  Mujiono, Teguh. Vector illustration of Cartoon funny sheep posing isolated on white background. [vektör çizim] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_51424492_vector-illustrati-
on-of-cartoon-funny-sheep-posing-isolated-on-white-background.html?term=lamb&vti=m76gay52wbno7gc2oa-1-27

[Unit 3, p. 26] Tigatelu. Baby duck. [vektör çizim] Retrieved from https://previews.123rf.com/images/tigatelu/tigatelu1510/tigatelu151000328/46613603-vector-illustration-of-carto-
on-baby-duck-isolated-on-white-background.jpg

[Unit 3, p. 26] Georghiou, Christos. A cute goat farm animal vector illustration. [vektör çizim] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_2909563_-a-cute-goat-farm-animal-vector-illustration-.
html?term=animal%2Bkid&vti=ls97gcne8hadimnpnf-1-44

[Unit 3, p. 26] Auremar. Young woman feeding her dog on street. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/animal_shelter_dog_feeding.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=ani-
mal+shelter&sti=mqop98bfq6encxi5qu|&mediapopup=69019139

[Unit 3, p. 28] Groupwise (Template) Retrieved from https://www.novell.com/documentation/gw7/gw7_userweb/data/sending_receiving_items.html?view=print

[Unit 3, p. 97] Stockbroker. Being distracted by noise. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://previews.123rf.com/images/stockbroker/stockbroker1507/stockbroker150702158/42269810-two-children-dist-
racted-by-television-whilst-trying-to-do-with-homework.jpg

[Unit 3, p. 97] Novak, Martin. Stressed business woman working – isolated. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_3744282_stressed-business-woman-working-isolated.html?term=iro-
ning&vti=mgyth1yudy28df9rs3-1-37

[Unit 3, p. 97] iimages. Can you close the door, two girls. [vektör çizim] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/klipart-vekt%C3%B6r/close_the_door.html?imgtype=2&oriSearch=close+the+door+ple-
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ase&sti=n182is1l1k7q7adnfs|&mediapopup=18610640

[Unit 3, p. 97] LLC, Artisticco. An illustration of happy kids eating healthy breakfast at home. [vektör çizim] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/klipart-vekt%C3%B6r/dinner.html?imgtype=2&oriSear-
ch=in+a+restaurant&sti=m2jtuoljgt10ey7c9k|&mediapopup=29028720 

[Unit 3, p. 97] Savgraf. How can I remember PIN-code? [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/pin_code_remember.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=pincode+remember&sti=my-
bycid1d1mxumn1yo|&mediapopup=1787318

[Unit 3, p. 97] Matoommi. Father, Mother, Son And Daughter Cleaning Home Together, Housework, Appliance, House, Domestic Tools, Spring Season. [vektör çizim] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/
klipart-vekt%C3%B6r/people_in_a_room.html?imgtype=2&alttext=1&oriSearch=kap%C4%B1&start=100&sti=mnihpv474r2fjnto0c|&mediapopup=78351349

[Unit 3, p. 99] Isselee, Eric. Orangutan, baby and mother. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://previews.123rf.com/images/isselee/isselee0904/isselee090400018/4712905-mother-orangutan-and-her-new-
born-baby-1-months-pongo-pygmaeus.jpg

[Unit 3, p. 99]  Gonzalez Diaz, Eduardo. Brown cow through the Catalan Pyrenees, Spain. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_31485851_brown-cow-through-the-catalan-pyrenees-spain.
html?term=cow%2Bcalf&vti=nsqf8ab0y4exr5nfhy-1-5

[Unit 3, p. 99]  Chitnelawong, Pitchathorn. Little cute golden brown kitten live with its mother cat relax in outdoor backyard, selective focus at its eye. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/pho-
to_65501471_little-cute-golden-brown-kitten-live-with-its-mother-cat-relax-in-outdoor-backyard-selective-focus-a.html?term=cat%2Bits%2Bkitten&vti=ngpqjsggcw125czrpv-1-19

[Unit 3, p. 99] Isselee, Eric. Mother goat and her kid. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://previews.123rf.com/images/isselee/isselee1411/isselee141100034/33639836-mother-goat-and-her-kid-8-weeks-old-
isolated-on-white.jpg

[Unit 3, p. 99] Hen and chicken. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://previews.123rf.com/images/farmer/farmer1203/farmer120300040/12700910-portrait-hen-and-chickens.jpg

[Unit 3, p. 99]  Vasyl, Shvadchak. Foal with a mare on a summer pasture. [fotoğraf]

Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_9684846_foal-with-a-mare-on-a-summer-pasture.html?term=horse%2Bfoal&vti=lzaxp6m5bnjoel4vr2-1-1

[Unit 3, p. 99] Katsai, Tantiana. English Bulldog and a puppy playing on the beach with a freezbie. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_9709595_english-bulldog-and-a-puppy-playing-on-
the-beach-with-a-freezbie.html?term=puppy%2Bdog&vti=o7wmg4lv7lqvvsvfgn-1-36

[Unit 4, p. 32 ] Rabelo, Marcelo Alexandre. Maori tribes traditional greeting show. Vicinity of Rotorua town. Oceania. [photo]  Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_98390498_rotorua-new-zea-
land-march-03-17-2015-maori-tribes-traditional-greeting-show-vicinity-of-rotorua-town.html?term=maori%2Btribe&vti=mb7r3u1too3os4fldb-1-59

[Unit 4, p. 32 ] Stitt, Jason. New Zealand money with Kiwi bird.[photo]  Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/reversesearch/?fid=6c4d675636e23abcc432189c63ccab66&mediapopup=41803207

[Unit 4, p. 32 ] Formaggio, Fabio. Group of friends taking a selfie - Four snowboarders taking a self portrait with mobile phone - Tourists having fun while skiing - Concepts about winter,christmas,winter 
vacation and skiing. [photo]  Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_38160552_group-of-friends-taking-a-selfie-four-snowboarders-taking-a-self-portrait-with-mobile-phone-tourists.html

[Unit 4, p. 33 ] designua.  tilt of the Earth’s axis. seasons is the result from the Earth’s axis of rotation being tilted with respect to its orbital plane. the northern and southern hemispheres always experience 
opposite seasons. One part of the planet is more directly exposed to. [photo]  Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/earth%27s_seasons_in_the_southern_hemisphere.html?imgtype=0&s-
ti=njsr0yespjvreth4pz|&mediapopup=80092287

[Unit 4, p. 34 ] byrdyak.  Little yellow duckling on green grass. [photo] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_80905135_little-yellow-duckling-on-green-grass.html?fromid=QXI3WGNEQ01wRWZK-
TFJ2TzNnRVJYZz09

[Unit 4, p. 34 ] Isselee, Eric.  Lion roaring, sitting, Panthera Leo, 10 years old, isolated on white. [photo]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/lion_roaring%2C_sitting%2C_panthe-
ra_leo%2C_10_years_old%2C_isolated_on_white.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=Stok+Foto%C4%9Fraf+-+Lion+roaring++sitting++Panthera+Leo++10+years+old++isolated+on+white&sti=lnia882h67dn-
ltchun|&mediapopup=24155953

[Unit 4, p. 34 ] Karpov, Sergey. Boy Trying to hear something. [photo] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stock-photo/listening_and_making_guesses.html?sti=n8qpjiv6kvlcr7f5i6|&mediapopup=17232795

[Unit 4, p. 34 ] Volpato, Eva. Ringing a door bell vintage. [photo] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stock-photo/ringing_door.html?sti=no47g1s1nt0j5kd4e1|&mediapopup=36162680

[Unit 4, p. 34 ] dotshock. girl and boy challenge on swing in park. [photo] Retrieved from 

https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/swinging.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=swinging+on+an+metal+swing&sti=lw48wdlg01ey0m2ejq|&mediapopup=11410865

[Unit 4, p. 34 ] artman1. barking dog on the green blurred background. [photo] Retrieved from 

https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/barking_dog.html?sti=lgw3dqlf63ruou4pn7|&mediapopup=14691139

[Unit 4, p. 34 ] Choksawatdikorn, Puntasit . French Fries Boiling In Hot Oil. [photo] Retrieved from 

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_66587128_french-fries-boiling-in-hot-oil.html?term=frying%2Bpotatoes&vti=lj3lub0yo90vaondkh-1-61

[Unit 4, p. 34] Novi, David. Helicopter for sightseeing. [photo] Retrieved from 

https://tr.123rf.com/search.php?word=Helicopter+for+sightseeing.&srch_lang=tr&imgtype=&t_word=helicopter+for+sightseeing.&t_lang=tr&sti=n2vx5alc5oy9gpj2hx|&mediapopup=30463628

[Unit 4, p. 34] Pan, Leung Cho.  Baby twins cry and lying on bed. [photo] Retrieved from 

https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/crying_twin_babies.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=crying+babies&sti=m76i0aa3h5qdpbcmnl|&mediapopup=29593034

[Unit 4, p. 34] Tom, Wang. young women is swimming in the pool. [photo] Retrieved from 

https://tr.123rf.com/stock-photo/swimming_person.html?imgtype=0&sti=nmbofthxqdt7fkl4du|&mediapopup=40299908

[Unit 4, p. 36] Allenden, Ian.  Pupils In Science Lesson Studying Robotics. [photo]   Retrieved from 

https://tr.123rf.com/search.php?word=robotics&imgtype=&t_word=&t_lang=tr&sti=nqi37vnppv90zpk4yh|&mediapopup=68664440

[Unit 4, p. 36] alga38. Old book in vintage style. Halloween story. [photo] Retrieved from 
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https://tr.123rf.com/photo_31774979_old-book-in-vintage-style-halloween-story.html?term=book%2Bbirds&vti=m1ovygmfdi5jdd1mh5-1-21

[Unit 4, p. 37] Ponapatimet, Anurak. girl thinking on the bed. [photo] Retrieved from 

https://tr.123rf.com/search.php?word=Beautiful+asian+girl+thinking+on+the+bed&imgtype=&t_word=&t_lang=tr&sti=ly543wqv4i6svgzmqt|&mediapopup=47198795

[Unit 4, p. 101 ] arcticphotoworks. Aurora borealis on arctic winter night over snowy mountain on a frozen snowy river bed. [photo]. Retrieved from https://www.123rf.com/stock-photo/aurora_bore-
alis_on_arctic_winter_night_over_snowy_mountain_on_a_frozen_snowy_river_bed.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=Aurora+borealis+on+arctic+winter+night+over+snowy+mountain+on+a+frozen+s-
nowy+river+bed&sti=mn92nrg3mu71ray5vk|&mediapopup=30242580

[Unit 4, p. 102 ] lightfieldstudios. Grandmother and grandfather with granddaughter making pottery. [photo] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stock-photo/grandmother_and_grandfather_with_grand-
daughter_making_pottery.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=Grandmother+and+grandfather+with+granddaughter+making+pottery&sti=nz0kdo6ginczzbjjvv|&mediapopup=79116374

[Unit 4, p. 102 ] tan4ikk. little girl doing the bridge exercise isolated on white background. [photo] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/search.php?word=little+girl+doing+the+bridge+exercise+isolate-
d+on+white+background&imgtype=&t_word=&t_lang=tr&sti=mule4va4yl2tocq2n5|&mediapopup=44481561

[Unit 4, p. 102 ] Kogan, Vitaliy. young schoolboy girl does his homework. [photo] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/search.php?word=little+girl+doing+the+bridge+exercise+isolated+on+white+ba-
ckground&imgtype=&t_word=&t_lang=tr&sti=mule4va4yl2tocq2n5|&mediapopup=44481561

[Unit 4, p. 102 ] Grekov. Dad and son doing the washing up in kitchen. [photo] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stock-photo/doing_washing_up_with_dad.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=doing+was-
hing+upwith+dad&sti=nk2mbgog030dij8da4|&mediapopup=93138808

[Unit 4, p. 102 ] Tolipov, Dinis. Hands of woman using pliers when assembling earring. [photo] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/search.php?word=Hands+of+woman+using+pliers+when+assemblin-
g+earring&imgtype=&t_word=&t_lang=tr&sti=lo2mzaetrym14qkpzm|&mediapopup=77955719

[Unit 4, p. 102 ] Yeulet, Cathy. Group Of Friends Making Pizza In Kitchen Together. [photo] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/search.php?word=Group+Of+Friends+Making+Pizza+In+Kitchen+-
Together&imgtype=&t_word=&t_lang=tr&sti=mf2pfz1nti7v1b5f4r|&mediapopup=41148212 

[Unit 4, p. 102 ] stokkete. Smiling woman doing grocery shopping at the supermarket and checking a long receipt, she is leaning on the full cart. [photo] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/search.
php?word=Smiling+woman+doing+grocery+shopping+at+the+supermarket+and+checking+a+long+receipt%2C+she+is+leaning+on+the+full+cart&imgtype=&t_word=&t_lang=tr&sti=ne5fqjcdqwp-
p9cf8ki|&mediapopup=68483731

[Unit 4, p. 102 ] Polc , Jozef. Man is speaking on indoor business conference for managers. [photo] Retrieved from https://www.123rf.com/search.php?word=Man+is+speaking+on+indoor+business+-
conference+for+managers&imgtype=&t_word=&t_lang=tr&sti=n7sm1xkt1mdz045qi9|&mediapopup=22661682

[Unit 4, p. 103 ] Solovyov, Yevgen. White custom made mobile phone with chatting screen and letters. [vector] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_99099679_white-custom-made-mobile-pho-
ne-with-chatting-screen-and-letters.html?term=whatsapp&vti=nyg50v40qw3tk2tuzm-1-59

[Unit 5, p. 40] Zavyalov, Sergev. Children intently and enthusiastically play table hockey [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-fotoğraf/air_hockey.html?sti=o8veup981rq85e4214|&medi-
apopup=68906293

[Unit 5, p. 40]Navikov, Sergey. Boy with racket ready to play in table tennis game outside during summer sunny day. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-fotoğraf/44286432.html?sti=mt-
2taweqtl78ckhb27|&mediapopup=44286432 

[Unit 5, p. 42]Kostareva, Tatiana. little girl climbing a rock wall indoor. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-fotoğraf/climbing_wall.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=air+hockey&sti=n-
jtm1dbbxfgrzjuhu5|&mediapopup=50746188

[Unit 5, p. 42]Navikov, Sergey. Kids in safety helmets rollerblading on the track. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-fotoğraf/line_skating.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=climbing+wal-
l&sti=lvqdsvwjwc95staip4|&mediapopup=91711595

[Unit 5, p. 42] Grinvalds, Kaspars. Boys on Skateboard skating. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-fotoğraf/skateboard_and_helmet.html?imgtype=0&alttext=1&oriSearch=skateboar-
ding%20teens&sti=mc3whcqhwi4myzltb1|&mediapopup=47839735

[Unit 5, p. 43 ] Macrovector. Sport equipment concept with competitive games accessories and sportswear vector illustration. [vector]. Retrieved from https://previews.123rf.com/images/macrovector/
macrovector1503/macrovector150300795/37811640-sport-equipment-concept-with-competitive-games-accessories-and-sportswear-vector-illustration.jpg

[Unit 5, p. 44] sportsgraphic. Neymar da Silva of FC Barcelona during a Spanish League match against RCD Espanyol at the Power8 stadium on January 2, 2016 in Barcelona, Spain. [fotoğraf]. 
Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-fotoğraf/51661036.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=44286432&sti=n7ilhgc3tkk9b8jj3g|&mediapopup=51661036 

[Unit 5, p. 44] Zhukovsky, Leonard. RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL - AUGUST 13, 2016: Olympic champion Michael Phelps of United States celebrates victory at the Men’s 4x100m medley relay 
of the Rio 2016 Olympic Games. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-fotoğraf/michael_phelps.html?imgtype=1&oriSearch=micheal+phelphs&sti=ll17epv1q7q84ojgrw|&mediapo-
pup=61437398

[Unit 5, p. 104] Titmuss, Peter. Ostrich racing at Oudtshoorn South Africa. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-fotoğraf/ostrich_racing.html?imgtype=1&oriSearch=sandals&sti=lqnhm-
s3r8djys2egkv%7C&mediapopup=27267419

[Unit 6, p. 47] Drobot, Dean. Smiling businessman sitting on the bench with newspaper and looking at away in park. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_42717544_smiling-business-
man-sitting-on-the-bench-with-newspaper-and-looking-at-away-in-park.html?term=newspaper%2Bpage&vti=mwwz96ucqkigaxlw0g-2-21

[Unit 6, p. 47] pixelrobot. Folded Daily News with Extra! Extra! and Copy Space Isolated on a White Background. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_38258021_folded-daily-news-
with-extra-extra-and-copy-space-isolated-on-a-white-background-.html?term=empty%2Bnewspaper%2Bpage&vti=nmf7kbjljt68gr1f1n-1-3

[Unit 6, p. 47] xtockimages. Closeup of a personal agenda setting an important date written with pen. The words Change Habits written on a white notebook to remind you an important appointment. 
[fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_53984603_closeup-of-a-personal-agenda-setting-an-important-date-written-with-pen-the-words-change-habits-writ.html?term=changing%2Bhabit-
s&vti=ll1w3szar8llbv04ak-2-5

[Unit 6, p. 49] Estrada, Anton. Studen is eating in a room and enjoying fast food. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_52163119_studen-is-eating-in-a-room-and-enjoying-fast-food.
html?term=eating%2Bfast%2Bfood&vti=nxactjy2plaxmysm0z-2-29

[Unit 6, p. 49] olegdudko. Student, studying, human. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/42645903.html?imgtype=1&oriSearch=teenager+studying+in+the+classro-
om&sti=mwtfsfecxqb1okgk8g|&mediapopup=42645903

[Unit 6, p. 49] dolgachov. People, internet bank, online shopping, technology and e-money concept - happy african american young woman lying on floor with laptop computer and credit card at home. 
[fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_53856901_people-internet-bank-online-shopping-technology-and-e-money-concept-happy-african-american-young-wom.html?term=online%2Bs-
hopping%2Bgirl&vti=lket9dbavwhymg8vok-1-94

[Unit 6, p. 51] Zhenikeyev, Arman. Crying woman in crisis. Close-up indoors portrait. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_56146483_crying-woman-in-crisis-close-up-indoors-portrait.
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html?term=biting%2Bnails&vti=lm9lgplh8sajbudlvn-1-1

[Unit 6, p. 51] sondem. Thr cigarette is in the hand of man. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_36113700_thr-cigarette-is-in-the-hand-of-man-.html?term=smoke&vti=ocp6k-
9m1oqrp436qjr-1-39

[Unit 6, p. 51] ljupco. Full length portrait of a young man riding a scooter and being late isolated on white background. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_66038398_full-length-portra-
it-of-a-young-man-riding-a-scooter-and-being-late-isolated-on-white-background.html?term=being%2Blate&vti=m6143rcdrxt882qwpx-1-17

[Unit 6, p. 51] structuresxx. Hand throwing plastic bottle on the road. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_102160241_hand-throwing-plastic-bottle-on-the-road.html?term=littering&v-
ti=o6f4zawsff4mjn1qal-2-52

[Unit 6, p. 51] kenishirotie. Little Asian girl wearing pyjamas doing silly face. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_33199461_little-asian-girl-wearing-pyjamas-doing-silly-face.html?ter-
m=teeth%2Bangry&vti=n2lanrzxguz7kkpzk0-1-2

[Unit 6, p. 51] theartofphoto. Young man spitting on the street.. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/spitting.html?imgtype=1&alttext=1&start=100&sti=niaobfafvzt5sl-
3m3i|&mediapopup=53443320

[Unit 6, p. 51] Tiberio, David. Girl Tapping Her Foot Wearing White Socks. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_83621361_girl-tapping-her-foot-wearing-white-socks.html?term=tap-
ping%2Bfoot&vti=lwu15p4t4odaxw1phg-1-13

[Unit 6, p. 51] Poznyakov, Gennadiy. Unhappy girl eat cheap fastfood big hamburger and pizza. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_52232357_unhappy-girl-eat-cheap-fastfood-big-hamburger-and-pizza-.html?term=eating%2Bjunk%2Bfood&vti=n4d9pagnr1g7o0f7hh-1-

[Unit 6, p. 51] Caetano, Carlos. Angry teenager girl with furious expression screaming and swearing. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_31538862_angry-teenager-girl-withfuri-
ous-expression-screaming-and-swearing.html?term=swearing&vti=mbock53zt775c9r5ng-1-

[Unit 6, p. 51] Bestwick, Linda. Clasped hands of a female pensioner in front of her body resting on a wooden table. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_73852320_clasped-hands-of-a-
female-pensioner-in-front-of-her-body-resting-on-a-wooden-table-.html?term=fingers%2Banxiety&vti=nbzd75xvduqkzv03qm-4-94

[Unit 6, p. 52] alphaspirit. Late tourist man runs fast in airport. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_42438503_late-tourist-man-runs-fast-in-airport.html?term=late%2Bman&vti=loe-
g1wuxkodp110lce-1-1

[Unit 6, p. 52] olegdudko. Shopping. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_86569462_shopping-.html?term=shopping%2Btired%2Blady&vti=mqqqvp9wwwiz1hs2n2-2-56

[Unit 6, p. 52] juliatim. Happy fat man with unhealthy lifestyle symbols around him such as junk food, sweets, video game and unhealthy drinks. Flat concept illustration of bad habits isolated on white. 
[vektör çizim]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_50067867_happy-fat-man-with-unhealthy-lifestyle-symbols-around-him-such-as-junk-food-sweets-video-game-and-un.html?term=bad%2Bha-
bits&vti=o4s47d55wkerheu5gu-1-21

[Unit 6, p. 52] maverickinfanta. Concept of healthy lifestyle / young man with his good habits / fitness, healthy food, metrics / vector illustration / flat style. [vektör çizim]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.
com/photo_44184571_concept-of-healthy-lifestyle-young-man-with-his-good-habits-fitness-healthy-food-metrics-vector-illu.html?term=good%2Bhabits&vti=lx26ogl8eexiegt0xb-3-42

[Unit 6, p. 54] Uliasz, Marek. Break bad habits, build good habits - motivational reminder on colorful sticky notes - self-development concept. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/pho-
to_30807922_break-bad-habits-build-good-habits-motivational-reminder-on-colorful-sticky-notes-self-development-c.html?term=bad%2Bhabits%2Bbuild%2Bgood%2Bhabits&vti=ld1jxkcv7mg8wh-
4dt0-1-1

[Unit 6, p.106] dotshock. Portrait of senior business man with grey beard and hair alone i modern office indoors [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_48134718_portrait-of-senior-busi-
ness-man-with-grey-beard-and-hair-alone-i-modern-office-indoors.html?term=healthy%2Bman&vti=lkahdsqwv48c2s5ju5-1-2

[Unit 7, p. 59]  Shironosov, Dmitriy. Attractive girl holding cake and looking at camera with her friends congratulating her near by. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/
birthday.html?imgtype=0&alttext=1&oriSearch=party&start=100&sti=mpljcdrf6o9bf2i8nx|&mediapopup=31703699

[Unit 7, p. 59] Dolgachov. Table with food for dinner at summer garden party. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/dinner_garden.html?imgtype=0&alttext=1&oriSear-
ch=dinner%20gardenb&start=100&sti=m2ci37c65ztuz3oldz|&mediapopup=73727122

[Unit 7, p. 61] Zamurovic, Ivan. Colorful party streamers on bright background. Celebration concept. Flat lay. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/party_confetti.html?im-
gtype=0&oriSearch=party&sti=lscxmqsqjyn9g3q3oq|&mediapopup=68074793

[Unit 7, p. 61] Maliugin, Pavel. Party hand-lettering invitation card with hand-drawn party elements. [vektör çizim] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/party.html?imgtype=0&alt-
text=1&oriSearch=word%20party&start=200&sti=o5kbag4kfke6uixwwh|&mediapopup=35180936

[Unit 7, p. 61] Convisum. Action plan. [vektör çizim] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/action_plan.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=party&sti=nrxpekof377o31nqqh|&mediapo-
pup=36009946

[Unit 7, p. 62] Huszar, Daniel. Socializing friend for Christmas with a cup of tea. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/tea_party.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=action+p-
lan&sti=llkuxkkkc8slna4t4w|&mediapopup=37874999

[Unit 7, p. 62] Luckybusiness. Group of young women dancing, fun and exercising. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/dance_party.html?imgtype=0&alttext=1&oriSear-
ch=tea%20party&start=300&sti=mha72vdwm83t7qdtqp|&mediapopup=56319649

[Unit 7, p. 62] kzenon. Boy and girl dresses as ladybird and prisoner at German fastnacht carnival procession. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/costume_party.html?im-
gtype=0&oriSearch=dance+party&sti=o51txoggeiv5vj859p|&mediapopup=71097051

[Unit 7, p. 62] Reis, Eric. Group of people toasting and looking happy at a restaurant. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/dinner_party.html?imgtype=0&alttext=1&oriSe-
arch=costume%20party&start=100&sti=nh7mlnrzs8mtv791v1|&mediapopup=43063432

[Unit 7, p. 62] Iakobchuk, Viacheslav. Slumber party. Adorable teenage girl lying on the bed next to her elder sister, both being covered under the blanket, and watching the video on tablet. [fotoğraf] 
Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/sleepover_party.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=dinner+party&sti=leia0vaqk9aqcixnv4|&mediapopup=94721789

[Unit 7, p. 62] Yeulet, Cathy. Group Of Friends Having Outdoor Barbeque At Home. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/bbq_party.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=sleepo-
ver+party&sti=ncagxejctvg848n9n7|&mediapopup=31011571

[Unit 7, p. 62] Wavebreak Media Ltd. Happy friends singing karaoke together against flying colours. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/karaoke_party.html?imgty-
pe=0&oriSearch=bbq+party&sti=lw01vgjqzfpg3w39az|&mediapopup=42768969

[Unit 7, p. 62] dolgachov. Team greeting colleague at office birthday party. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/office_party.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=karaoke+part-
y&sti=o4nrxrpxojiy7jer6h|&mediapopup=87163170
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[Unit 7, p. 63] Word clouds online. Retrieved from https://www.smore.com/am4dq-tagul-word-clouds

[Unit 7, p. 109] Online puzzle-maker. Retrieved from https://www.crossword-compiler.com/

[Unit 7, p. 109]  VillagrÃ¡, David Pereiras. Close up of hand chief with briefcase arriving to office while his workers celebrating a big party. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-fo-
to%C4%9Fraf/office_party.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=karaoke+party&sti=o4nrxrpxojiy7jer6h|&mediapopup=50737195

[Unit 7, p. 109] Yeulet, Cathy. Children In Fancy Costume Dress Going Trick Or Treating. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/costume_party.html?imgtype=0&ori-
Search=costume+party+ki%CC%87ds&sti=ni1nj1j24r2prxbn7f|&mediapopup=42307568

[Unit 7, p. 109] dolgachov. Party, new year, celebration, friends, bachelorette party, birthday concept - three women in evening dresses dancing and singing karaoke. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://
tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/karaoke_party.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=costume+party&sti=lr65krbpngx4do8ghb|&mediapopup=24070921

[Unit 7, p. 109]  Shironosov, Dmitriy. Joyful friends making selfie on Christmas evening. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/christmas_party.html?imgtype=0&alt-
text=1&oriSearch=new%20years%20party&start=100&sti=m8u4mr82jlbasqp1k6|&mediapopup=48436453

[Unit 7, p. 109] Rawpixel. Diverse Graduating Students. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/graduation.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=graduation+party&sti=o14clcy-
kzxc51ht48l|&mediapopup=31418023

[Unit 7, p. 109] Rawpixel. Diverse People Coffee Shop Outdoors Chat Concept. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/tea_party.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=graduati-
on&sti=lwzc90nvy6hw7pgt7u|&mediapopup=42942571

[Unit 7, p. 109] deskcube. 80s pop music vinyl disc. [vektör çizim] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-fotoğraf/80s_party.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=tea+party&sti=mio8sausyr7q70w-
d9e|&mediapopup=34190909 

[Unit 7, p. 109] Akhundov, Sergiy. Hand holding silver gamepad on a front of big screen with soccer game. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/playstation.html?imgt-
ype=0&oriSearch=playstaion&sti=mwmgfd7cjq6q0eezy5|&mediapopup=36776920

[Unit 7, p. 109] dolgachov. Happy friends or teenage girls having fun and jumping on bed at home. [fotoğraf] Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/sleepover_party.html?imgty-
pe=0&oriSearch=sleepover&sti=ncoc46gq9ipuf1vq9i|&mediapopup=51810272

[Unit 8, p. 66 ] Dogan, Mesut. Ankara, Turkey - Mausoleum of Ataturk, Mustafa Kemal Ataturk, first president of the Republic of Turkey [fotograf]. Retrieved from 

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_19690770_ankara-turkey-mausoleum-of-ataturk-mustafa-kemal-ataturk-first-president-of-the-republic-of-turkey-.html?term=19690770-&vti=o8h6ge9e4bl89arkv1-1-1

[Unit 8, p. 66 ] Lipkan, Andriy. happy children’s day. Vector illustration of Universal Children day poster. Childrens day background.[vector]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_55822717_happy-children-s-day-vector-illustration-of-universal-children-day-poster-childrens-day-background-.html?term=55822717-&vti=o94eujz4dnlwnpj7o4-1-1

[Unit 8, p. 69 ] theataraxia. Kid kissing parent’s hand for traditional act of respect. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_64758606_kid-kissing-parent-s-hand-for-traditional-act-of-respect.html?term=64758606-&vti=lin560akj6zfcuympa-1-1

[Unit 8, p. 69 ] belchonock. colorful candies jelly on yellow background. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_8331610_colorful-candies-jelly-on-yellow-background.html?term=8331610-&vti=o1fsx5goy6ajqfgdqk-1-1

[Unit 8, p. 69 ] Demir, Gorkem. Turkish Ramadan Dessert Baklava with concept background. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_36977324_turkish-ramadan-dessert-baklava-with-concept-background.html?term=36977324-&vti=mmjbhz29z3umbq192c-1-1

[Unit 8, p. 69 ] fotovlad. Actors of the Chinese circus perform in our Nativity play in the arcade. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_71697145_actors-of-the-chinese-circus-perform-in-our-nativity-play-in-the-arcade-.html?term=71697145&vti=nnlvh44lhghj8me0bm-1-1

[Unit 8, p. 69 ] Nandee, Phanuwat. Hand picking white piece tissue paper from brown box.[fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_66217873_hand-picking-white-piece-tissue-paper-from-brown-box.html?fromid=a0dDV0cvNXNkN3p0bk1tbzRiUWlPdz09

[Unit 8, p. 69 ] belchonock. Multicolor candies in glass jars on color wooden background. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_39136232_multicolor-candies-in-glass-jars-on-color-wooden-background.html?term=candy&vti=mr9at375b9i8pafe3t-1-1

[Unit 8, p. 69 ] Valeriya, Potapova. Background with money american hundred dollar bills. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_39394533_background-with-money-american-hundred-dollar-bills.html?term=39394533-&vti=mpahmzk4ev8ecqvzzx-1-1

[Unit 8, p. 69 ] marrakeshh. Vanilla Rice Pudding with Cinnamon Powder and Mint Leaf, Delicious Dessert. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_39332138_vanilla-rice-pudding-with-cinnamon-powder-and-mint-leaf-delicious-dessert.html?term=39332138-&vti=mc3u1kr533w2egpjh9-1-1

[Unit 8, p. 69 ] Jekkrad, Sayyan. Ferris wheel. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_12425482_ferris-wheel.html?fromid=K0RiQ1orcGtPd08zazBVWHlkd3U1Zz09

[Unit 8, p. 69 ] bowie15. Elderly woman surfing the Net. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_36222753_elderly-woman-surfing-the-net.html?term=grandma&vti=ndohk0owac6df5zozm-1-44

[Unit 8, p. 71 ] famveldman. Family ski vacation. Group of skiers in Swiss Alps mountains. Adults and young children, teenager and baby skiing in winter. Parents teach kids alpine downhill skiing. 
Ski gear and wear, safe helmets. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_63589831_family-ski-vacation-group-of-skiers-in-swiss-alps-mountains-adults-and-young-children-teenager-and-b.html?term=63589831-&vti=mi1i57tj21mg5pyw6z-1-1

[Unit 8, p. 69 ] bbtreesubmission. Famous historical figures caricature isolated in white - Mozart. [vector]. Retrieved from
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https://tr.123rf.com/photo_84866173_famous-historical-figures-caricature-isolated-in-white-mozart.html?term=84866173-&vti=mqye27803cmpcdug7n-1-1

[Unit 8, p. 89 ] dolgachov. business and people consept - young smiling african american businesswoman in city. Retrieved from

https://tr.123rf.com/photo_54777477_business-and-people-concept-young-smiling-african-american-businesswoman-in-city.html?term=54777477&vti=mkgp1prkr9py39wip5-1-1

[Unit 9, p. 75 ] lightfieldstudios. musician working with new project [photo]. Retrieved from https://es.123rf.com/photo_88944529_musician-working-with-new-project.html

[Unit 9, p. 75 ] fla. Vilnius, Lituania - 18 de mayo: tocar la guitarra m?sico no identificado en d?a m?sica de la calle el 18 de mayo de 2013 en Vilnius. Es un evento m?s popular en mayo en Vilnius, Litua-
nia [photo]. Retrieved from https://es.123rf.com/photo_19680166_vilnius-lithuania-may-18-unidentified-musician-play-guitar-in-street-music-day-on-may-18-2013-in-vil.html

[Unit 9, p. 75 ] Cotton, Alan. Eine goldene Sieger Ticket in einem weißen Hintergrund [vector]. Retrieved from https://de.123rf.com/photo_35999151_eine-goldene-sieger-ticket-in-einem-wei%C3%-
9Fen-hintergrund.html

[Unit 9, p. 77 ] Wavebreak Media Ltd. Mature female librarian giving a sign to be quiet standing in library looking at camera [photo]. Retrieved from https://br.123rf.com/stock-photo/library_quiet.html?im-
gtype=0&oriSearch=requesting%20silence%20in%20the%20library&start=700&sti=ltk06rwjoiiml4uopr|&mediapopup=25781186

[Unit 9, p. 77 ] Sim. Pretty young students working together with tablet in library [photo]. Retrieved from https://br.123rf.com/photo_52039164_pretty-young-students-working-together-with-tablet-in-lib-
rary.html?term=library%2Bquiet&vti=ltk06rwjoiiml4uopr-4-44

[Unit 9, p. 77 ] Nivens, Sergey. Two boys in library [photo]. Retrieved from https://de.123rf.com/photo_87565776_two-boys-in-library.html

[Unit 9, p. 78 ] Olson, Tyler. Cropped image of female librarian taking books from boy at checkout counter in library [photo]. Retrieved from https://se.123rf.com/photo_25289640_beskuren-bild-av-kvinn-
lig-bibliotekarie-tar-b%C3%B6cker-fr%C3%A5n-pojke-vid-kassan-i-biblioteket.html

[Unit 9, p. 78 ] Blend Images. Librarian assisting girl at library [photo]. Retrieved from https://br.123rf.com/photo_35495540_bibliotec%C3%A1ria-que-ajuda-a-menina-na-biblioteca.html

[Unit 9, p. 78 ] Blend Images. Librarian using stamper [photo]. Retrieved from https://br.123rf.com/photo_35495594_librarian-using-stamper.html?fromid=bzJ3aXFxWWJ1dVhaOUhwS0ZiOTYzdz09

 [Unit 9, p. 78 ] Blend Images. Waiting on line at the library [photo]. Retrieved from https://br.123rf.com/photo_35495595_waiting-on-line-at-the-library.html?fromid=UkZudWJ5ZjZQZGlNM3ZCVTZY-
NDkvZz09

[Unit 9, p. 78 ] Sremugda, Benjamas. Magazines and newspapers on white table. [photo]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/newspapers_magazines.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=pe-
riodicals+library&sti=me35n6qdwlmyt9s6ck|&mediapopup=51432717

[Unit 9, p. 78]  Dorney, Chris. A Job Interview Date written on a Calendar. [vector]. Retrieved from https://se.123rf.com/photo_40217690_a-job-interview-date-written-on-a-calendar-.html

[Unit 9, p. 79]  arcady31. No mobile phone sign. [vector]. Retrieved from https://www.123rf.com/stock-photo/prohibited.html?sti=neqyrm8ntoupzv40uj|&mediapopup=38615224

[Unit 9, p. 79]  jehsomwang. No texting, no talking. Right and wrong ways for riding a scooter to prevent an accident. Vector illustration. [vector]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/search.php?word=+-
No+texting%2C+no+talking.+Right+and+wrong+ways+for+riding+a+scooter+to+prevent+an+accident.+Vector+illustration&srch_lang=tr&imgtype=&t_word=no+texting%2C+no+talking.+right+an-
d+wrong+ways+for+riding+a+scooter+to+prevent+an+accident.+vector+illustration&t_lang=tr&sti=murq4j58q39odhx9f5|&mediapopup=78690529

[Unit 9, p. 79]  jehsomwang. Wrong and right ways.Do not phone call while raining vector illustration. [vector]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_70969260_wrong-and-right-ways-do-not-pho-
ne-call-while-raining-vector-illustration-.html

[Unit 9, p. 79]  Bunying, Rattanachai. Cartoon senior people and smartphone. [vector]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/reversesearch/?fid=8f86119322e2ee843a4d7c15999276c3&mediapo-
pup=52180742

[Unit 9, p. 79]  Serdyuk, Sergey .the concept of healthy and unhealthy nutrition. The model plus size makes a choice in favor of healthy food and fruit by refusing fast food and burger. XXL woman. 
[photo]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/search.php?word=88410345-the-concept-of-healthy-and-unhealthy-nutrition-the-model-plus-size-makes-a-choice-in-favor-of-health&srch_lang=tr&imgty-
pe=&t_word=88410345-the-concept-of-healthy-unhealthy-and-nutrition-the-model-plus-you-makes-a-choice-in-favor-of-health&t_lang=tr&sti=mujr0o19c2zlhkv2f8|&mediapopup=88410345

[Unit 9, p. 79]  golubovy. risky or illegal business affair. partnership refusal to take part. cooperation failure. end of discussion. [photo]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-foto%C4%9F-
raf/100739633-risky-or-illegal-business-affair-partnership-refusal-to-take-part-cooperation-failure-end-of-discuss.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=88410345-the-concept-of-healthy-and-unhealthy-nutriti-
on-the-model-plus-size-makes-a-choice-in-favor-of-health&sti=mseny85qtpwlqt6ssm|&mediapopup=100739633

[Unit 9, p. 79]  dolgachov. family, people, technology, television and entertainment concept - scared father and son watching horror movie on tv at home. [photo]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/
stok-foto%C4%9Fraf/60340566-family-people-technology-television-and-entertainment-concept-scared-father-and-son-watching-horror-.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=100739633-risky-or-illegal-busi-
ness-affair-partnership-refusal-to-take-part-cooperation-failure-end-of-discuss&sti=m0tjrffmuh0sfpfckz|&mediapopup=60340566

[Unit 9, p. 79]  Ð�Ð»ÑŒÐ±ÐµÑ€Ñ‚ Ð¨Ð°ÐºÐ¸Ñ€Ð¾Ð². Woman refusing car key in garage. [photo]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_101192215_woman-refusing-car-key-in-garage.html

[Unit 9, p. 80] kenishirotie. Ð�Ð»ÑŒÐ±ÐµÑ€Ñ‚ Ð¨Ð°ÐºÐ¸Ñ€Ð¾Ð². Checklist marked red with a red pen [photo]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_94116400_checklist-marked-red-with-a-red-
pen.html?fromid=YUNMLy9UV0JDd21zUFF0UEFXbmhuQT09

[Unit 9, p. 81] kenishirotie. Three colors sticky notes paper attached to cork board using thumb tack pin [vector]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stock-photo/three_empty_pinned_notes.html?imgty-
pe=0&oriSearch=empty+notes&sti=lqfi665gupaqpo86xh|&mediapopup=92330043

[Unit 9, p. 112] pixelrobot. Old Paper Library Card with Copy Space Isolated on White Background. [photo]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/search.php?word=46795219-old-paper-library-card-with-
copy-space-isolated-on-white-background-&srch_lang=tr&imgtype=&t_word=46795219-old-paper-library-card-with-copy-space-isolated-on-white-background-&t_lang=tr&sti=ltzxvjvt47utlciof9|&medi-
apopup=46795219

[Unit 9, p. 113] conneldesign. Round bookshelf in public library [photo]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_32593654_round-bookshelf-in-public-library.html

[Unit 9, p. 113] Diaz, Antonio. Annoying man talking on the phone at the movie theater while a woman next to him tries shushing him [photo]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_82916819_anno-
ying-man-talking-on-the-phone-at-the-movie-theater-while-a-woman-next-to-him-tries-shushing-him.html

[Unit 9, p. 113] matoommi. Profesor de enseñar a los estudiantes en el aula, el día del libro, de nuevo a la escuela, Educativo, de papelería, libros, niños, fuentes de escuela, sin perjuicio para la Educación, 
objetos, iconos [vector]. Retrieved from https://es.123rf.com/imagenes-de-archivo/55424955.html?sti=o9r81770bnnispnz65|

[Unit 9, p. 113] Cristo, Denis. Personajes de dibujos animados astronauta en traje de espacio exterior con la nave espacial extraterrestre. [vector]. Retrieved from https://es.123rf.com/imagenes-de-archi-
vo/42585469.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=55424955&sti=lagxn3j9ku6brig91w|&mediapopup=42585469

[Unit 9, p. 113] dazdraperma. Illustration of cartoon pirate [vector]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/photo_39536667_illustration-of-cartoon-pirate.html

[Unit 10, p. 82] Dzein. Hello Summer in the Sand Colorful Text and Background with Summer Season Items in the Beach. [vektör]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-fotoğraf/53830767.html?imgty-
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pe=0&oriSearch=51661036&sti=nuio8rbmoof99tg8mr|&mediapopup=53830767 

[Unit 10, p. 82] Domenicogelermo. Happy schoolchild boy applying sun block cream on the tanned body. Boy holding orange sun tan lotion bottle. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/
stok-fotoğraf/17544305.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=1754435&sti=nfqkasfqcgv68nypry|&mediapopup=17544305

[Unit 10, p. 82] phaitoon. Children playing in the pool. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-fotoğraf/yüzme.html?imgtype=1&oriSearch=rubbing+sunscreen&sti=m0ls6iq0k31l-
hbsdem|&mediapopup=27752961

[Unit 10, p. 82] Popova, Olga. Green hard hat isolated on white background. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved fromhttps://tr.123rf.com/stok-fotoğraf/safety_gears_sports.html?alttext=1&imgtype=1&oriSearch=sa-
fety+gears&num_ppl=0&mc=&sti=lqewnb51f10mwzrtki%7C&mediapopup=102486192 

[Unit 10, p. 84] Khongchum, Chokniti. (2016 November). outdoor activities of nature education programs in Khao Yai National Park, Thailand. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-fo-
toğraf/69851265.html?sti=m7m4qbtl8sfapy2dbl|&mediapopup=69851265 

[Unit 10, p. 84] Bogush, Armen. (2016 February 21). unidentified gymnast from ‘ Romantics’ team. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-fotoğraf/circus_kids_akrobat.html?imgtype=1&o-
riSearch=circus+aerobatics+kids&sti=lewhzqiyda248yc77n|&mediapopup=54543529

[Unit 10, p. 84] manganganath. Christ’s College is a constituent college of the University of Cambridge. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-fotoğraf/london_school_old_building_langu-
age_school.html?imgtype=1&oriSearch=london+school+old+building&sti=mmu6dn8vplbodwgw2w|&mediapopup=43111390 

[Unit 10, p. 85] Muresan, George. Young thirsty woman drinking water on sports field. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved https://tr.123rf.com/stok-fotoğraf/10038052.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=17544305&sti=-
mu47awhlz7re3sbqdx|&mediapopup=10038052 

[Unit 10, p. 85] Mikhaylov, Oleg. Young boy sitting on the beach during his summer vacation having sunscreen applied to his back by a parent to prevent burning from harmful UV rays.  [fotoğraf]. 
Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-fotoğraf/rubbing_sunscreen.html?imgtype=1&oriSearch=drinking+cold&sti=ll2nwiaa5opc0frtbf%7C&mediapopup=15872045

[Unit 10, p. 85] Ogawa, Teppei. Girls cooled down by the electric fan[fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-fotoğraf/cool_off.html?imgtype=1&oriSearch=melting+cool+off&sti=n3imf2s-
hwgs8up9y72%7C&mediapopup=70671428

[Unit 10, p. 85] Friedel, Bernd. old woman sunbathes on the balcony [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-fotoğraf/12055879.html?imgtype=1&oriSearch=sunbathing&sti=ltto-
v381xkzxvqi9tb%7C&mediapopup=12055879

[Unit 10, p. 85]Navikov, Sergey. Young man and girl as tourists hold city map on the European street during summer day time. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-fotoğraf/take_a_vaca-
tion.html?imgtype=1&oriSearch=12055879&sti=ljun8ue3a7aoh0rjan%7C&mediapopup=49078823 

[Unit 10, p. 85] Ledyaeva, Nadezda. shorts for swimming on a white background isolated. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-fotoğraf/shorts.html?alttext=1&imgtype=1&oriSearch=s-
hort&num_ppl=0&mc=&sti=nksczmq0mm00tipm2n%7C&mediapopup=51573816

[Unit 10, p. 85] Olegdudko. Flip-Flops. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-fotoğraf/93557671.html?imgtype=0&oriSearch=10038052&sti=mhkmbe2xd1lavwulxd|&mediapo-
pup=93557671 

[Unit 10, p. 85] Tanyar30. Black female sandals. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-fotoğraf/sandals.html?imgtype=1&alttext=1&oriSearch=sandals%20kids&num_ppl=0&s-
tart=400&sti=nx9v6qhz4ex8gpuwhq%7C&mediapopup=103442289

[Unit 10, p. 114] Rido. Closeup shot of little boy smiling with freckles. Portrait of happy male child looking at camera isolated on white background. Happy cute boy with brown hair standing against 
white background. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-fotoğraf/boy_erkekçocuk.html?imgtype=1&oriSearch=boy&sti=lahwerumyintzxrf38%7C&mediapopup=48260539

[Unit 10, p. 114] Dolgachov. advertising and t-shirt design concept - smiling little girl in white blank t-shirt over white background. [fotoğraf]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-fotoğraf/kız_ço-
cuk.html?imgtype=1&alttext=1&oriSearch=girl&num_ppl=1&start=100&sti=ofhk0c5ag5eubl95ef%7C&mediapopup=39646724

[Unit 10, p. 114] Wavebreak Media Ltd.  Portrait of happy pupils working together with the thumbs up in a classroom. [fotoğraf].  Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/stok-fotoğraf/teens_girls_kids_stu-
dents.html?imgtype=1&alttext=1&oriSearch=teens%20girls&num_ppl=2&start=200&sti=nl144oo73n5bjf9uuk%7C&mediapopup=11680990

[Unit 10, p. 115] Ilesia. Hand drawn vector illustration of social media sign and symbol doodles elements. [vektör]. Retrieved from https://tr.123rf.com/klipart-vektör/social_media_internet.html?imgty-
pe=2&alttext=1&oriSearch=sosyal%20medya&start=300&sti=o7o8amtm1emrrfsf4y%7C&mediapopup=44490421
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